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AND INTERVENTIONS FROM THE
CONSUMER PROTECTION TOOLKIT
— Jeannie Marie Paterson*, Shanton Chang†, Marc Cheong‡,
Chris Culnane**, Suelette Dreyfus††, and Dana McKay‡‡

Abstract: Developments in pervasive data collection and predictive
data analytics are allowing firms to target consumers with increasingly precise personalised, behavioural and contextual advertising.
These techniques give rise to new risks of harm in the attention
economy by unduly influencing or manipulating consumers’ decisions and choices, and by narrowing the product options visible
and available to them. In many countries, the legal response to
concerns about targeted advertising by algorithm has been focused
on privacy protection and data rights.
These are important initiatives. However, consent-based data rights
are unlikely to provide a comprehensive or even adequate response
to the risks of harm to consumers occasioned by the kinds of algorithmically targeted advertising that are now possible. This paper
suggests that a suite of responses from the consumer protection
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toolkit are required to address the different and potentially harmful manifestations of algorithmically targeted advertising. These
include bans and warnings as well as making use of standard safety-net prohibitions on misleading and unconscionable/unfair conduct already in place in many jurisdictions.
Keywords: Algorithm, Behavioural Advertising, Consumer
Protection, Data Privacy, Misleading Conduct, Profiling, Targeted
Advertising, Unconscionable Conduct, Unfairness, Undue Influence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As many of us are now aware, we are living in an age of pervasive digital monitoring.1 Internet of Things devices,2 apps,3 loyalty cards, social media

1

2

3

See Frank Pasquale, The Black Box Society: The Secret Algorithms that Control Money
and Information (Harvard University Press 2016); Daniel Susser, Beate Roessler and Helen
Nissenbaum, ‘Technology, Autonomy and Manipulation’ (2019) 8 Internet Policy Review
1; Karen Yeung, ‘“Hypernudge”: Big Data as a Mode of Regulation by Design’ (2017) 20
Information, Communication and Society 118; Shoshana Zuboff, ‘Big Other: Surveillance
Capitalism and the Prospects of an Information Civilization’ (2015) 30 Journal of Information
Technology 75; Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism (Profile Books 2019).
See eg, the Bluetooth enabled and cyber insecure children’s toy ‘Cayla’: Agata Dziedzic,
‘International: Connected Toys Cayla and i-Que Make It “Easy for Anyone to Eavesdrop” on
Children’ (OneTrust DataGuidance, 8 December 2016) <https://www.dataguidance.com/international-connected-toys-cayla-que-make-easy-anyone-eavesdrop-children/> accessed 17 May
2021.
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Digital Platforms Inquiry (Final Report,
June 2019) 11 (ACCC Digital Platforms Inquiry Report); Joe Tidy, ‘Tik Tok: What is the App,
and How Much Data Does it Collect’ (BBC News, 3 August 2020) <https://www.bbc.com/
news/technology-53476117> accessed 17 May 2021; Pat McGrath, Clare Blumer and Jeremy
Story Carter, ‘Medical Appointment Booking App HealthEngine Sharing Clients’ Personal
Information with Lawyers’ (ABC News, 26 June 2018) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-0625/healthengine-sharing-patients-information-with-lawyers/9894114> accessed 17 May 2021.
Also, Sarah Perez, ‘Following Apple’s Launch of Privacy Labels, Google to Add a “Safety”
Section in Google Play’ (TechCrunch, 7 May 2021) <https://techcrunch.com/2021/05/06/
following-apples-launch-of-privacy-labels-google-to-add-a-safety-section-in-google-play/>
accessed 17 May 2021.
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platforms,4 and search engines5 are engaged in extensive data mining: collecting and analysing vast amounts of data with every consumer interaction.
The data collected are linked to individuals or their devices to create a digital
profile of that person.6 Algorithms are used to find correlations between these
profiles and to make predictions about the future behaviour of similar individuals and groups. These predictions increasingly inform firms’ decisions about
who gets access to goods and services, and at what price;7 with applications
in determining access to credit,8 the cost of insurance,9 whether to interview
a prospective employee,10 and, the focus of this article, digital advertising.11 In
advertising, algorithmic processes allow firms to target consumers precisely
with advertising material that is designed to catch their attention on the basis
of their previous browsing habits, current location or predicted interests and

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

See eg, the Cambridge Analytica saga discussed at: Carole Cadwalladr and Emma GrahamHarrison, ‘Revealed: 50 Million Facebook Profiles Harvested for Cambridge Analytica
in Major Data Breach’ (The Guardian, 18 March 2018) <https://www.theguardian.com/
news/2018/mar/17/cambridge-analytica-facebook-influence-us-election> accessed 17 May 2021.
See also Nathan Heller, ‘Why the Life-Insurance Industry Wants to Creep on Your Instagram’
(The New Yorker, 26 February 2019) <https://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/
why-the-life-insurance-industry-wants-to-creep-on-your-instagram> accessed 17 May 2021.
See eg, Zoac Doffman, ‘Why iPhone, iPad And Mac Users Should Avoid Google Photos’
(Forbes, 8 May 2021) <https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2021/05/08/why-you-shouldnever-use-google-photos-on-your-apple-iphone-ipad-imac-or-macbook/> accessed 17 May
2021.
See Salinger Privacy, ‘Cookies and Other Online Identifiers: Research Paper for the Office of
the Australian Information Commissioner’ (15 June 2020) 3. See GDPR art 4(1): ‘“profiling”
means any form of automated processing of personal data consisting of the use of personal
data to evaluate certain aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or predict
aspects concerning that natural person’s performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences, interests, reliability, behaviour, location or movements’.
See generally Cathy O’Neil, Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases
Inequality and Threatens Democracy (Crown Publishing 2016).
See eg, Nikita Aggarwal, ‘Machine Learning, Big Data and the Regulation of Consumer
Credit Markets: The Case of Algorithmic Credit Scoring’ in Nikita Aggarwal and others (eds),
Autonomous Systems and the Law (Beck 2019). See also Sian Townson, ‘AI Can Make Bank
Loans More Fair’ (Harvard Business Review, 6 November 2020) <https://hbr.org/2020/11/
ai-can-make-bank-loans-more-fair#:~:text=AI%20and%20Equality&text=A%20landmark%20
2018%20study%20conducted,are%20members%20of%20protected%20classes.> accessed 12
July 2021.
Michele Loi and Markus Christen, ‘Insurance Discrimination and Fairness in Machine
Learning: An Ethical Analysis’ in Michele Loi and Markus Christen, ‘Choosing How to
Discriminate: Navigating Ethical Trade-Offs in Fair Algorithmic Design for the Insurance
Sector’ (2021) Philosophy and Technology. See also Liam Walsh, ‘Bot-backed Suncorp Aims
for 80pc Online Claims’ (Australian Financial Review, 11 May 2021) <https://www.afr.com/
companies/financial-services/bot-backed-suncorp-aims-for-80pc-online-claims-20210511p57qr2> accessed 12 July 2021.
Aislinn Kelly-Lyth, ‘Challenging Biased Hiring Algorithms’ (2021) Oxford Journal of Legal
Studies ( forthcoming).
See Julian Thomas, ‘Programming, Filtering, Adblocking: Advertising and Media
Automation’ (2018) 166 Media International Australia 34, 35.
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behaviours.12 Through these methods, firms aim to influence consumers’ purchasing decisions, as well as to differentiate offers and the pricing of products
between identified consumer cohorts or categories.13
The growth of algorithmically targeted advertising might initially appear a
trivial concern: advertising has long aimed to target the consumers who will
be receptive to its messages, and to steer consumers towards particular products and increased consumption. Some have argued that targeted advertising
benefits consumers by showing them more relevant ads. However, the use of
algorithmic processes to identify fine-grained distinctions between different
categories of consumers and to make predictions about their behaviour has produced a fundamental change in the character of advertising in the attention14 or
information15 economy. This change has a consequential impact on the risk of
harm to consumer autonomy and welfare. One concern is that consumers may
not be aware of the nature and scope of targeted advertising. Another concern
is that algorithmically targeted advertising may unduly influence or manipulate
consumer decision-making, as well as undermine their sense of well-being.16
Concerns also arise over the degree to which algorithmically targeted advertising determines the products that are made visible to individual consumers.17
What is filtered out as options for consumers may in this context be as significant as what is presented. This feature has the potential for reducing the scope
of choice in the market and also for discriminating against individuals and
groups. These harmful effects of targeted advertising by algorithm are, moreover, less easily avoided by consumers than might appear at first sight.
12

13
14

15

16

17

See eg, ‘Google Pay India Users to Start Getting Targeted Ads, Here is How You Can Opt
Out’ (The Financial Express, 12 March 2021) <https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/
technology/google-pay-india-users-to-start-getting-targeted-ads-here-is-how-you-can-optout/2211457/> accessed 12 July 2021; Stuart A Thompson, ‘These Ads Think They Know
You’ (The New York Times, 30 April 2019) <https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/04/30/
opinion/privacy-targeted-adver tising.html?mtr ref=www.google.com&gwh=BC5DDB91D5483424EFDB04440D2D8F14&gwt=pay> accessed 12 July 2021; ‘Ad Targeting’
Facebook for Business <https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/ad-targeting> accessed 12
July 2021; Paul R. Milgrom and Steven Tadelis, ‘How Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning Can Impact Market Design’ (National Bureau of Economic Research, Working
Paper Series No 24282, February 2018) 21.
See Ryan Calo, ‘Digital Market Manipulation’ (2014) 82 George Washington Law Review 995.
Tim Wu, ‘Blind Spot: The Attention Economy and the Law’ (2019) 82 Antitrust Law Journal
771.
Julie Cohen, Between Truth and Power: The Legal Constructions of Informational Capitalism
(Oxford University Press 2019).
Göran Wågström, ‘Why Behavioural Advertising Should be Illegal’ (Forbes, 5 March
2019)
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/03/05/why-behavioral-advertising-should-be-illegal/?sh=40dd9c065b89> accessed 12 July 2021.
See generally DQUBE Solutions, Suelette Dreyfus, Shanton Chang and Andrew Clausen,
Drawing Back the Curtain: Consumer Choice Online in a Data Tracking World (Report, July
2020).
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These potentially adverse impacts of algorithmically targeted advertising
have become the subject of regulatory attention in a number of countries.18
Commonly, the regulatory response has been focused on strategies for protecting personal data, often through requiring consumers to be given notice of data
collection, retention and use,19 and buttressing the requirements for consumers
to consent to, and withdraw from, these practices.20 However, although notice
and consent procedures may be useful in alerting consumers to data practices,
and even act as some check on the unconstrained use of data by digital platforms and other firms, they should not be regarded as comprehensive measures
for protecting the rights and interests of consumers. Realistically, consumers
simply cannot read and respond to all of the information presented in data collection notices,21 and firms deploy choice architecture and ‘dark patterns’ that
push consumers towards privacy reducing options.22 Additionally, the impact of
individual decisions about data sharing on the collective interests of consumer
means that there is a good case for treating algorithmically targeted advertising systematically, rather than leaving the responsibility to affected individuals.
Thus, there is interest in some jurisdictions on placing substantive obligations
on data controllers to treat data subjects fairly.23 There has also been increased
recognition of the complementary role of consumer protection law in curbing
the worst excesses of data mining processes.24
18

19

20
21

22

23

24

See eg, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Digital Platforms Inquiry: Final
Report (2019) (ACCC Digital Platforms Report); Government of Canada, Strengthening
Privacy for the Digital Age (Discussion Paper 2019); House of Lords Select Committee on
Communications, Regulating in a Digital World (2nd Report of Session 2017-2019, March
2019); Competition and Markets Authority, United Kingdom, ‘Online Platforms and Digital
Advertising: Market Study Final Report’ (2020).
See eg, Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), Principles 1 and 5 (Australia); California Consumer Privacy
Act (California) §§ 1798.100, 1978.130; GDPR arts 12-14 (EU).
GDPR, art 6 (EU). See also Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 (India).
See eg, David Berriby, ‘Click to Agree with What? No One Reads Terms of Service Studies
Confirm’ (The Guardian, 4 March 2017) <https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/
mar/03/terms-of-service-online-contracts-fine-print> accessed 12 July 2021; Øyvind H.
Kaldestad, ‘250,000 Words of App Terms and Conditions’ (Norwegian Consumer Council, 24
May 2016) <https://www.forbrukerradet.no/side/250000-words-of-app-terms-and-conditions>
accessed 12 July 2021.
See eg, Norwegian Consumer Council, Deceived by Design: How Tech Companies Use Dark
Patterns to Discourage Us from Exercising Our Rights to Privacy (June 2018); ACCC Digital
Platforms Report (n 18) 399-434.
See Mark J. Taylor and Jeannie Marie Paterson, Protecting Privacy in India: The Roles of
Consent and Fairness in Data Protection (2020) 16(1) IJLT 71 <https://4bac176f-2e16-421b823f-0ab6d7712f 85.filesusr.com/ugd/066049_688f6d511e7b4119a0dfd2a51c62d319.pdf >
accessed 12 July 2021; Office of the Australian Information Commissioner, ‘Privacy Act
Review Issues Paper Submission’ <https://www.oaic.gov.au/privacy/the-privacy-act/review-ofthe-privacy-act/privacy-act-review-issues-paper-submission/executive-summary/> accessed 12
July 2021.
Stephen Corones and Juliet Davis, ‘Protecting Consumer Privacy and Data Security:
Regulatory Challenges and Potential Future Directions’ (2017) 45 Federal Law Review 65;
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This article considers the potential for harm to consumer autonomy and
welfare from targeted advertising by algorithm and the range of protective
strategies drawn from the consumer protection toolkit for responding to those
concerns. It argues that there is unlikely to be one comprehensive intervention
for protecting consumers from the risks associated with targeted advertising,
given the complex technical and policy aspects of its regulation. Rather, the
most effective outcomes are likely to be produced through a combination of
responses. These include the possibility of bans, disclosure and warnings, and
also in regulators making full use of the safety-net prohibitions on unconscionable and misleading conduct already found in most existing statutory
regimes. Indeed, these open textured principles offer a flexibly in adapting
to socio-technical change which may not be available under more rule-based
approaches.
The article begins by considering the digital profiling and predictive analytics which increasingly inform targeted advertising. It considers the harms
to consumers arising from these new manifestations of targeted advertising. It
then moves to legal responses – noting the options available under data protection law before moving to the complementary opportunities offered by
statutory consumer protection regimes. This suite of possible responses is considered with reference to legal regimes in place in India, Australia, the U.S.
and the EU. It finishes by noting the need for decision-makers, judges, regulators and consumer advocates, to develop a fulsome understanding of the
character, operation and uses of new advertising technologies and, indeed, of
algorithmic influences on decision-making generally, recognising that this
expertise may not yet exist and should be an ongoing aspiration. While we
acknowledge that any attempt to address the extensive market power exercised
by digital platforms may additionally require intervention from competition
law, in this article we focus on concerns of consumer welfare from a perspective of consumer protection law.
II. PROFILING IN CONSUMER MARKETS

Advances in digital technologies have allowed consumer behaviour to be
incessantly monitored.25 Data is collected using a range of methods including
store and loyalty cards, cookies, web and audio beacons, device or browser
fingerprinting and identifiers, and digital platform.26 Increasingly sophisticated

25
26

Damian Clifford and Jeannie Paterson, ‘Consumer Privacy and Consent: Reform in the Light
of Contract and Consumer Protection Law’ (2020) 94 Australian Law Journal 741.
Dana McKay, State of the Art in Data Tracking Technology (Report, November 2019) 5.
ACCC Digital Platforms Report (n 18) 387-9; Salinger Privacy, Cookies and Other Online
Identifiers: Research Paper for the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (15
June 2020) 8, ch 2.
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algorithmic processes allow the data collected from these discrete consumer
interactions to inform targeted advertising strategies. This is done by combining the data collected from discrete sources to create digital profiles of consumers which are linked to some form of individual or device identifier. These
identifiers can then be used to track consumers across their in-store and online
interactions to build the richness of the profiles. These consumer profiles can
be categorised into groups or segments based on correlations within the different data sets identified by algorithms, and then sold to advertisers. Consumer
profiles can further be analysed by statistical methods to find correlations
between profiles and preferences, and to make predictions about future behaviour.27 These findings can also inform advertising.
Importantly, consumer profiling goes deeper than straightforward identifying information such as consumers’ names, addresses and birthdates. It
includes information about who consumers socialise with, what websites and
online material they look at or click on, and their sources of news and other
media.28 Indeed, from an advertising perspective, the traditional identifying
details of a consumer may be less important than the information collected
about their behaviour. Data profiles are not based on an intimate or relational
knowledge of individual consumers. Put another way algorithms do not ‘see’
into consumers’ minds. Rather the digital consumer is an identity constructed
from data, what Yeung terms a ‘data derivative’, namely ‘abstractions of
an individual made up of fragments of correlated variables identiﬁed from a
match between some of her attributes with the proﬁles inferred from masses of
attributes from masses of individuals’.29
Digital consumer profiles are used as the basis for targeted advertising
strategies. The methods range in sophistication and in the degree to which
they may assist, annoy or harm consumers. Although descriptions of the different kinds of targeted advertising vary, it is useful to understand the main
approaches in order to better target regulatory responses, as well as identify
any gaps in that response. One of the most common and well-recognised manifestations of targeted advertising is retargeting, which involves sending advertisements that follow consumers across their online browsing about products
they may have clicked on earlier. Contextual advertising uses the context in
which consumers view material to send relevant advertising to them.30 For
27
28

29

30

See also ibid 40.
See also Mariam Nadeem and others, ‘Australia v Facebook: Regulating the Market for
Attention’ (Pursuit, 18 February 2021).
Karen Yeung, ‘Algorithmic Regulation: A Critical Interrogation’ (2018) 12 Regulation and
Governance 505, 515 citing Louise Amoore, The Politics of Possibility: Risk and Security
Beyond Probability (Duke University Press 2013).
Privacy (n 26) 39.
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example, contextual advertising might show consumers marketing material for
raincoats when they browse a weather channel showing a forecast of rain.
Demographic advertising targets consumers on the basis of identified consumer segments built from individual profiles. For example, Facebook offers
firms the ability to advertise directly to customer lists, either held by the firm
or provided by a data firm, and to ‘look alike audiences’ based on the demographic features of their current customers.31 More subtle characteristics may
also be selected. The US Federal Trade Commission revealed some named lists
traded between data brokers and suppliers as including “Diabetes Interest”;
“Cholesterol Focus”; “Financially Challenged”; and “Urban Scramble”.32 The
ACCC pointed out in its Digital Platforms Report that Facebook advertising
categories in Australia included “opposition to immigration”; “far left politics”;
“vaccine controversies; and “climate change denial”.33
Demographic advertising targets consumers on the basis of categories built
from their exhibited behaviours and traits. By contrast, behavioural advertising
targets consumers on the basis of their predicted interests or behaviours, which
are derived from correlations between their digital profiles and the behaviour
of consumers with similar profiles.34 An infamous example of behavioural
advertising involved Target identifying historical patterns of purchasing behaviour of pregnant women and then sending women who exhibited these behaviours advertisements for baby products.35 Differential pricing is an application
of this process which allows firms to differentiate prices between customers
according to their predicted ability and willingness to pay.36
31
32

33
34

35

36

ACCC Digital Platforms Inquiry Report (n 18) 387.
Federal Trade Commission, Data Brokers: A Call for Transparency and Accountability Report
(2014) 117, quoted in Katharine Kemp, ‘Concealed Data Practices and Competition Law: Why
Privacy Matters’ (2020) 16 European Competition Journal 628, 649.
ACCC Digital Platforms Inquiry Report (n 18) 446.
See eg, Alyssa Foote, ‘Online Ad Targeting Does Work: As Long as It’s Not Creepy’ (Wired,
5 November 2018) <https://www.wired.com/story/online-ad-targeting-does-work-as-longas-its-not-creepy/> accessed 12 July 2021; Klint Finley, ‘Facebook and IBM Team Up to
Supercharge Personalized Ads’ (Wired, 5 June 2015) <https://www.wired.com/2015/05/facebook-ibm-team-supercharge-personalized-ads/> accessed 12 July 2021.
Charles Duhigg, ‘How Companies Learn Your Secrets’ (The New York Times, 16 February
2012) <https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html> accessed 12
July 2021. See also the harmful outcomes where the prediction is wrong: Siobhan Smith, ‘I
had a Miscarriage but the Targeted Pregnancy Adverts keep Coming’ (Metro, 21 April 2021)
<https://metro.co.uk/2021/04/21/i-had-a-miscarriage-but-the-targeted-pregnancy-adverts-keepcoming-14427222/> accessed 12 July 2021.
Frederik Zuiderveen Borgesius and Joost Poort, ‘Online Price Discrimination and EU
Data Privacy Law’ (2017) 40 Journal of Consumer Policy 347, 351; Maurice E. Stucke and
Ariel Ezrachi, ‘How Digital Assistants Can Harm Our Economy, Privacy, and Democracy’
(2017) 32 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 1239, 1264. Also N. Levy, ‘Online Sales and
Differential Pricing’ (2018) Practical Ethics <http://blog.practicalethics.ox.ac.uk/2018/10/
online-sales-and-differential-pricing/> accessed 12 July 2021.
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Location tracking adds value to these other kinds of targeted advertising,
particularly when combined with Bluetooth beacons that allow precise and
indoor identification of location. Location data links information about actual
behaviour to digital profiles.37 It also allows advertising to be directed to consumers in specific locations with the possibly of linking the context created by
consumers’ location to predictions about what they might want in that location,38 for example, cafes in a fashionable inner-city area.
III. IS THERE ANY HARM IN ALGORITHMIC
TARGETED ADVERTISING?

On one view, algorithmically targeted advertising is just a continuation of
established practices. It might be argued that firms have always tried to influence consumer preferences. All marketing has the aim of influencing consumers’ purchasing decisions and has long sought to optimise its outreach to its
intended audience. Bricks-and-mortar stores aim to influence consumer choice
through their advertising, by the very way in which they display their products,
and the ambience they create inside the store.39 By and large these practices
are not prohibited under existing law. Indeed, on one view, targeted advertising may make life easier for consumers. In an age where consumers are overloaded by information, the promise of targeted advertising is that it filters
out irrelevant material and assists us to make choices that may otherwise be
overwhelming.40
However, the uses of algorithmic processes in advertising allow firms to go
well beyond what has been possible in the past. Although there is little empirical data on the effectiveness of targeted advertising, and it has been suggested
that the influence of such methods may be exaggerated,41 there remain ongoing
concerns about the risk of harm to consumers these approaches may generate.
37
38
39

40

41

Privacy (n 26) 39.
ACCC (n 26) 385-386.
cf Shmuel I. Becher, Yuval Feldman and Meirav Furth, ‘Seductive Oral Deals’ (2020) Law &
Psychology eJournal.
Gerhard Wagner and Horst Eidenmuller, ‘Down by Algorithms? Siphoning Rents, Exploiting
Biases, and Shaping Preferences: Regulating the Dark Side of Personalized Transactions’
(2019) 86 The University of Chicago Law Review 581 (‘Down by Algorithms?’). Also,
Melanie Heck and others, ‘Exploring Gaze-Based Prediction Strategies for Preference
Detection in Dynamic Interface Elements’ in Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Human
Information Interaction and Retrieval (Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY,
USA) 129-139 <https://doi.org/10.1145/3406522.3446013> accessed 12 July 2021.
Natasha Lomas, ‘The Case against Behavioral Advertising is Stacking Up’ (TechCrunch, 21
January 2019) <https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/20/dont-be-creepy/> accessed 12 July 2021;
Gilad Edelman, ‘Why Don’t we Just Ban Targeted Advertising’ (Wired, 22 March 2020)
<https://www.wired.com/story/why-dont-we-just-ban-targeted-advertising/> accessed 12 July
2021.
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These concerns arise from the very features that make targeted advertising by
algorithm attractive to firms, namely the opportunity to target advertising to
narrowly drawn consumer profiles, with different consumers seeing different
material and others not seeing some content or prices at all. These features
raise significant potential risks to consumer autonomy and welfare, including
through a lack of transparency, constraining consumer choice, the manipulation
of purchasing decisions and the exclusion of certain consumers and groups of
consumers.42
Working through these concerns, the most immediate objection to algorithmically targeted advertising lies in the lack of transparency and accountability.43 Consumers yield the data that fuels this form of advertising, yet many
consumers are unaware of the extent of the use made of that data in curating
what they see.44 In this sense, the fundamental data for access deal underlying
many consumer interactions with digital platforms involves an element of trickery or even deception. Consumers may be unaware that an advertisement they
see online is seen only by them, or people thought to be like them, and that
other consumers see different options.
Additionally, by removing alternative options from consumers’ sight, targeted advertising narrows their opportunities for choice.45 This means consumers are making decisions from a position of less than full information,
undermining the preconditions for the exercise of autonomy. This may well
lead to a reduced number of and variation in the overall options presented
to consumers. In other words, consumers may be constrained in their own
echo-chambers of advertising that constrain their world view on the basis of
their constructed digital profiles.46
Targeted advertising may, moreover, exercise considerable and possibly
undue influence on consumer preferences, including by triggering pre-existing sensitivities or making use of unconscious biases to the detriment of
consumers. Indeed, scholars describe the process as involving as involving

42

43

44
45

46

See In particular, Eliza Mik, ‘The Erosion of Autonomy in Online Consumer Transactions’
(2016) 8 Law, Innovation and Technology 1; Gerhard Wagner, ‘Down by Algorithms?
Siphoning Rents, Exploiting Biases and Shaping Preferences the Dark Side of Personalized
Transactions’ (2019) 86 University of Chicago Law Review 581.
Jeannie Paterson, Gabby Bush and Tim Miller, ‘Transparency to Contest Differential Pricing’
(2021) 93 Computers and Law 49.
ACCC Digital Platforms Inquiry Report (n 18) 383.
Calo (n 13) 1002-3; Eliza Mik, ‘The Erosion of Autonomy in Online Consumer Transactions’
(2016) 8 Law, Innovation and Technology 1, 7.
Roger Brownsword, ‘From Erewhon to AlphaGo: For the Sake of Human Dignity, Should We
Destroy the Machines?’ (2017) 9 Law, Innovation and Technology 117.
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‘manipulation’,47 a ‘hypernudge’,48 ‘unfair persuasion’,49 and consumers as
being ‘drawn down by algorithms.’50 This concern is most immediately apparent in behavioural advertising which seeks to link advertising to consumers’ predicted interests or behaviours in order to promote products that may
attract attention without actually benefiting them. For example, rich foods or
expensive cosmetics might be advertised at times of day when consumers are
predicted to be feeling tired or stressed or people exhibiting low self-esteem
might be targeted with advertisements for diet products, or cosmetic surgery.51
Demographic advertising might work to similar effect, for example, by advertising alcohol to vulnerable teens.52 Even contextual advertising, which is less
dependent on consumer digital profiles, may work to similar effect where the
context of consumers’ online search is used to send advertisements for products that are palpably unlikely to promote their welfare. Examples might
include advertisements for expensive funeral insurance shown to consumers
seeking information about bereavement support groups, payday loans to consumers seeking information about gambling help53 or opioids to consumers
experiencing back pain.54
Algorithmically targeted advertising further has the potential to entrench
existing inequalities by allowing firms to discriminate between different consumer profiles. This creates particular risks for vulnerable and marginalised consumers who may disproportionally be restricted in their purchasing
choices and subject to unfavourable pricing. For example, there is potential for
47

48
49

50
51

52

53

54

Calo (n 13); Damian Clifford, ‘Citizen-Consumers in a Personalised Galaxy: Emotion
Inﬂuenced Decision-Making, a True Path to the Dark Side?’ in Lilian Edwards, Burkhard
Schafer and Edina Harbinja (eds), Future Law: Emerging Technology, Regulation and Ethics
(Edinburgh University Press 2020).
Yeung (n 29).
Natali Helberger, ‘Profiling and Targeting Consumers in the Internet of Things: A New
Challenge for Consumer Law’ in Reiner Schulze and Dirk Staudenmayer (eds), Digital
Revolution: Challenges for Contract Law in Practice (Hart Publishing 2016) 135.
Wagner and Eidenmuller (n 42).
Rebecca Rosen, ‘Is This the Grossest Advertising Strategy of All Time’ (The Atlantic, 4
October 2013) <https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/10/is-this-the-grossestadvertising-strategy-of-all-time/280242/> accessed 12 July 2021; ‘Emotional and Sentiment
Targeting’
(ADmantX)
<https://www.admantx.com/emotional-and-sentiment-targeting/>
accessed 12 July 2021.
‘Facebook Told Advertisers It Can Identify Teens Feeling “Insecure” and “Worthless”’ (The
Guardian, 1 May 2017); Sidney Fussell, ‘Facebook Allow Drug Ads to Target Teens, Activists
Say’ (Wired, 4 May 2021). See also DQUBE Solutions (n 17) 45-6.
See also ‘Video Games You Play Are Using Sneaky Tactics’ (ABC News, 3 May 2021)
<https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-05-03/video-games-you-play-are-using-sneaky-tactics-fourcorners/100098826> accessed 12 July 2021.
Alison Branley, ‘Google Search Data Used by Pharma Giant to Bombard Users with Ads
for Addictive Opioids’ (ABC News, 13 July 2019) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-07-13/
searches-data-mined-by-pharma-giant-to-promote-new-opioid/11300396> accessed 12 July
2021.
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discrimination through mechanisms such as Facebook’s advertising categories,
which allows targeting on the basis of features that may characterise disadvantaged groups.55 In addition, targeted advertising creates the potential to exclude
social groups from particular markets altogether.56 For example, in the U.S.
Facebook has been criticised for allowing advertisers to exclude certain groups
based on ‘racial affinity’.57
Reliance on inaccurate and incomplete data may further produce inequitable
outcomes that reinforce the existing marginalisation of individuals or groups.58
This is a particular concern where automated processes are premised on unrepresentative data, such as where particular social groups are missing because
historically, they have not participated in the spaces from which the data is
collected.59 Inaccurate and incomplete data risk recommendations that are not
welfare enhancing for people whose preferences and profiles are not included
in the data set on which recommendation are based. Where there is no data on
a group, there will be no products identified as suitable for them — they simply miss out or must make do with suboptimal results. There is also a risk that
data sets will become skewed as between those who actively do and do not
exercise rights over their personal data. If those who exercise control over data
are viewed as more savvy, then those who do not do this may be left at the
disadvantageous end of differential pricing.
In response to these various concerns, it might be commented that consumers can simply choose not to be influenced by targeted advertising: they
55

56

57

58
59

See DQUBE Solutions (n 17). Also, Samuel Gibbs, ‘Women Less Likely to Be Shown Ads for
High-Paid Jobs on Google, Study Shows’ (The Guardian, 8 July 2015) <https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jul/08/women-less-likely-ads-high-paid-jobs-google-study> accessed
12 July 2021; Karen Hao, ‘Facebooks Ad-Serving Algorithm Discriminates by Gender and
Race’ (MIT Review, 5 April 2019) <https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/04/05/1175/facebook-algorithm-discriminates-ai-bias/> accessed 12 July 2021.
Nicholas Davis, ‘The Future Relationship between Technology and Inequality’, How
Unequal? Insights on Inequality (Report, Committee for Economic Development of Australia,
April 2018) 110; Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence, AI in the UK: Ready, Willing
and Able? (House of Lords Paper No 100, Session 2017-2019) 108; The Future Computed:
Artificial Intelligence and Its Role in Society (Microsoft, 2018) 58-9.
Julia Angwin, Ariana Tobin and Madeleine Varner, ‘Facebook (Still) Letting Housing
Advertisers Exclude Users by Race’ (Pro Publica, 17 November 2017) <https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-advertising-discrimination-housing-race-sex-national-origin> accessed
12 July 2021; Alex Hern, ‘Facebook Lets Advertisers Target Users Based on Sensitive
Interests’ (The Guardian, 16 May 2018) <https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/
may/16/facebook-lets-advertisers-target-users-based-on-sensitive-interests> accessed 12 July
2021.
Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence (n 56) 119.
Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale, ‘Slave to the Algorithm? Why a “Right to an Explanation”
Is Probably Not the Remedy You Are Looking For’ (2017) 16 Duke Law and Technology
Review 18. See also, generally, Matt J. Kusner and Joshua R. Loftus, ‘The Long Road to
Fairer Algorithms’ (2020) 578 Nature 34.
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can tighten privacy settings, disable settings allowing personalised advertising, look in several sources for products and compare bricks and mortar stores. However, this response is practically unrealistic. Given the current
lack of transparency, and likely lack of understanding about algorithmic targeted advertising, it is not straightforward for consumers to step out of the
‘bubble’ of personalisation created around them to access other opportunities,
particularly in circumstances where going ‘out to shop’ is not safe or viable.
Navigating online privacy controls is commonly time-consuming and sometimes tricky. The hurdles for consumers taking control of their data privacy are
amplified by the common use of choice architecture in the display of privacy
notices and contract terms. These may use ‘dark patterns’ which confuse consumers and steer them towards data sharing options.60 Privacy enhancing and
data preserving self-help technologies are available but may require a certain
level of technical knowledge and expertise to identify and install.61 Even the
results of search engine inquiries or comparison websites may be tainted, with
the ranking of results in some cases determined by payments or commissions62
or personalisation based on consumers’ digital profiles.63
IV. CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY RIGHTS AND THEIR LIMITS

Regulators and legislators have responded in different ways to concerns about algorithmically targeted advertising.64 One of the most common
responses is through reform to data privacy law, primarily through provisions insisting on robust mechanisms for obtaining consent to data collection
and use. The most prominent example of such as this kind of regime is the
General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”).65 Consent is a central tenet of
the GDPR.66 Under Art 6(1), personal data may not be processed unless under
60

61

62

63
64
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66

Forbruker Rådet, Deceived by Design: How Tech Companies Use Dark Patterns to
Discourage Us from Exercising Our Rights to Privacy (Report, 27 June 2018); Shayne
Bowman and Chris Willis, ‘We Media: How Audiences Are Shaping the Future of News and
Information’ (The Media Center at the American Press Institute, 2003) Jamie Luguri and Lior
Jacob Strahilevitz, ‘Shining a Light on Dark Patterns’ (2021) 13 Journal of Legal Analysis 43.
See eg, The Royal Society, ‘Protecting Privacy in Practice: The Current Use, Development
and Limits of Privacy Enhancing Technologies in Data Analysis’ (March 2019) 10.
See Google Ads, ‘What is Paid Search?’ <https://ads.google.com/intl/en_au/home/resources/
what-is-paid-search/> accessed 12 July 2021.
See ACCC Digital Platforms Inquiry (n 18) 23.
Helberger (n 49).
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with Regard
to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data and repealing
Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) [2016] OJ L 119/1 (‘GDPR’) art 25.
See generally Lee A. Bygrave, ‘Data Protection by Design and by Default: Deciphering the
EU’s Legislative Requirements’ (2017) 4 Oslo Law Review 105.
See Inge Graef, Damian Clifford and Peggy Valcke, ‘Fairness and Enforcement: Bridging
Competition, Data Protection and Consumer Law (2018) 8 International Data Privacy Law
200.
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a lawful basis specified by the regulation or the data subject has given consented to the use. Art 4 defines operative consent as:
any freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of
the data subject’s wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by
affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing of personal
data relating to him or her.
These provisions mean that under the GDPR, consent must be given to each
of the purposes for which data may be processed, the consumer must have the
option not to consent to these purposes and may revoke consent at any time.67
Information about the processes for which consent is being given must be ‘in
a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and
plain language’.68
Law reform initiatives in India have proposed similar levels of safeguard
for consent to data collection and processing.69 In India, the Personal Data
Protection Bill 2019 (India)70 seeks to provide for the protection of personal
data of individuals.71 Under section 11, personal data ‘shall not be processed,
except on the consent given by the data principal at the commencement of its
processing’ or one of the other legal bases for processing is met. Section 11(2)
of the Bill sets out criteria for valid consent, including requiring consent to be
free, informed, specific and clear. In addition, the Bill proposes a considerable governance role for ‘data fiduciary’ who is ‘any person … who alone or
in conjunction with others determines the purpose and means of processing of
personal data.72 The data fiduciary under the Bill is under a responsibility to
process personal data ‘in a fair and reasonable manner and ensure the privacy
of the data principal’.73 Algorithmically targeted advertising raises the tension
between a statutory appropriation of the concept of a fiduciary who is supposed to act in the best interests of beneficiaries, and a context where the very

67
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GDPR, art 13.
ibid art 12.
See ‘The Evils of Online Targeted Advertising’ (One India One People, 1 August 2020)
<https://oneindiaonepeople.com/the-evils-of-online-targeted-advertising/> accessed 12 July
2021.
Following recommendations in the Report of the Committee of Experts, A Free and Fair
Digital Economy: Protecting Privacy, Empowering Indians (Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology, Government of India 2018).
See also Taylor and Paterson (n 23).
Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 (India), s 3. There is a further category of ‘significant
data fiduciary’. The Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 (India), s 26 establishes the conditions
under which a data fiduciary may be defined as a significant data fiduciary, and thus subject to
additional responsibilities.
Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 (India), s 5(a).
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purpose of that collection is to inform commercial advertising.74 Nonetheless,
the proposal represents recognition that consent-based mechanisms are not on
their own sufficient to protect consumers’ interests. A more substantive regulatory standard is required.75 Consistently, in Australia, a review of the Privacy
Act 1988 has also raised the possibility of measures for introducing more
robust requirements for consent to the collection and use of personal data, as
well as a general fairness obligation on data controllers.76
Processes for obtaining consent that meet the standards of ‘freely given,
specific, informed and unambiguous’ or ‘voluntary, express and informed’ will
not necessarily ensure that consumers read and accurately assess the guidance they are given on the purposes of the data processing for which consent
is sought. The requirements do demand a more rigorous verification of something closer to informed consumer consent than currently exists in private law.
This may stem the flow of data that feeds algorithmic advertising. However, it
is increasingly recognised by scholars and lawmakers that these reforms will
not provide a complete or even adequate response to concerns over algorithmic
advertising.77
Seeking consent, usually preceded by mandatory disclosure of the information deemed relevant to decision-making, is of course the classic neoliberal
response to consumer protection. It seeks to correct the imperfections of the
market by empowering consumers to themselves manifest better choices.78 As
in other fields, it is clear that requirements to seek consent to data use, even
though more robust and rigorous processes are not the entire solution to the
problem of significant information asymmetry in the consumer market. The
challenges of relying on individual consent-based processes for data collection
and processing are particularly germane in contexts where consumers have low
or uneven literacy rates, or poor awareness of their consumer rights.79
Consumers cannot meaningfully be asked to give up their data without some understanding of what may be done with that data, the inferences
74

75

76
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See Lina M. Khan and David E Pozen, ‘A Skeptical View of Information Fiduciaries’ (2019)
133 Harvard Law Review 497.
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See Office of the Australian Information Commissioner, ‘Privacy Reform Crucial to Building
Public Trust’ (14 December 2020) <https://www.oaic.gov.au/updates/news-and-media/privacyact-reform-crucial-to-building-public-trust/> accessed 12 July 2021.
Corones and Davis (n 24); Clifford and Paterson (n 24); Yeung (n 29).
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126 Harvard Law Review 1880.
S. Mutyala, M. Reddy and K. Reddy, ‘Consumer Protection in India: Some Challenges and
Measures in Global Market Milieu’ (2020) 10 Journal of Research in IT and Management 19,
31.
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that may be drawn about them, the ways in which their data may be combined with other sources and the consequences for their market interactions.
Yet it seems likely that consumers are currently largely unaware of these processes,80 and indeed misunderstand the purpose of privacy policies.81 Some
form of consumer education strategy might assist in narrowing this information gap. However, ultimately, problems of information overload and inaccessibility, along with the pressures of time, limit the use that most consumers can
make of privacy policies in providing informed consent to the data collection
and processing practices they deal with on a daily basis.82 There can be little
real expectation that consumers will make use of privacy policies83 in circumstances where they struggle to read the disclosure statements associated with
financial products,84 are confused by contract boilerplate85 and cannot hope to
read the terms of online retailers to know their rights to return.86 There is also
the risk of developing fatigue on the part of consumers following from constant requests for consent,87 which undermines the faith put on privacy notices
and policies in protecting consumer data privacy.
Moreover, the very digital form of privacy policies enables firms to deploy
significant hurdles to consumers trying to exercise control over data privacy.
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Policy and Research Group, Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, ‘Consent
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Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act’ (Discussion Paper, 2016)
9; Competition and Markets Authority, United Kingdom, ‘Online Platforms and Digital
Advertising: Market Study Final Report’ (2020) 166-72: generally reporting consumers
assume privacy policies are about restricting use of data.
See eg, Russell Korobkin, ‘Bounded Rationality, Standard Form Contracts, and
Unconscionability’ (2003) 70 University of Chicago Law Review 1203; Australian Securities
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March 2011).
Schmuel I. Becher and Uri Benoliel, ‘Law in Books and Law in Action: The Readability of
Privacy Policies and the GDPR’ in Klaus Mathis and Avishalom Tor (eds), Consumer Law and
Economics (Springer 2020) 179-204.
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(Princeton University Press 2013); Uri Benoliel and Schmuel I. Becher, ‘The Duty to Read the
Unreadable’ (2019) 60 Boston College Law Review 2255.
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Confirm’ (The Guardian, 4 March 2017) <https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/
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Privacy policies are complex and opaque.88 Studies have found that representations about how to opt out of data collection practices by digital platforms and
other entities collecting information about consumers are often unhelpfully
oblique, and the options difficult to access.89 Choice architecture further steers
consumers away from making choices that would restrict data flows and are
counter to the interests of firms using that data.90
V. BANS AND WARNINGS

There are other available strategies that might be utilised to complement
data privacy reforms and thereby provide more comprehensive protection
to consumers than through consent mechanisms and their consequent individualism of responsibility. Which of these might be adopted will depend on
policy choices and regulatory decisions about how compelling the case for consumer protection is considered to be within the social and cultural context in
question.
The most robust response would be to ban algorithmically targeted advertising altogether.91 There have been suggestions from some regulators, scholars
and consumer advocates for comprehensive bans on targeted advertising using
pervasive tracking or profiling techniques, because of its significant potential
to harm consumers with particular sensitivities and situational vulnerabilities.92 There have also been proposals to ban specific applications of targeted
advertising, such as advertising involving the profiling of children.93 This may
appear a considerable intervention in the operation of the market, but equally
88
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See eg, Norwegian Consumer Council, ‘Out of Control: How Consumers are Exploited by the
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On the information asymmetry between consumers and digital service providers and the
use of design strategies to nudge consumers away from privacy protection online, see:
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to Discourage Us from Exercising Our Rights to Privacy (Report, 27 June 2018). See also
Katharine Kemp, ‘Concealed Data Practices and Competition Law: Why Privacy Matters’
(2020) 16 European Competition Journal 628; Lauren E. Willis, ‘Deception by Design’ (2020)
34 Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 115.
See also Data Protection Working Party, Guidelines on Automated Individual DecisionMaking and Profiling for the Purposes of Regulation 2016/679, 17/EN, WP251 (3 October
2017); Margot E. Kaminski, ‘The Right to Explanation, Explained’ (2018) 34 Berkeley
Technology Law Journal 189: discussing whether personalised advertising may be prohibited
under art 22 of the GDPR.
Emma Wollacott, ‘European Regulator Calls for Ad Targeting Ban’ (Forbes, 11 February
2021)
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawoollacott/2021/02/11/european-regulator-calls-for-ad-targeting-ban/?sh=6504969a2523> accessed 12 July 2021. See also Gilad
Edelman, ‘Why Don’t We Just Ban Targeted Advertising’ (Wired, 22 March 2020) <https://
www.wired.com/story/why-dont-we-just-ban-targeted-advertising/> accessed 12 July 2021,
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what is contemplated is not a ban on all advertising. There have, moreover,
been doubts raised about the effectiveness of targeted advertising,94 especially
given an overall lack of transparency in the online platform market.95 So the
loss to the industry from a ban on some forms of targeted advertising may not
be too great.
We might also expect discriminatory or unfounded differential pricing to
come under scrutiny, also with possible bans. An exemplar may be the Indian
Consumer Protection E-Commerce Rules 2020, s 4(11)(b) which preclude
an e-commerce entity from manipulating price offerings or discriminating
between consumers on the basis of arbitrary classifications.96
An alternative, or indeed complement, to bans is to assist consumers in better understanding the breadth of deployment of algorithmic advertising, and the
associated phenomenon of differential pricing.97 Here it might be possible to
demand that consumers be provided with warnings when these strategies are
deployed. The goal would not be to provide full disclosure of all relevant terms
and conditions but to draw consumers’ attention to unfamiliar or possibly
harmful advertising practices, for example ‘this price is personalised to you
and other consumers may be offered different prices’.
The efficacy of regulatory reliance on mandatory disclosure as a central
strategy of consumer protection has been challenged in a number of ways.98 As
we have seen with privacy policies, often the information provided is simply
too complex and confusing for consumers to make sense of it. One response is
to emphasise the role of focused warnings as opposed to lengthy disclosures.99
We know that concise, targeted information is generally a more effective way
of communicating with individuals than generalised high-volume information.100 A simple stark warning about personalisation or micro-targeting in
advertising offerings may be sufficient to prompt consumers to look further
94
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Human Behaviour 1102.
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(2005) 32 Journal of Law and Society 349.
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to Justice’ in Michael Trebilcock, Anthony Duggan and Lorne Sossin (eds), Middle Income
Access to Justice (University of Toronto Press 2014) 95.
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afield before making a purchasing decision. It might even lead them reflect on
their data privacy choices, and the value of enhancing privacy by refusing to
share data for advertising purposes.101 This kind of approach has, for example,
been utilised in recent reforms in consumer credit law in Australia by requiring warnings about financial risk and alternative sources of credit to be displayed alongside offers of high cost ‘payday’ loans.102 The EU already requires
traders to inform consumers about differential pricing.103 Under the proposed
EU Digital Services Act, greater transparency measures would apply to online
advertising including a requirement for platforms to display ‘meaningful information about the main parameters used to determine the recipient to whom the
advertisement is displayed’.104
Digital technology may be used to improve the disclosure of information
relevant to the consumer consent process, and also the saliency of particular
kinds of information such as warnings.105 Technology might also be utilised to
allow consumers to understand and exercise their rights under law more easily.
For example, the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 requires businesses
to incorporate a ‘Do Not Sell My Personal Information’ link on their website
homepage,106 which takes consumers to a designated webpage which enables
them to ‘opt-out’.107 It is further possible to envisage technology being used to
assist consumers in decision-making, not by deciding for them, but by guiding them through the decision-making process to an optimal outcome. What
is sometimes termed ‘layered’ or ‘smart’ disclosure allows for the possibility
of ‘data to be generated and analysed by, or tailored to the specific needs of,
the reader who is accessing it’.108 This process allows consumers to access
101
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Directive 2000/31/EC’ (15 December 2020): <https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/
TXT/?qid=1608117147218&uri=COM%3A2020%3A825%3AFIN> accessed 12 July 2021.
ACCC Digital Platforms Inquiry (n 18) 35 (Recommendation 16(b)), 463. See also Xing He
and others, ‘When Text Simplification is not Enough: Could a Graph-Based Visualization
Facilitate Consumers’ Comprehension of Dietary Supplement Information?’ (2021) 4(1)
JAMIA Open <https://doi.org/10.1093/jamiaopen/ooab026> accessed 12 July 2021.
California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018, 1.81.5 Cal Civil Code §§ 1798.135 (2018).
See ‘Why Australian Businesses Should Care about the California Consumer Privacy Act’
(Gilbert and Tobin, 25 March 2020) <https://www.gtlaw.com.au/insights/why-australian-businesses-should-care-about-california-consumer-privacy-act> accessed 12 July 2021.
Andrew Godwin, ‘Brave New World: Digital Disclosure of Financial Products and Services’
(2016) 11 Capital Markets Law Journal 442, 455.
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the information that is relevant to their own needs,109 and to use self-assessment tools to direct them to the information most likely to be pertinent to their
circumstances.110
These ideas are attractive as placing control back with consumers. However,
they are not absolute solutions. Warnings may not entirely overcome the issues
around information overload, referred to earlier, which incline consumers
against reading information relevant but not central to their purchasing decisions.111 There may also be distributive concerns about relying on private sector responses to consumer protection. Not all consumers will have access to
the kinds of device or data that would make these kinds of digital solutions
possible. It is also possible to envisage online traders being able to discriminate in their tech enabled ‘transparency’ responses between classes of high and
low value consumers.112 Therefore more substantive protections should be seen
as complementing measures such as warnings, by setting the boundaries as to
what is acceptable in dealings with consumers.
VI. PROHIBITIONS ON MISLEADING AND
UNCONSCIONABLE/UNFAIR CONDUCT

Outside law reform with a specific focus on algorithmically targeted advertising, we think that considerable work in complementing data privacy regimes
may be done by the key ‘safety-net’ or general prohibitions that exist in most
statutory consumer protection regimes, primarily on false or misleading conduct, and unconscionable or unfair conduct.113 Drawing the line between more
and less acceptable forms of targeted advertising, according to the degree to
which information is distorted and the extent of manipulation of consumers’
situational vulnerabilities is precisely the task that the open textured nature of
these kinds of prohibitions makes them capable of performing.114 We suggest
moreover, that a generous approach should be taken to the operation of these
prohibitions in applying to algorithmically targeted advertising because, given
their relatively recent development, consumers are themselves likely to be
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On layering information for artificial intelligence explainability, see Ronal Singh and others,
‘“LEx: A Framework for Operationalising Layers of AI Explanations’ (2021) <https://arxiv.
org/pdf/2104.09612.pdf> accessed 12 July 2021.
See also Jeannie Paterson, ‘Consumer Contracting in the Age of the Digital Natives’ (2011) 27
Journal of Contract Law 152.
See above discussion at (n 83).
See also Jane Winn, ‘The Secession of The Successful: The Rise of Amazon as Private Global
Consumer Protection Regulator’ (2016) 58 Arizona Law Review 193, 196: comparing access
to digital platforms dispute resolution to ‘gated communities’.
See Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), sch 2 ss 18 (Australian Consumer Law) 20.
Willis (n 89) 169 ff.
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unaware of the scope of the reach and influence of these processes, and hence
more vulnerable to their operation.
Egregious instances of manipulative or predatory targeted advertising might
be met through prohibitions on unconscionable conduct115 which apply to conduct that takes advantage of consumers’ lack of bargaining power or a position
of disadvantage, in a manner that is contrary to established community values.116 For example, it may be unconscionable, and unfair, to target advertising
to consumers who have been identified through their online conduct or digital
profiles as experiencing a personal crisis or subject to some form of situational
vulnerability, in order to promote expensive products superficially responding to those circumstances, but in reality offering little utility to them.117
Prohibitions on unfair trading practices118 might further extend to more subtle forms of manipulation through advertising that targets behavioural biases or
emotional traits in order to produce sales.119 Discriminatory strategies should
also fall foul of these prohibitions, as well as being caught by anti-discrimination law.
More generally, we suggest that statutory prohibitions on misleading conduct120 have as yet unrealised potential in responding to instances of targeted
115
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117
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See Jeannie Marie Paterson, ‘Regulating Consumer Contracts in ASEAN’ in Luke Nottage
and others (eds), ASEAN Consumer Law Harmonisation and Cooperation: Achievements and
Challenges (Cambridge University Press 2019).
See eg, Jams 2 Pty Ltd v Stubbings [2020] VSCA 200, [90] (Beach, Kyrou, Hargrave JJA).
Also compare Shiv Swaminathan, ‘Coercion, Undue Influence and Unconscionability’ in
Mindy Chen-Wishart, Stefan Vogenauer and Hiroo Sono (eds), Studies in the Contract Laws
of Asia IV: Validity (Oxford University Press: forthcoming).
See eg, Matt Day, ‘Amazon is Working on a Device That Can Read Human Emotions’
(Bloomberg, 23 May 2019) <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-23/amazonis-working-on-a-wearable-device-that-reads-human-emotions> accessed 12 July 2021; Emily
Bell, ‘How Ethical is it for Advertisers to Target Your Mood?’ (The Guardian, 5 May 2019)
<https://www.theguardian.com/media/commentisfree/2019/may/05/how-ethical-is-it-for-advertisers-to-target-your-mood> accessed 12 July 2021; Andrea Peterson, ‘Watch Out, Ladies:
Your Period-Tracking App Could Be Leaking Personal Data’ (The Washington Post, 4 August
2016)
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2016/08/03/how-your-periodtracking-app-could-leak-your-most-intimate-information/?utm_term=.2cfe585dd363> accessed
12 July 2021.
Directive on Unfair Commercial Practices (Directive 2005/29/EC), art 5(1) (unfair commercial
practices); Federal Trade Commission Act § 5(a), 15 U.S.C. § 45(a) (prohibiting ‘[u]nfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce’); Consumer Protection Act 2019 (India), ss 2(6), 20, 47, 58 (practices that
are unfair and prejudicial to consumers’ interests); Australian Consumer Law (n 113) s 21.
See Willis (n 89) 176: arguing that courts should treat conduct that exploits consumers’
pre-existing false beliefs as unfair’. See also Hirsch (n 75).
Directive on Unfair Commercial Practices (Directive 2005/29/EC), art 6; Federal Trade
Commission Act § 5(a), 15 USC § 45(a); Australian Consumer Law (n 113) s 18; Consumer
Protection Act 2019 (India), ss 2(28), 21: outlining the power of the Central Authority to issue
directions and penalties against false or misleading advertisements. See also discussion in
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advertising that, although not reaching the threshold for an unfair practice,
undermine consumer welfare by leveraging general consumer ignorance about
online advertising practices. Promoting a ‘best price guarantee’ for a product
may be misleading if different consumers are, for no good reason, presented
with differential pricing.121 The potential of the prohibition might further be
pushed past blatantly untruthful strategies to respond to algorithmic advertising that lacks a baseline level of transparency. Prohibitions on misleading conduct may cover omissions as well as positive statements.122 This is relevant in
a context where consumers do not understand algorithmic advertising and have
few mechanisms for identifying its application. In this context, it might therefore be possible to argue that targeted advertising or differential pricing is misleading if presented without clarification of its personalised character or that
some options may not be visible to consumers through not being highlighted in
search results or because that consumer is excluded from the target categories.
Of course, the differential and detrimental effects on individual consumers
of targeted advertising may be difficult to prove in practice precisely because
of the personalised and therefore variable nature of the advertising.123 Another
strategy, therefore, that may have wider effects in constraining digital targeted
advertising is robust regulatory enforcement of privacy policies and notices.
While consumers have limited capacity to police privacy policies, robust regulatory scrutiny of the veracity and transparency of such policies may go some
way to constraining untrammelled and unauthorised data uses.124
Prohibitions on misleading conduct have already been used by regulators
to sanction digital platforms that misled consumers over the scope of their
data rights, such as by making assertions in contracts or privacy policies that
are not true, subsequently departed from or confusing to consumers.125 The
Federal Trade Commission in the U.S. has fined Facebook for misrepresenting
to consumers the extent to which they could exercise control over the collection and use of personal data.126 The Australian Competition and Consumer
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Vipan Kumar and Adya Sharma, ‘Strengthening Consumer Rights: The Advent of Consumer
Protection Act, 2019’ (2019) 156 SEBI and Corporate Laws 7.
See, eg, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Trivago N.V. [2020] FCA 16.
Liability for misleading omissions is expressly acknowledged in the EU: Directive on Unfair
Commercial Practices (Directive 2005/29/EC), art 7.
See Willis (n 89) 165: noted the ‘overwhelming number of bespoke versions presents a looming impracticability problem for proving digital deception’.
Compare E. Fosch-Villaronga, and M. Heldeweg, ‘“Regulation, I Presume?” said the Robot–
Towards an Iterative Regulatory Process for Robot Governance’ (2018) 34(6) Computer Law
& Security Review 1258.
See Corones and Davis (n 24) 85-6.
Federal Trade Commission, ‘FTC’s $5 Billion Facebook Settlement: Record-Breaking and
History-Making’ (24 July 2019) <www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2019/07/
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Commission has commenced enforcement action against Google for misleading conduct in departing from the expectations created by its own privacy
notices.127 It has, moreover, been successful in a claim against Google for misleading conduct by reason of the very design of the information presented to
consumers about the steps that might be taken to protect their data privacy
through disabling location tracking.128 In jurisdictions with statutory control
over unfair contract terms,129 those regimes might be used by regulators to
curb some of the excesses of privacy and data collection statements, although
as yet this remains an undeveloped jurisdiction.130
These possible responses require relevant stakeholders – consumer advocates, regulators, and particularly judges and decision makers – genuinely to
understand the scope and consequences of new technologies from a consumer
perspective. It is possible, as Tim Wu observes, that courts may be unwilling to acknowledge the harm that can be done through conduct that manages
consumers’ ‘attention’, as opposed to directly inflicting physical or financial harm.131 If algorithmic targeted advertising techniques are seen as a mere
continuation of previous advertising practices, then courts in particular may
be less sympathetic to the subtle influences these exert on consumer decision-making being worthy of a legal sanction.132 This requires regulators to
be scrupulously rigorous in creating their case theory and garnering evidence
to establish that case. Thus, for example, in the recent Australian litigation
against Google, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission presented comprehensive evidence including screenshots, flow charts and different use scenarios of the choice architecture presented to consumers of android
phones concerned to limit location tracking.133
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Australian Consumer Law (n 115) s 24; Consumer Protection Act 2019 (India), ss 2(6), 47, 58.
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Tim Wu, ‘Blind Spot: The Attention Economy and the Law’ (2019) 82 Antitrust Law Journal
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Heads (Knopf Doubleday 2016).
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There is, moreover, a potential synergy that could be created between regulators in different countries in terms of enforcement and litigation strategies.134
Technology evolves so quickly that law reform is always likely to lag behind
market practices. Thus, it will be increasingly beholden on those interested in
consumer protection to stay informed about these developments and to be prepared to push the application of traditional forms of legal protection to respond
to new harms.
VII. CONCLUSION

It is important in considering the regulation of any emerging technology to balance concerns about the use of the technology against the benefits
it undoubtedly offers to consumers. However, we should not be so bedazzled
by the newness of the technology that we fail to scrutinise its effect on core
social values of consumer autonomy and welfare. Targeted advertising is the
output of endemic consumer surveillance and holds the potential to constrain
and reprioritise consumer choice, especially for marginalised groups. Better
outcomes for consumers subject to algorithmically targeted advertising requires
a change in the current and foreseeable future practices of digital platforms
and the AdTech industry. Individual consumers cannot force this change, and
indeed nor can individual regulators. What is needed therefore is a coordinated
approach between the regulators responsible for privacy, competition and consumer protection, and between regulators in different jurisdictions.
As a way of contributing to this discussion, this article has canvassed a
suite of possible regulatory tools for responding to these risks of harm from
targeted digital advertising enabled by algorithmic processes. It has noted the
regulatory focus on data rights protections, principally through consent processes, as well as the possible role for bans and disclosure mechanisms. It has
also advocated for making better use of traditional consumer protection tools,
namely prohibitions on misleading, unconscionable and unfair conduct. The
point is to recognise the need for a suite of regulatory responses to the impact
of emerging technologies so as to both inform and protect consumer choice.
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See generally Australian Law Reform Commission, ‘For Your Information: Australian Privacy
Law and Practice’ (Report 108, vol 1, May 2008) 104: ‘[t]he ALRC’s work [on privacy] not
only led to domestic legislation but also strongly influenced the international development of
this field’ (emphasis added).
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Abstract: In recent years the focus on global sustainability, product safety and taking suppliers to task who do not comply with
safety standards has increased. It became particularly prevalent in
South Africa, even before the COVID-19 pandemic (that certainly
changed the way in which suppliers do business moving forward).
An efficient regulatory framework for consumer safety and product
liability is specifically important when it comes to vulnerable consumers. The purpose of this contribution is to provide an overview
of the regulatory framework for consumer safety and product liability in South Africa with particular focus on the provisions of the
Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 (CPA).
The overview follows the supply chain and life cycle of consumer
goods to determine whether or not all the stages are regulated in
terms of consumer protection law (specifically the CPA). The contribution will include a discussion on the purpose and application
of the CPA regarding consumer safety and the interplay between
the CPA and other relevant laws. The multi-agency framework
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terms of The CPA: The introduction of a consumer class action for
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the world advanced in the production and manufacturing of consumer
products (goods), the need for the regulation of safe manufacturing, marketing
and supply of such goods became paramount. This would mean regulation not
only within the supply chain but also throughout the lifecycle of goods. Let us
take the example of a can of beans. A product that is inexpensive and yet a staple food throughout the world in both developed and developing countries. The
beans as well as the container in which it is stored should follow a safe and
responsible manufacturing process.
The label should indicate the content, allergens and expiry date as well
as any other warnings of risks on how to safely use the can of beans. We
should be able to ascertain where (country) the can of beans was produced
and by whom. It should be packaged, stored and transported (many times also
imported) responsibly and safely throughout the supply chain. The marketing
of the can of beans should be accurate and honest and not misleading or deceptive; it should be in plain and intelligible language. The price of the can should
be displayed clearly and should also be fair.
But what happens if there is a defect in the manufacturing process; or the
can of beans was not stored properly somewhere through the supply chain; or
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it is sold past its expiry date? What if the can of beans makes a person very ill
or even causes death? Often the most vulnerable consumers utilise goods such
as canned beans (the elderly, desolate etc.) What if hundreds, even thousands
of consumers suffer harm due to this unsafe product? What can one consumer
do taking into account the low cost of a can of beans? What can five hundred
consumers do who suffered the same type of harm from the same producer or
supplier?
Consumer safety and product liability suggest that all of the above issues
should be included in a country’s regulatory framework but also beyond a particular jurisdiction to ensure consumer safety on a broader, more regional and
global level. The UN Sustainable Development Goals 2030 aim to have sustainable development by developing efficient systems regarding the economy,
environment and social responsibility. When we consider the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, we acknowledge the flow of goods from one country to
another during various stages of the supply chain and life cycle of the goods
and therefore there is also a regional and international responsibility towards
consumer safety.
In recent years, the focus on global sustainability, consumer safety and
also taking suppliers to task who do not comply with safety standards have
increased. It became particularly prevalent in South Africa. This was even
before the COVID-19 pandemic (that certainly changed the way in which suppliers do business moving forward). An efficient regulatory framework for consumer safety and product liability is particularly important when it comes to
vulnerable consumers.
The purpose of this contribution is to provide an overview of the regulatory framework for consumer safety and product liability in South Africa with
particular focus on the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008
(“CPA”). The overview will follow the supply chain and life cycle of consumer
goods as explained in the example of the can of beans above to determine
whether or not all the stages are regulated in terms of consumer protection law
(specifically the CPA but also other areas of law where relevant). Ultimately
the contribution will also aim to identify whether the South African regulatory framework is efficient and which areas may need more attention in view
of comprehensive consumer protection.
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As we move closer together as a global community, the contribution may be
relevant not only to the neighbouring countries of South Africa forming part of
SADC,1 but also in terms of South Africa as part of the BRICS countries.2
II. THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 68 OF 2008 (2008)

A. Background and Implementation
Like many other jurisdictions, consumer protection regulation in South
Africa was present prior to the implementation of the Consumer Protection Act
68 of 2008 but in many instances it was scattered, self-regulatory, inconsistent and unbalanced in favour of suppliers or businesses.3 There is an integrated
approach to consumer protection law in South Africa and it will be clear from
the discussion below that the CPA often applies together with other pre-existing laws and other legislations.
It should also be noted that South Africa has a mixed legal system with
more than one source of law including the common law (originally RomanDutch law); judicial precedent; legislation; and customs very much influenced
by Indigenous law.4 All these sources of law must of course be aligned with
the values entrenched in the South African Constitution.5 This is also due to
the very broad application of the CPA. The Act can be regarded as overarching legislation due to its broad scope. The CPA was fully implemented on 30
March 2011 and the subsequent regulations to the Act were implemented on 1
April 2011.

B. Broad Overview
At the outset, it is clear that social legislative intervention is a part of the
core purpose of the CPA. The Preamble states that the Act aims to correct the
social and economic inequalities of historically disadvantaged persons and promote their full participation as consumers. The CPA aims to promote ‘a fair,
1

2

3

4
5

SADC is the Southern African Development Community (SADC) which is a Regional
Economic Community comprising 16 Member States including Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles and South Africa.
BRICS is the acronym used for five major emerging economies being Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa and their influence on regional affairs.
T. Woker, ‘Why the Need for Consumer Protection Legislation? Some of the Reasons Behind
the Promulgation of the National Credit Act and the Consumer Protection Act’ (2010) Obiter
217-231; J. Barnard, ‘The influence of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 on the warranty against latent defects, voetstoots clauses and liability for damages’ (2012) De Jure
455-484; L. Hawthorne, ‘Public governance: Unpacking the Consumer Protection Act’ 2012
THRHR 345-370.
C. Nagel and B. Kuschke (eds), Commercial Law (6th edn, LexisNexis 2019) 12.
C. Nagel and B. Kuschke (eds), Commercial Law (6th edn, LexisNexis 2019) 13.
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accessible and sustainable marketplace for consumer products and services and
for that purpose to establish norms and standards relating to consumer protection’6 improved standards of consumer information and education; prohibiting
unfair commercial practices; establishing an effective and efficient system of
redress and enforcing consumer regulatory authorities such as the National
Consumer Commission (“NCC”).7
The Preamble to the CPA confirms that the Act aims to ‘protect consumers
from hazards to their well-being and safety’. S. 3 not only explains the purpose
of the Act but also includes within itself a category of vulnerable consumers
who need particular protection taking into account the social justice approach.
The categories of vulnerable consumers include low-income consumers from
low-income communities; the young and the elderly or other similarly placed
vulnerable consumers; including consumers who live in remote or isolated
areas; and illiterate- and low-literacy consumers.8
The CPA provides certain fundamental consumer rights in terms of Chapter
2.9 Each of these fundamental rights (Part A-H) includes further rights under
each part or S. that either regulate or prohibit certain commercial practices. It
is clear that the reach of the CPA is very broad from the various rights under
Chapter 2, which is regrettably also a double-edged sword, as it has caused
legal uncertainty and unenforceability of certain S.s till date.10 For the purposes of this contribution the focus will be on the rights and provisions of the
CPA that govern consumer safety and product liability in South Africa. The
most significant of these fundamental consumer rights is the right to fair value,
good quality and safety (Part H).
Chapter 1 of the CPA deals with the interpretation, purpose and application
of the Act and it is clear that national and foreign law should be considered to
6
7
8
9

10

Preamble, CPA 2008.
Preamble read together with s 3 CPA.
CPA 2008, s 3(1)(b).
Ch 2 “Fundamental Consumer Rights” CPA: Right to equality in the consumer market (Part
A); Right to privacy (Part B); Right of consumer choice (Part C); Right to disclosure and
information (Part D); Right to fair and responsible marketing (Part E); Right to fair and honest dealing (Part F); Right to fair, just and reasonable terms and conditions (Part G); and right
to fair value, good quality and safety (Part H). The supplier’s accountability to consumers is
under Part I of ch 2.
E. Van Eeden and J. Barnard, Consumer Protection Law in South Africa (2nd edn, LexisNexis
2017); T. Naudé and S Eiselen (eds), Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act (Juta
2019); J. Barnard and E. Miscenic, ‘The Role of the Courts in the Application of Consumer
Protection Law: A Comparative Perspective’ (2019) JJS 111-138; J. Barnard, ‘For whom the
bell tolls: The application of s 14 of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 on residential
lease agreements - Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited v Mati (2018) 4 SA 515
(WCC)’ (2019) THRHR 164-175.
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give effect to the purpose of the Act (S. 2). A very basic approach from which
to determine the applicability of the CPA would be to determine whether or
not goods or services are supplied to consumers for consideration by suppliers
in their ordinary course of business. Most of the concepts have comprehensive
definitions in terms of their usage in S. 1 of the Act except ‘in the ordinary
course of business’ that has been interpreted by the courts.
For the purposes of this discussion only the parts of the definitions and
concepts that are relevant to consumer safety and product liability will be
highlighted. A “consumer” would be a natural person to which the goods or
services are supplied or marketed, the user or beneficiary of the goods and also
a franchisee to a franchise agreement.11 Certain juristic or legal persons such
as companies, partnerships and body corporate are also considered to be consumers for purposes of the CPA provided that their asset value or annual turnover is not above the legislative threshold.12 The inclusion of juristic persons
as consumers is most likely due to the imbalance between smaller and local
business as compared to large multi-national corporations.
“Suppliers” refer to all the possible suppliers or businesses who “supply”
(eg, sell, exchange, rent, perform, provide access to, activity, facility)13 “goods”
(eg, water, gas, electricity, tangible objects, immovable property)14 or “services”
(eg, work, education, advice, consolation, transportation, access)15 in their ordinary course of business16 for “consideration” (anything of value in exchange
for goods and services including money, property, labour, coupons, loyalty
credit).17
When we consider “supply chain” in the supply of safe and quality goods, it
is the ‘collectivity of all suppliers who directly or indirectly contribute in turn
to the ultimate supply of those goods to a consumer, whether as a producer,
importer, distributor or retailer of goods’.18 It should be noted that a producer
includes a person (including juristic person) who grows, mines, harvests, creates, manufactures goods not only within South Africa but also causes those
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

CPA 2008, s 1 defines “consumer”.
CPA 2008, s 1 definition “juristic person” read together with s 6.
CPA 2008, s 1 definition “supply”.
CPA 2008, s 1 definition “goods”.
CPA 2008, s 1 definition “service”.
“Ordinary course of business” is not defined in the Act, but has been the subject of interpretation in the field of insolvency, where it was found that the test is an objective one and
regard must be had to all the circumstances, including the actions of both parties to the transaction. This approach was confirmed in Eskom Holdings Ltd v Halstead-Cleak (2017) 1 SA
333 (SCA) and in the NCT decision of Doyle v Killeen (NCT/12984/2014/75(1)(b)CPA) [2014]
ZANCT 43 .
CPA 2008, s 1 definition “consideration”.
CPA 2008, s 1 definition “supply chain”.
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things to be done or make them available for supply or by applying a personal
trade mark or business name in relation to those goods.19
The CPA provides (S. 53) for definitions that will specifically apply to Part
H (fair value, good quality and safety) and should be considered where these
terms are used as part of the discussion below. S. 53(1)(a) defines “defect” by
referring to two situations. Firstly, “defect” refers to a material imperfection
in the manufacture of the goods or components that renders such goods less
acceptable than persons generally would be reasonably entitled to expect in the
circumstances.20
Secondly, “defect” refers to any characteristic of the goods or components
that renders it less useful, practicable, or safe than persons would be reasonably entitled to expect.21 “Failure” means the inability of goods to perform the
way they are intended to perform whilst “unsafe” means that goods present
an extreme risk of personal injury or property damage due to a characteristic,
failure, defect, or hazard in such goods.22 A “hazard” is a characteristic in the
goods declared as such by law or presents a significant risk of personal injury
or property damage when the goods are used.23
On the one hand, the definition of a defect in terms of the CPA confirms for
example the common-law concept of “latent defect” in terms of positive law.24
On the other hand, the definition – including that of “defect” – has been a
topic of much debate regarding the effective interpretation and enforcement of
the rights encapsulated under Part H. This includes the consumer’s right to safe
and quality goods; the warranty of quality; product recall and product liability
for harm caused by goods.25
It seems that, for example, the consumer expectations test is introduced by
the definition of “defect” in terms of S. 53. This test has proven to be contentious in other jurisdictions and would be a problematic “baseline” test in South
19
20
21
22
23
24
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CPA 2008, s 1 definition “producer”.
CPA 2008, s 53(1)(a)(i).
CPA 2008, s 53(1)(a)(ii).
CPA 2008, s 53(1)(b) definition “failure” and s 53(1)(d) CPA.
CPA 2008, s 53(1)(c).
Holmdene Brickworks (Pty) Ltd v Roberts Construction Co Ltd 1977 3 SA 670 (A). See also J.
Barnard, ‘The Influence of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 on the Warranty Against
Latent Defects, Voetstoots Clauses and Liability for Damages’ (2012) De Jure 455-484, 455.
M. Loubser and E. Reid, ‘S 53’ in T. Naudé and S. Eiselen (eds), Commentary on the
Consumer Protection Act (Juta 2019); M.M. Botha and E.J. Joubert, ‘Does the Consumer
Protection Act 68 of 2008 provide for Strict Product Liability? – A Comparative Analysis’
(2011) THRHR 305-318; C.M. Van Heerden and J. Barnard, ‘Narrowing the Reach of the
Strict Product Liability Provisions in s 61 of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008: Eskom
Holdings Ltd v Halstead-Cleak (2017) 1 SA 333 (SCA)’ (2019) THRHR 444-465.
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Africa because what ‘persons are reasonably entitled to expect in the circumstances’ would differ depending on the particular market segment and the
immense diversity (socially and economically) of the South African populace.26
Another example would be the discussion around the introduction of warning
and design defects in the definition of “defect” which in the application of the
warranty of quality in terms of S. 56 and the effective enforcement of S. 61
prove to be problematic.27
The approach to redressal and enforcement in terms of CPA is very much
in line with international practices since it focuses on consensual dispute resolution.28 In this regard, the CPA establishes a layered approach in the enforcement of consumer rights. The gist of this layered approach is contained in S.
69 of the Act and the various enforcement bodies to approach include the statutory ombudsman, accredited industry ombudsman, provincial consumer protection authorities, the National Consumer Commission or “NCC” (also central
to redress and enforcement) and the National Consumer Tribunal (“NCT”).
Consumers can only approach an “ordinary court” after all other avenues
of redress in terms of national law have been exhausted.29 The redress and
enforcement of consumer rights in terms of the CPA is nuanced and unfortunately one of the biggest stumble blocks for effective enforcement of consumer
rights in South Africa. Scholars and consumer lawyers have provided context
to this problem at length30 and the author will not endeavour to include a comprehensive legal analysis of this issue as part of the current contribution.

C. Interplay Between CPA and other Laws and Regulatory Bodies
Prior to any constructive analysis of consumer safety and product liability in South Africa, it is necessary to explain that the CPA should be applied
26

27

28
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30

M. Loubser and E. Reid, ‘Liability for Products in the Consumer Protection Bill 2006: A
Comparative Critique’ (2006) Stell LR 413-425.
C.M. Van Heerden and J. Barnard ‘Narrowing the Reach of the Strict Product Liability
Provisions in S. 61 of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008: Eskom Holdings Ltd v
Halstead-Cleak (2017) 1 SA 333 (SCA)’ (2019) THRHR 444-465, 462.
CPA 2008, s 3(1)(g).
CPA 2008, s 69(d).
J. Barnard and E. Miscenic, ‘The Role of the Courts in the Application of Consumer
Protection Law: A Comparative Perspective’ (2019) JJS 111-138; C.M. Van Heerden, ‘S. 69’
in T. Naudé and S. Eiselen (eds), Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act (Juta 2019);
C.M. Van Heerden and J. Barnard, ‘Caveat Emptor: Second-Hand Motor Vehicles and the
Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008’ in De Serie Legenda: Developments in Commercial
Law Volume I: Law of Specific Contracts and Banking Law (LexisNexis 2019) 199-221; M.M.
Koekemoer, ‘Consumer Complaints and Complaint Forums Employed in the South African
Motor Car Service Industry: A Survey of the Literature’ (2014) Journal of Applied Business
Research 659-670.
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and interpreted to give effect to the realisation of the fundamental consumer
rights within the Act (with particular protection of vulnerable consumers). In
general, if the CPA applies together with other legislations and there seems to
be an inconsistency with provisions (which occurs frequently) of the applicable
legislation, it should be applied concurrently to the extent that it is possible to
apply and comply with one of the inconsistent provisions without contravening
the second and only where this is not possible should the interpretation that
extends the greater protection to a consumer prevail.31 (The same approach is
applied if provisions within the Act itself, read in its context, can reasonably
be construed to have more than one meaning).32 However, in the case of hazardous chemical products only the provisions of the CPA will apply.33
Finally, due to mixed legal system of South Africa, the provisions of the
CPA should not be interpreted in a way that precludes the common law rights
of the consumers (not the supplier). The courts and other enforcement institutions have a duty to develop the common law in order to give effect to the
spirit and purpose of the Act and of course the values entrenched in the South
African Constitution.34
Along the same vein, it is important to note how crucial co-operation
between government departments and regulatory bodies is for effective consumer redress and the enforcement of consumers rights. Though formal
co-operation is established by the conclusion of an MOU (Memorandum of
Understanding) between different departments or bodies, it is ineffective if
there is not also the political will for co-operation. S. 83 of the CPA specifically encourages the co-operative exercise of concurrent jurisdiction on both
a national and provincial level. The NCC has to ensure the promotion of consumer protection within the organs of state (S. 95) as well as the development
of relations between other regulatory authorities (S. 97) on both a national and
even international level.
III. PROVISIONS OF THE CPA AIMED TOWARDS
DEVELOPMENT OF CONSUMER PRODUCT
SAFETY AND PRODUCT LIABILITY

In this part, the most relevant provisions pertaining to consumer safety and
product liability in terms of CPA will be discussed.
31
32

33
34

CPA 2008, s 2(9).
CPA 2008, s 4(3). The meaning that best promotes the spirit and purpose of the Act as well as
the realisation of the rights of vulnerable consumers should be preferred.
CPA 2008, s 2(9).
CPA 2008, s 2(10).
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A. The Introduction of the Class Action for Collective Redress: A
Vehicle to Enforce Consumer Safety
“The introduction of the class action for collective redress (commonly referred to as ‘class actions’) in South African law provides
a vehicle whereby larger number of victimised ‘Davids’ may collectively obtain justice from misbehaving ‘Goliath’, in circumstances
where the institution of individualised lawsuits would not be economically practical.”35
The institution of class actions for the infringement of basic human rights
entrenched in the Bill of Rights (South African Constitution) is the basis of
class action jurisprudence in South Africa. However, in terms of S. 4(1)(c) of
the CPA, a person, as a member of, or in the interest of, a group or class of
affected persons can approach the court or another enforcement institution if
a right of the Act is infringed or threatened. This vehicle of enforcement is of
particular importance when it comes to product liability claims. S. 76 makes
specific provisions for the courts to award damages in case of class actions.
It was only recently with two major product safety incidents and the subsequent institution of product liability claims that consumer class actions came
to the fore. The first was the recall of defective Ford Kuga-model cars after the
engine components overheated and caught fire. There was extensive damage to
property, injury and even the death of one of the motorists (consumer).36 The
causal link between the defect and the actual death of the consumer is but one
of the points of contention in the ongoing dispute.37 Despite an attempt to institute a class action in terms of S. 4 of the CPA against Ford South Africa, the
producer has offered a settlement that was apparently “brokered” by the NCC.
However, this was criticised in the media.38
35
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M. Du Plessis and J. Oxenham (eds), Class Action Litigation in South Africa (Juta 2017) 1.
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accessed
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16 January 2017) <https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/companies/transport-and-tourism/201701-16-breaking-news-ford-sa-to-recall-ford-kuga/> accessed 25 April 2021; M.M. Botha and
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The other, equally tragic, product safety incident was the illness and death
of many consumers (in particular vulnerable consumers) due to a listeriosis
outbreak in processed meat products (such as polony) in South Africa.39 The
primary producer was Tiger Brands South Africa. A class action as a vehicle
for redress is also being pursued due to the death of the most vulnerable consumers including infants and young children.40 These product safety events
were a steep learning curve with severe loss of life as well as financial loss
which affected the South African economy.41 The incidents (the listeriosis
outbreak in particular) prompted much better inter-governmental and agency
co-operation in the areas of traceability, laboratory testing, recall of products
and better communication with suppliers.
However, it has become blatantly clear that the absence of procedural legislative guidance for consumer class actions is preventing the successful implementation thereof. At this stage it seems that issues such as certification,
whether an “opt-in” or “opt-out” approach should be followed, the representative of the class or group, costs and fees to name but a few is being interpreted on a case-by-case basis by the courts.42 Though many legal authors have
attempted to provide suggestions and guidance, legal certainty is paramount
for the successful institution of consumer class actions for product liability
claims in South Africa.43
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Conversation, 13 March 2018) <https://theconversation.com/what-led-to-worlds-worst-listeriosis-outbreak-in-south-africa-92947> accessed 25 April 2021; WHO Disease outbreak news,
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Day, 3 December 2018) <https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/companies/retail-and-consumer/
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2018)
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2019/36431) [2020] ZAGPJHC 160 (23 June 2020).
See M.M. Botha and J. Barnard, ‘The Role and Responsibility of Suppliers in the Recall of
Defective, Unsafe and Hazardous Consumer Products Causing Harm’ in De Serie Legenda:
Developments in Commercial Law Volume II: Law of Specific Contracts and Consumer
Protection Law (LexisNexis 2019) 39-64, 42-43; E. Van Eeden and J. Barnard, ‘Chapter 16
Consumer Class Actions’ in Consumer Protection Law in South Africa (2nd edn, LexisNexis
2017) 531-550; T. Broodryk, ‘The South African Class Action Mechanism: Comparing
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B. Product Labelling, Trade Descriptions and the Warning of Risks
The correct information to consumers regarding the safe use of products
are an important part of product safety and product liability. The warning of
particular hazards or risks is equally important. Product labelling and trade
descriptions form part of the consumer’s right to disclosure and information (S.
24). The correct labelling and trade description of consumer products or goods
involves important basic information for consumers to make an informed
choice. Depending on the type of goods this could include the number, quantity, measure, producer information, place or country of origin, ingredients,
allergens, contact information and trademarks.44
Suppliers and businesses also have a responsibility to ensure that the labelling of goods is not tampered with or obscured in a manner calculated to
mislead consumers (S. 24(2)). An example of this could be the type of allergens that could cause serious health issues or even the removal or changing of
expiry dates of perishable goods. The Minister prescribed categories of goods
that are required to have particular minimum information as part of their labelling and trade description, for example regulation 6 and the product labelling
of textiles, clothing, shoes and leather goods; and regulation 7 dealing with
genetically modified organisms (“GMO’s”). Certain processed and dried meat
products also have to be labelled in a prescribed manner in plain and understandable language as described in S. 22 of the CPA.45
S. 58(2) provides for prescribed warnings concerning the packaging of any
hazardous and unsafe goods for supply to consumers and these warnings must
be displayed on or within that packaging. It must comply with the provisions
of S. 22 (plain and understandable) language unless a substantially similar
warning has been applied in terms of other public regulation. The consumer
must be provided with adequate instructions for the safe handling and use of
those goods. S. 58 applies even where the goods formed part of the supply of
a service. This once again is very relevant regarding product safety and the
Personal Protection Equipment (“PPE”), disinfectants, sanitation products and
vaccination products such as needles that was supplied (and still being supplied) during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The importance of product labelling, trade descriptions and the warning
of risks in relation to consumer safety was confirmed with the recent global
COVID-19 pandemic and the influx of counterfeit and illicit goods beyond
their expiry dates where the labels were tampered with, including basic canned
44
45
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goods.46 In particular also the unsafe PPE that flooded South African borders
for our frontline workers who are in direct contact with COVID-19 patients in
hospitals.47
In this regard, the CPA applies with other legislation like the Merchandise
Marks Act 17 of 1941; the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act 54 of
1972 and its regulations; the Medicines and Related Substances Control Act
101 of 1965; and the Genetically Modified Organisms Act 15 of 1997. The
South African National Standards (“SANS”) for certain products as determined
by the National Regulator for Compulsory Specifications (“NRCS”) should
also be considered and is included in the labelling or instructions of consumer
goods. The successful co-operation between government departments (such as
the Department of Health (“DoH”) and the Department of Trade, Industry and
Competition (“DTIC”) and regulatory bodies (such as the NCC and the NRCS)
is significant in this regard.

C. Goods that Comply with Good Quality Standards (Defective
Goods)
As explained in the definitions above, the provisions regarding defective
goods in terms of the CPA are definitely a development not only of the common law rights of the consumer to align with the scope and content of the
CPA but also with international practices.48 It is clear that the content of S.S.
55-57 of the CPA is also important regarding product liability where the supply
of defective goods caused harm. This unfortunately also causes a bit of legal
uncertainty where the claim is purely based on monetary loss due to the defect
and not in terms of subsequent product liability.
Initially scholars were very optimistic about the restoration of unequal bargaining powers between suppliers and consumers.49 However, the practical
46

47
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P. Ash and others, ‘Swoop on fake masks as new Covid-19 variant hits SA - Concern over
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application of the provisions as well as the court’s reluctance to adapt to a
new more consumer-orientated approach is hindering effective and consistent
consumer protection. This is disappointing when one takes into account that
almost two-thirds of all consumer complaints in South Africa are about defective goods and in particular defective motor cars.50
Barnard and Van Heerden highlight some of these issues which include the
challenges of effective enforcement and redressal in terms of S. 69 as mentioned earlier as well as the complete disregard not only of the provisions of
the CPA but also the recommendations and decisions of regulatory bodies such
as the Motor Industry Ombud of South Africa (“MIOSA”) and the National
Consumer Tribunal (“NCT”).51 The recent conservative approach of the
Supreme Court of Appeal in favour of the supplier (motor dealership) in the
case of Motus Corporation (Pty) Ltd v Wentzel52 is regretful.
It is important however to provide a brief overview of the standard of good
quality in terms of the CPA because if the goods do not comply with the provisions of S.S. 55 to 57 and causes certain types of harm, it may open the door
to a product liability claim as regulated by S. 61.
S. 55 and the consumer’s right to safe, good quality goods will not apply
where goods are bought at an auction.53 S. 55(2) provides that, ‘every consumer
has a right to receive goods that:
(a) are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally
intended;
(b) are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects;
(c) will be useable and durable for a reasonable period of time, having
regard to the use to which they would normally be put and to all the
surrounding circumstances of their supply; and

50
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(d) comply with any applicable standards set under the Standards Act, 1993
(Act No. 29 of 1993), or any other public regulation.’
S.S. 55(3) provides for situations where a consumer has specifically
informed the supplier of the purpose for which the goods are bought or going
to be used and is in addition to S.S. 55(2)(a) of the CPA. If the supplier either
ordinarily offers to supply such specific goods or ‘acts in a manner consistent with being knowledgeable about those goods’, the consumer has a right to
expect goods that are fit for that particular purpose as indicated.54 S.S. 55(4)
and (5) aim to provide further guidance and certainty to ascertain whether
goods comply with S.S. 55(2) and dictates that all surrounding circumstances
of their supply must be taken into account as well. For example, the manner
in which such goods are marketed and the time of their supply. S.S. 55(6) provides that S.S. 55(2)(a) and (b) will not apply to goods and the condition in
which they are supplied if the consumer has been expressly informed of the
condition thereof and expressly agrees to accept goods in such a condition or
acted in a manner consistent with accepting goods in such a condition.
S.S. 55(6) should not be regarded as an introduction of an exemption clause
and should be strictly applied against suppliers who sell goods in a particular
condition.55 It does, however, provide an opportunity to suppliers of goods to
disclose particular defects and make sure that consumers understand the condition of the goods (for example, a car or fridge or laptop) at time of conclusion
of the contract.
S. 56 provides an implied warranty of quality pertaining to S. 55. The
importance of the common-law rights of the consumer is confirmed in that
this implied warranty is in addition to ‘any other implied warranty or condition imposed by common law’ (S. 56(4)(a)) and thus by implication also the
remedies available upon breach).56 If the consumer discovers, within six
months after delivery of those goods by the supplier, that the goods do not
comply with S. 55, the consumer may choose to either repair or replace the
goods or request a refund from the supplier.57 The choice is at the instance
of the consumer and may be done without penalty and at the supplier’s risk
54
55
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and expense.58 S. 57 provides further protection in the form of a legislative
warranty on repaired goods for a further three months after the date of installation or repair.

D. Recovery and Safe Disposal of Harmful Products and Components
The safe disposal of harmful products and components is not only an
important stage in the life cycle of goods but also at the recall stage. If the
disposal of any type of goods is prohibited by any national legislation, the supplier of those goods must accept the return of it, without charge to the consumer.59 The supplier can then return such goods to the importer or manufacturer.60
The safe disposal of unsafe goods that have been recalled, often involves the
co-operation of more than one consumer agency. Botha and Barnard explain
that there are practical issues with the actual recall which could include setting up extraction points and the safe disposal of recalled products.61 Disposing
of products in the correct manner will further ensure compliance with the UN
Sustainable Development Goals 2030 and the environmental impact of unsafe
goods. The CPA Recall Guidelines recognise that ‘low value products pose
particular challenges for suppliers when it comes to recall. Low value does
not mean low risk and suppliers should still seek to achieve effective recalls of
such products.’62 The listeriosis outbreak of processed meat products is a very
good example of this. The individual value of the meat products was very low
but due to the type of safety hazard, the correct disposal of the products was
paramount. The costs of mass disposal are also significant and not necessarily
only incurred by the suppliers in the supply chain.
With the listeriosis outbreak, many livestock who had the potential to carry
the listeriosis virus had to be euthanized. The correct disposal (including the
financial implications thereof) should form part of any recall strategy. Disposal
of unsafe products during the COVID-19 pandemic is another example where
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correct disposal of medical and human waste became crucial to prevent the
further spread of the virus and the co-operation between all parties involved.63
Taking the UN Sustainable Development Goals 2030 into account and the
effect that the incorrect disposal of harmful products could have on the environment, Feris explains that the provisions of S. 59 introduce the principle of
Extended Producer Responsibility (“EPR”).64 It is not however comprehensively
regulated and pre-existing legislation in the form of the Management Waste
Act 59 of 2008 and the Environment Conservation Act 73 of 1989 are referred
to for sufficient regulation.65

E. Product Recall
Product recall is governed by S. 60 of the CPA read together with the CPA
Product Recall Guidelines. The NCC is central to recalls conducted in terms of
the Act however it should be noted that the CPA Recall Guidelines are in many
instances voluntary rather than compulsory towards suppliers.66 Product recalls
have been conducted for years by various regulatory bodies depending on the
type of goods and whether or not specific legislation and international regulation is prescribed for the recall.
In South Africa for example, the key regulatory bodies involved in product
recalls include the National Regulator for Compulsory Standards (“NRCS”),
the Department of Health (“DoH”), the Department of Agriculture Land
Reform and Rural Development (“DALRRD”), the South African Health
Product Regulatory Authority (“SAHPRA”) and the NCC. Product recall
63
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Act (Juta 2019) 59-1.
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processes are often run concurrently between the NCC and other regulators,
creating a complex environment for all parties involved. Product recalls by
the NRCS are done in terms of specific published regulations or SANS (applicable to particular types of consumer goods eg: cars; foodstuffs and cosmetics; electronic apparatus etc.)67 after inspection by the technically trained
NRCS inspectors to determine compliance or non-compliance and importantly
whether the consumer goods should be recalled, returned to the country of origin or safely destroyed.
Recalls of medicinal products are regulated and conducted by the SAHPRA
in terms of the Medicines and Related Substances Control Act 101 of 1965
(“MRSA”) and Guidelines. The recall of medicine can be initiated as a result
of reports referred to the holder of a certificate of registration/parallel importer
or regulatory compliance from various sources. SAHPRA advises that recalls
(in terms of the MRSA), regardless of the level, should not be undertaken
without consultation with the SAHPRA and without agreement on the recall
strategy. It is clear that the NCC may not always play a central role but can
most certainly assist other institutional regulators, in particular with regards to
the communication and information to consumers.
There are different types of recalls and not all have the same level of risk.
Most consumers are unaware of the recall of products that take place on an
almost daily basis because these products are recalled earlier in the supply
chain before it reaches its end-supplier or simply because of the communication regarding the recall. A distinction should be made between Voluntary
recalls; Compulsory recalls; and Market Withdrawals. A voluntary recall is
usually done from a supplier’s own initiative (it could be at the request of the
regulatory body regulating that particular type of recall).68
A compulsory recall is where the recall is initiated by the regulatory body
(for example the NCC) that also regulates the recall process throughout. These
types of recalls should be distinguished from a “market withdrawal” where the
removal of an unsafe product is not subject to legal action. Market withdrawals
are the most common type of recalls and usually done without consumers’ or
the public’s knowledge as it poses a low safety risk.69
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Two types of “market withdrawals” as mentioned earlier70 are mentioned
in the Product Recall Guidelines: “trade level recalls” and “safety alerts”.71 A
“trade level” recall involves the recovery of goods from distribution points and
wholesalers before they reach consumers. The urgency and stage of supply will
therefore determine the level of recall. A “safety alert” suggests a certain level
of hazard and should be done with the relevant information in a clear and concise manner.
Barnard and Botha explain that the NCC is tasked with providing an
effective and efficient recall system and particular duties are mentioned in S.
60(1).72 Firstly, the NCC (and the system subsequently created) must be able
to receive notice of certain information. This includes: consumer complaints;
reports of product failures; defects or hazards; return of any goods because of
a product failure; details with regard to any kind of damage caused by a product failure, defect, or hazard;73 and any other indication of a failure, defect, or
hazard.
Secondly, the NCC has a duty to monitor and analyse the sources of information referred to above with the particular purpose to determine, detect, or
identify any previous undetected or unrecognised potential risk to the public
from the use of, or exposure to, the particular goods.74 The NCC must furthermore conduct investigations into the nature, causes, extent, and degree of the
risk to the public.75 S. 60(2) provides that if the NCC has reasonable grounds to
believe that the use or continued exposure to goods are unsafe or pose a threat
to the public and the producer or importer of those goods has not taken any
steps as required by the CPA Recall Guidelines or industry code, the NCC may
require the producer by written notice to either conduct its own investigation in
terms of S. 60(1) or recall the unsafe goods.
It should be noted that there are minimum requirements for the product recall process in terms of the CPA Product Recall Guidelines. These are:
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Protection Law (LexisNexis 2019) 39-64, 46.
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Notification and Communication Plan; Recall strategy; Retrieval and safe disposal of the product; and Reporting. The efficient notification to the relevant
regulatory body as well as the communication to all role players are absolutely
central to a successful recall. This would include all suppliers in the supply
chain, all relevant consumers involved including the relevant regulatory agencies. In South Africa, in terms of S. 60 the CPA, this responsibility falls within
the ambit of the NCC.
The CPA Recall Guidelines include a template for a standard notification
form and the supplier will comply if such a form is completed and a copy of
a notification is sent to the NCC within 10 days after providing the notice.
Considering the large consumer segment that falls within vulnerable consumer
groups, the method of communication is also important.76 Not all consumers
can be reached by social media or electronic means and other methods should
be considered.
The media can play an important role and clearly inter-agency co-operation
as well. There are minimum requirements for the communication plan prescribed in the guidelines and these include: product description, picture of the
product, description of the defect, a statement of the hazard, a S. titled “What
to do”, and contact details of the supplier.77 Botha and Barnard remark that the
communication should not designate the recall as “voluntary recall” because
consumers may misconstrue it as an “optional” recall from their side.78
A supplier’s recall strategy is a recall plan that should be comprehensive
and in place even before a possible recall. It should be reviewed often and
communicated to the relevant regulatory bodies (including the NCC). The
recall strategy of the supplier must include a comprehensive risk analysis. An
unsafe product according to the CPA Recall Guidelines, includes manufacturing as well as designing defects.79 The NCC must attempt to identify the supplier highest up in the supply chain to ensure all suppliers comply to and are
assisted with a product recall and this may include international recipients.80
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The requirement of safe disposal was discussed earlier in the contribution.81
However, the requirement of reporting is important not only throughout the
recall process but also as an important final step of regulation. The supplier
must keep record of the recall and risk analyses and draft a progress report
during the recall and thereafter. The reporting process can be described in two
stages.82 The CPA Recall Guidelines determine certain information should be
provided and make it clear that: (a) a recall will not be closed unless a comprehensive final report has been submitted, and (b) ‘closure of a recall does
not affect the rights of consumers in relation to the product and the public can
continue to access information about the recall’.83
Non-compliance with product recall procedures can often strengthen a product liability claim if harm was caused to consumers in terms of section 61 and
this could have been prevented with a timely recall.84 It furthermore speaks
to the corporate social responsibility of suppliers and can also severely affect
their reputation and bottom line.85

F. Product Liability
Prior to the implementation of the CPA, the product liability regime in
South Africa was primarily based on the delictual claim or Aquilian action
(Tort law) where all five elements of a delict had to be proven (a wrongful,
culpable act by the producer that caused damage to the consumer).86 Regarding
the element of culpability (fault) the consumer or injured party had to, at the
very least, prove negligence which has always been notoriously difficult to do.
The imbalance of power is clear since producers are often large corporations
with expert legal teams and more than enough funding as against a single
consumer with limited legal knowledge and resources.87 That is why the institution of product liability claims by way of a class action as explained above
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has been an effective vehicle for enforcement in general.88 It was the court in
the decision of Wagener that emphasised the need for urgent legislative intervention towards a more efficient and balanced product liability regime in South
Africa.89
Prior to an overview of S. 61 it should be noted that product liability law
is complicated, technical and specialised. To simply discern that a jurisdiction either has a fault-based product liability regime or strict liability regime
without recognising all the possible variances or hybrid models that are also
possible would be restrictive and incorrect. With the implementation of the
CPA in 2011, and the introduction of S. 61, the initial impression was primarily one of relief and that a strict liability regime will now (finally) be introduced for South African consumers.90 Through an in-depth and significant
amount of legal discourse on the topic since the implementation of the CPA,
it seems however that this is not the case.91 The purpose of this contribution
is to provide an overview of S. 61 as an important part of product safety in
South Africa and only a few of the issues around the application of S. 61 will
be highlighted.
The discussion of the definitions in terms of S. 53 above,92 is applicable
to S. 61 (“defect”, “failure”, “hazard” and “unsafe”). Unless the supplier can
prove one of the defences in S. 61(4), a supplier (which includes the producer
or importer, distributor or retailer) of any goods will be jointly and severally
liable, wholly or in part, for the harm as described in S. 61(5). In terms of S.
61(1), the supplier (or suppliers in the supply chain) will only be liable for harm
caused as a consequence of supplying unsafe, defective or hazardous goods,
or due to a product failure in the goods, or due to inadequate instructions or
warnings provided to the consumer.93
The wording of S. 61(1) clearly makes the link between inadequate warnings and subsequent product liability. The supplier will be liable irrespective of
whether the harm resulted in any negligence by such a supplier.94 It is not only
88
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a supplier of goods but also a supplier of services who can be held liable as
long as the supplier, in conjunction with those services, also ‘applies, supplies,
installs or provides access to any goods’.95 The type of harm that is included
in S. 61(5) is the death, injury or illness of a natural person; the loss or physical damage to any property (movable or immovable); and economic loss caused
due to such harm.
S. 61(4) provides certain defences for suppliers. These defences clearly indicate that South Africa follows a hybrid product liability regime rather than a
pure strict liability regime.96 A supplier will not be liable if the unsafe product, defect, failure etc. that resulted in harm was wholly attributable to compliance by the particular supplier with any public regulation.97 With regard to the
actual product, the supplier will not be liable if the unsafe, defective, failure, or
hazard did not exist in the goods at the time it was supplied by that particular
supplier in the supply chain or that particular supplier simply complied with
the instructions of the previous supplier in the supply chain.98
The distributor or retailer will not be liable if it is unreasonable to expect
them to have discovered the defect, failure or hazard taking into account that
distributor or retailer’s role in the marketing of the goods to consumers.99 If the
product liability claim has prescribed (claim for damages brought more than
three years after the situations described in S. 61(5)(d)(i) to (iv)) the supplier
will not be liable.100 Finally, S. 61(6) provides guidance as to the authority of
the courts in that a court may assess whether any harm has been proven or
mitigated.101 The court may furthermore determine the extent of the monetary
damages including economic loss and may apportion liability among persons
who are found to be jointly and severally liable.102
Through the jurisprudence since the introduction of S. 61, the hope has
always been that the courts will provide clarity on some of the issues highlighted above and finally put a judicial stamp on the implementation of
s 61. (After all, it was the courts that expressed the need for this change in
95
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approach in the first place in Wagener.) Unfortunately, and regrettably this has
not happened. Very few product liability claims have made it to the courts.
Understandably, suppliers would want to avoid large product liability claims
and though S. 61 (seemingly) provide a more balanced approach.
Suppliers have done everything in their power to avoid the issue and the
courts seem to agree. The Supreme Court of Appeal decision of Eskom
Holdings Ltd v Halstead-Cleak103 is exactly such an example and has been
severely criticised by legal scholars.104 Instead of providing clarity, the decision
created more questions than answers. The product liability claim was based on
severe physical injuries (including burn injuries) of a cyclist (consumer) from
a low-hanging, live electric cable whilst driving on a public road. The product
liability claim was against Eskom, the only electricity supplier in South Africa.
It seemed that the application of S. 61 would finally be viewed in action
especially because fault is no longer a requirement, and the liability of Eskom
was confirmed by the High Court.105 However, the decision was overturned on
Appeal with a curious judgment where the court seemed to avoid the application of S. 61 altogether by focussing on the general application of the CPA and
separating the S. 61 product liability claim from the delictual claim which was
claimed in the alternative.106
The court confirmed that, although fault is no longer a requirement, the
other elements of a delict (in particular the causal link between the act and the
damage) must still be proven.107 The court further held (incorrectly) that there
was no “consumer-supplier relationship” and therefore S. 61 and the CPA for
that matter could not apply.108 Ironically the only option open to the consumer
was a delictual action where the fault of Eskom had to be proven and it seems
we are right back where we started a decade after the implementation of the
CPA. Van Heerden and Barnard correctly argue:109
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‘An interpretation that the product liability provisions in section
61 can only be relied upon by a “consumer” as defined in the Act,
would not only negate the fact that delictual product liability has
been created especially to provide redress to persons such as innocent bystanders who have no privity of contract with the supplier of
defective goods. It would also mean that the product liability provisions in S. 61, despite their extended reach in terms of sections 5(5)
and 5(8) and also 61(1) which imposes liability on the whole supply
chain, actually have a narrower reach from a plaintiff’s perspective
than under the common law of product liability ex delicto that provides a remedy to any “person” harmed by a defective product.’
At time of writing this contribution there have not been any significant case
laws on S. 61 except for the unreported case of Griessel v Montsanto.110 The
court confirmed that ‘the provisions of S. 61 do not appear to be limited to
consumers who suffered harm as from a reading of the definition of “consumer” the plaintiff (Montsanto) fall within that definition’ and that the CPA
‘would be applicable to Monsanto as an importer, producer, distributor or
retailer.’111

G. Commercial Practices Relevant to Consumer Safety
Though not directly relevant to consumer safety and product liability, there
are certain commercial practices by suppliers governed by the CPA, that have
the potential to play a role nonetheless. These provisions will not be comprehensively discussed but deserve mentioning. The consumer has a right to
fair and responsible marketing and the representations made by suppliers specifically regarding the safe use of goods should not be false or misleading.112
The way in which suppliers conduct themselves in the supply of goods,113 the
display of prices,114 and whether notices, documents or visual representations
regarding risks, safety and hazards are in plain and understandable language115
can all play a role in consumer safety. The South African legislature attempted
to do this by way of the introduction of S. 61 - ‘Liability for damage caused by
goods’.
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112
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

‘Given the scourge of widespread consumer exploitation, it is no
surprise that consumer protection has gained immense importance
worldwide. In the age of the globalization consumer protection
guidelines and legislations are necessary at the international and
national level to ensure the safety of consumers’.116
Patil aptly summarises above how important product safety and product liability are, not only within a particular jurisdiction but also in relation
to a global consumer community. South Africa is no different. It is clear that
an efficient regulatory framework for consumer safety and product liability
requires the co-operation between regulatory bodies and also a multi-tiered and
multi-legislative approach.
As explained above,117 the CPA is a comprehensive overarching piece of
legislation with a broad application and scope with its core purpose being to
develop, nurture and protect the safety and well-being of consumers and their
consumer rights. The CPA should not be interpreted in isolation and it is clear
that a concurrent and harmonizing approach should be followed for the effective application of the Act. This is also in relation to other legislation (such as
the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act 54 of 1972), case law and also
with respect to various regulatory bodies under the CPA as well as the consumer safety framework (such as the DoH and NRCS).118
The contribution attempted to provide an overview of the provisions most
relevant to the consumer safety and product liability regime in South Africa
and in particular the CPA. It is clear that definitions and the correct application
of such definitions play an important role. Certain provisions and rights were
critically discussed to provide a snapshot of the current framework in South
Africa in terms of the CPA.
This was done by firstly acknowledging the role of all suppliers in the supply chain and also the importance of sufficient regulation of goods throughout their whole lifecycle.119 The collective strength of consumers whose rights
to consumer safety and product liability haven’t been infringed is clear from
the introduction of the class action of corrective redress.120 However it seems
116
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that procedural clarity is still needed for this to be truly effective in South
Africa. Like many other jurisdictions, South Africa aligns itself with the UN
Sustainable Development Goals of 2030.
Throughout the contribution it is clear how interconnected the issues of consumer safety truly are and sufficient regulation and implementation of the one
would also amount to sufficient regulation and implementation of the other.
The opposite is also true when it comes to the responsibility and liability of
suppliers. If, for example, suppliers do not comply with the provisions governing product labelling and warning of risks, suppliers could become liable in
terms of a product liability claim. Where goods are defective and unsafe or
where suppliers conduct commercial practices in a way that is unfair, misleading and deceptive, product liability could follow.
The discussion above illustrates that the CPA addresses the most crucial
stages of the lifecycle of goods to ensure a truly effective consumer safety
framework. These are: the introduction of a consumer class action for collective redress as a vehicle to enforce consumer safety; product labelling, trade
descriptions and the warning of risks; goods that comply with a standard of
good quality (defective goods); recovery and safe disposal of harmful products
and components; product recall; and product liability.121
However, it is also clear that the provisions and practical application thereof
is problematic and inconsistent.122 Some of the issues included: the reluctance
of the judiciary to implement the provisions of the CPA;123 inconsistent interpretation by regulatory bodies and scholars; non-compliance of suppliers; the
shortfall and gaps regarding the enforcement and redress framework, co-operation between regulatory bodies and concurrent application with the CPA and
other legislation.124
In conclusion, the premise for a very effective consumer safety and product
liability regime in South Africa (particularly, in terms of the CPA) has been
established but it will only be truly effective on a national, regional and international level if the issues as highlighted above are constantly reworked, role
players work together and the protection of consumers remains the primary
objective.
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SMART DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN THE
DIGITAL AGE: THE POTENTIAL OF
SMART CONTRACTS AND ONLINE
DISPUTE RESOLUTION FOR DISPUTE
PREVENTION AND RESOLUTION
IN CONSUMER LAW CASES
— A.U. Janssen* and Tom J. Vennmanns†

Abstract: State courts are the traditional and established place
to resolve legal disputes. However, litigations are regularly criticized for being lengthy, costly and conducted in an analogue way
(eg, by using outdated non-digital technology for communication).
Consumers with small claims in particular often regularly refrain
from seeking redress as the hurdles state court proceedings entail
are disproportionate to the potential outcome. At the same time, the
phenomenon of legal tech, which comes primarily from the private
legal services sector, shows that the use of digital infrastructure
might be a game changer to make legal processes such as contracting, but also dispute resolution, more effective, user-friendly and
accessible.
Here, smart contracts and online dispute resolution processes
in particular play an essential role. If smart contract and online
dispute resolution (ODR) together form a technically connected
entity via a smart contract with an embedded ODR forum clause,
the result is, in theory, no less than the digital symbiosis of contract and dispute resolution. This is what we call smart (contract)
dispute resolution in a strict sense. However, there is also smart
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dispute resolution inherent in smart contracts due to their feature
of being self-executing.
Hence, the smart contract layer itself already entails an (online)
dispute resolution respectively avoidance without the express use
of an ODR-provision. This is what we call smart (contract) dispute resolution in a broad sense. In this article we will analyze
different forms of smart dispute resolution, explain how they work
and explore their potential. Could smart dispute resolution be the
future of conflict resolution of the 21st century? To answer this
question, some potential applications, but also the natural limitations of smart dispute resolution will be discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Digitization of Law: Almost Nothing is Irreplaceable in a
Digitized World
Coco Chanel once said, ‘Pour être irremplaçable, il faut rester différente’.1
This quote not only provides an important formula for entrepreneurial success, but also points to the importance of uniqueness, originality and quality
in order for something, whatever it is, to survive and stand the test of time.
Living up to this is certainly not easy in an industry like fashion. But also,
when we look broadly, today’s life patterns are in such a rapid flux that one
has to look closely for sectors and social contexts in which irreplaceable structures are the rule.
Digitalization in particular elucidates us that things can be replaced in a
short time, and this trend has been further accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. One can think of the widespread use of Zoom to hold the conference
that used to be held in the conference room. Or the daily and worldwide use
of smartphone apps, which are replacing countless tools like compasses, maps
and even pen and paper. So, while many things are still available and used in
the analogue2 and original version, think for example of a classic compass, a
digital solution has often conquered actual mass use. Digitalization apparently
changes a lot3 and offers an alternative for everything.
When a legal professional looks at his or her own work environment, he or
she is looking at a professional sector that is basically considered traditional
and relatively little digitized.4 Thus, the legal profession has a reputation for
being inflexible to change and rather static. Drawing on studies by Seligmann,
Verkuil, and Kang,5 Killian deduced that many lawyers are anxious when they
1

2

3

4

5

Marcel Haedrich, Coco Chanel Secrète (Robert Laffont 1971) 308; in English language: In
order to be irreplaceable, one must always be different.
The term ‘analogue’ will be used repeatedly in this contribution. In the context of this contribution the term refers to the traditional working methods in legal contexts, such as court
procedures with written procedural documents and oral hearings. This is intended to make
clear the tension between traditional structures within legal practice and the digital legal tech
phenomena.
See Jean Tirole, Economics for the Common Good (Princeton University Press 2018) 378;
Gabriele Buchholtz, ‘Legal Tech - Chancen und Risiken der digitalen Rechtsanwendung’
(2017) Juristische Schulung 955.
Konstatin von Busekist, Philipp Glock and Christian Mohr, ‘The Big Four and the Digital
Revolution’ in Markus Hartung, ‘The Digital Transformation’ in Markus Hartung, MichaManuel Bues and Gernot Halbleib, Legal Tech: How Technology is Changing the Legal
World: A Practitioner’s Guide (CH Beck 2018) 82.
Martin Seligman and others, ‘Why Lawyers are Unhappy’ (2005) 10(1) Deakin Law Review
49, 54-55.
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engage with their present as professionals or when they look at the future of
their discipline.6
Even though the basic attitude of many lawyers may have changed little in
recent decades, digitalisation has ultimately shown that even the most established structures in the legal system are not so permanently distinctive and
without alternative as to be irreplaceable. With regard to various aspects of the
law, it can be observed that there is to some extent a struggle between classical
legal institutions and dogmatic structures on the one hand and digital alternatives on the other. The emergence of legal tech has recently shown that many
aspects of legal practice can be digitized and even automated.
This is consistent with the goal of legal tech, as defined by Bues, ‘legal tech
describes the use of modern, computer-aided digital technologies to automate,
simplify, and hopefully, improve the process of finding, applying, obtaining,
and managing justice through innovation.’7 Smart contracts and online dispute
resolution (“ODR”) procedures play an important role here. Instead of a traditional contract, smart contracts can digitally recreate contractual legal relationships, algorithmically monitor the fulfillment of terms and automatically
trigger execution.8
ODR, which is generally seen as a digital form of alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”),9 can, among other things, settle disputes at the level of digital

6
7

8

9

Matthias Kilian, ‘Die Zukunft der Juristen’ (2017) Neue Juristische Wochenschrift 3043.
Cited in Markus Hartung, ‘The Digital Transformation’ in Markus Hartung, Micha-Manuel
Bues and Gernot Halbleib, Legal Tech: How Technology is Changing the Legal World: A
Practitioner’s Guide (CH Beck 2018) 5.
For an introduction to the functionality and potential of smart contracts Christina Buchleitner
and Thomas Rabl, ‘Blockchain und Smart Contracts’ (2017) ecolex 4; Mateja Durovic and
André Janssen, ‘Formation of Smart Contracts’ in Larry A. DiMatteo, Michel Cannarsa,
Cristina Poncibò (eds), The Cambridge Handbook of Smart Contracts, Blockchain Technology
and Digital Platforms (Cambridge University Press 2019) 61; Markus Kaulartz and Jörg
Heckmann, ‘Smart Contracts - Anwendung der Blockchain-Technologie’ (2016) Computer und
Recht 618; Markus Kaulartz, ‘Herausforderungen bei der Gestaltung von Smart Contracts’
(2016) Zeitschrift zum Innovations- und Technikrecht 201; Reggie O’Shields, ‘Smart
Contracts: Legal Agreements for the Blockchain’ (2017) 21 North Carolina Banking Institute
177; Eric Tjong Tjin Tai, ‘Juridische aspecten van blockchain en smart contracts’ (2017) 54
Tijdschrift voor Privaatrecht 563, Eric Tjong Tjin Tai, ‘Smart contracts en het recht’ (2017)
Nederlands Juristenblad 146; Kevin Werbach and Nicolas Cornell, ‘Contracts Ex Machina’
(2017) 67 Duke Law Journal 313.
Karolina Mania, ‘Online Dispute Resolution; The Future of Justice’ (2015) 1 International
Comparative Jurisprudence 76, 78; Pablo Cortés, ‘Factsheet: What Should the Ideal ODR
System for E-Commerce Consumers Look Like? The Hidden World of Consumer ADR:
Redress and Behaviour’ (Centre for Socio-Legal Studies Oxford 2011) <https://www.law.ox.ac.
uk/sites/files/oxlaw/dr_pablo_cortes.pdf> accessed 9 July 2021.
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platforms and through online interfaces,10 offering an alternative to dispute resolution in state courts. These phenomena increasingly challenge the existence
and benefits of analog-traditional models of contracting and dispute resolution.
Moreover, they seem to be increasingly capturing the legal services market.
This follows from several studies. In a 2015 study for Altman Weil, Seeger
and Clay found that the increased use of legal tech offerings in the U.S. legal
services market has resulted in a significant loss of revenue for traditional law
firms.11 In 2016, a joint study by the Boston Consulting Group and Bucerius
Law School found that law firms can no longer afford to ignore legal tech.12
There is a tendency for fewer and fewer cases to be brought before the
courts.13 In 2015, to take the example the Netherlands, the Dutch judiciary registered 1.67 million incoming cases.14 In 2019, it was only 1.54 million cases.15
There is a remarkable decline of 7.8% in four years.16 In other countries such
as Germany or the USA a similar trend can be observed. In contrast, the number of ODR users across the world is clearly increasing. eBay’s ODR process
is the most successful and widely used ODR system in the world.17 For example, more than 60 million disputes are submitted to eBay’s ODR process worldwide each year.18 Further research should show whether there is a causal link
between the emergence of ODR and the decrease in the number of cases coming before the courts. Nevertheless, it seems justified to suspect that the ODR
is at least an important reason for this.

10

11

12

13

14

15
16
17

18

Pablo Cortés, Online Dispute Resolution for Consumers in the European Union (Routledge
2010) 2.
Cited in Jelle van Veenen and Joost Schmaal, ‘Legal tech en de advocatuur’ (2018)
Computerrecht 54.
ibid; Christian Veith and others, ‘The Boston Consultancy Group and Bucerius Law School:
How Legal Technology Will Change the Business of Law’ (Research Report 4, 2016).
Since the authors work at the Dutch Radboud University and are also both German lawyers,
this article will increasingly work with examples from the German and Dutch legal system.
However, the phenomena discussed are also visible globally and the concrete examples only
serve as a more concrete reference for developments visible worldwide.
Annual Report of the Dutch Judiciary 201952 <https://www.jaarverslagrechtspraak.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Jaarverslag-Rechtspraak-2019.pdf> accessed 9 July 2021.
ibid.
This tendency also exists in many other countries.
Edwin Montoya Zorrilla, ‘Towards a Credible Future: Uses of Technology in International
Commercial Arbitration’ (2018) Zeitschrift für Schiedsverfahren 106, 109.
ibid.
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B. Smart Dispute Resolution: The Swiss Army Knife of Dispute
Resolution of the Future?
Legal tech is about creating efficient and smart digital solutions to legal
challenges.19 The demand for greater efficiency has also given rise to the practical phenomenon of smart contract dispute resolution,20 which is the central
subject of this contribution. The term ‘smart contract dispute resolution’ has
emerged relatively recently. Most authors associate the term with the dispute
resolution opportunities that arise from smart contract issues.21 However, the
use of this terminology suggests that the use of smart contracts can only lead
to conflicts that need to be resolved.
However, this terminology denies that hidden in the characteristic features
of smart contracts is the fundamental potential to avoid conflicts on a large
scale. Therefore, we decided to use a terminology that has hardly been used so
far, and that brings together these two sides, both of conflict avoidance through
the deployment of smart contracts, and of conflict resolution of disputes arising
from the use of smart contracts. The term smart dispute resolution seems to us
to be an appropriate designation, even though for the purposes of this contribution we further distinguish between smart dispute resolution in a strict sense
and in a broad sense.

(a) Smart Dispute Resolution in the Strict Sense
If smart contract and ODR procedures together form a technically connected entity, the result is, in theory, no less than the digital symbiosis of
contract and conflict resolution. In other words, it involves the technical connection of two normally separate levels of law. Strongly simplifying, it can
be said that a potential dispute surrounding a smart contract will be routed
directly to the ODR procedure via a clause in the smart contract so that it can
be resolved as effectively and quickly as possible (smart dispute resolution in
the strict sense). There are already legal tech companies that are realizing this

19

20

21

With a view to greater efficiency Susanne Hähnchen and others, ‘Legal Tech’ (2020) 60(7)
Juristische Schulung 626.
Markus Kaulartz, ‘Smart Contract Dispute Resolution’ in Matthias Fries and others (eds),
Smart Contracts (Mohr Siebeck 2019) 73-74.
See Amy Schmitz and Colin Rule, ‘Online Dispute Resolution for Smart Contracts’ (2019)
Journal of Dispute Resolution 104; Markus Kaulartz, ‘Smart Contract Dispute Resolution’ in
Matthias Fries and others (eds), Smart Contracts (Mohr Siebeck 2019) 73; Michael Buchwald,
‘Smart Contract Dispute Resolution: the Inescapable Laws of Blockchain-Based Arbitration’
(2020) 168 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1369.
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technical connection of smart contract and ODR.22 The technical feasibility of
this will be discussed in more detail at a later stage.

(b) Smart Dispute Resolution in a Broad Sense
One could also argue that smart contracts, even without such an ODR
clause, already involve the element of (online) dispute resolution and even
online dispute avoidance, respectively, because of their inherent element of
self-execution (smart dispute resolution in the broad sense).
What would the widespread use of these technically advanced forms of dispute avoidance and resolution mean for legal practice? Is this the revolution
and answer for dispute resolution in the 21st century, the Swiss army knife of
dispute resolution of the future? This is the central research question of this
contribution. We focus primarily on smart dispute resolution in the strict sense
(called smart contract dispute resolution by other authors), but Chapter 3.2.
broadens the perspective again and examines smart dispute resolution in the
strict and broad sense.
The next chapter discusses the criticism to state courts and as a ‘counterpoint’ the emergence of legal tech solutions, and here especially ODR procedures. The third chapter then focuses on the connection of smart contracts and
ODR procedures (ie, on the possibilities and also the limitations of smart dispute resolution). The contribution concludes with a conclusion and future perspective for this legal phenomenon.
II. CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN THE 21st CENTURY

A. Criticism to State Courts
The range of alternative dispute resolution options such as arbitration is
growing and more and more litigants seem to be taking advantage of these
options.23 These alternatives are no longer only used for business-to-business disputes (“B2B”), but also increasingly for business to consumer disputes (“B2C”).24 On the other hand, the number of proceedings is decreasing,
as mentioned above, in the state courts. There are several reasons for this.
Empirical studies of the Dutch judiciary from 2018 have shown that the
22

23

24

Amy Schmitz and Colin Rule, ‘Online Dispute Resolution for Smart Contracts’ (2019) Journal
of Dispute Resolution 116.
Eddy Brauw and others, Rechtsstatelijke waarborging van buitengerechtelijke geschiloplossing
(Boom juridisch 2018) 17-18.
Farzaneh Badiei, ‘Using Online Arbitration in E-Commerce Disputes: A Study on B2B, B2C
and C2C Disputes’ (2015) International Journal of Online Dispute Resolution 103.
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trade-off between costs and benefits is an important reason for many litigants
to avoid going to government courts.25 For disputes up to €500 in value, the
court fee of the Dutch subdistrict court is already €85.26
Many litigants also need a lawyer or legal advice and there is the emotional burden of litigation, which many people shy away from. Moreover, in the
Netherlands, the losing party does not always bear the full litigation costs. The
problematic nature of these financial aspects is underscored by a 2011 ruling of
the Rotterdam District Court (location Brielle), which sends a problematic message to all litigants with small claims.27 Here, the plaintiff’s claim included an
amount of €422.91. Although the plaintiff won the case, the court ruled that he
had to bear his own litigation costs. These own costs consisted of court fees of
€426 and service costs of €97.81. In this case the plaintiff opted in advance for
an out-of-court collection, but broke off this process prematurely.28
The court reasoned this decision with the expectation that the plaintiff - in
view of the relationship between the claim and the legal costs - would make a
more serious financial assessment before proceeding to sue.29 With a judgment
like this, litigants with small claims get the message that the state is not really
interested in resolving those disputes.
Apart from these economic factors, state procedures are repeatedly criticized for taking too long. Even if, eg, the vast majority of proceedings in the
Netherlands and also in many other EU countries such as eg, Germany meets
the requirements of art 6 of the ECHR in view of the allowed duration, this
legal assessment is independent of the subjective experience of the parties. In
the context of the Roland Rechtsreport 2020 of the Allensbach Institut, German
citizens were asked what they think of the duration of proceedings before
courts. 85% of citizens think that procedures in Germany take too long and
almost as many citizens (83%) think that courts are overloaded.30
We also find this opinion in the Netherlands, and here it is even the judiciary itself that expresses such criticism. Dineke de Groot (President of the
Supreme Court since 2020), already expressed her opinion on the slowness

25

26
27

28
29
30

See Council for the Judiciary, (Research Memorenda 3/2018) <https://www.rechtspraak.nl/
SiteCollectionDocuments/RM-2018-3.pdf> accessed 9 July 2021.
Annex to the Dutch Civil Court Fees Act (Wet griffierechten burgerlijke zaken).
Rechtbank Rotterdam (Court Location Brielle) 20 December 2011, De Praktijkgids 2012/148
(ECLI:NL:RBROT:2011:BV7067).
ibid para 4.5.
ibid.
Roland Rechtsreport 2020 (2020) 7 <https://www.ifd-allensbach.de/fileadmin/IfD/sonstige_
pdfs/ROLAND_Rechtsreport_2020.pdf> accessed 9 July 2021.
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of civil proceedings in 2017.31 In the 2019 Final Report Project Procedural
Duration of the Judiciary, the Dutch judiciary points out, that research shows
that litigants have a need for faster procedures.32 Groenewald examined many
possible reasons for this slowness in 2018.33 These include overburdened
courts, which have to deal with a lot of chanceless disputes, and the declining
ability of Dutch people to resolve disputes by themselves.34
A final central element of the criticism of the public justice system concerns
the problem of accessibility in a digitised world as the digitisation of justice
and legal practice has not progressed beyond approximations and pilot projects
in some areas and jurisdictions.35 Often procedures are still settled according to
analogue methods, which reinforces the previous points of criticism - the long
procedures, too high costs and lack of effectiveness. In general, old-fashioned
means such as faxes still dominate traditional court procedures, while they are
hardly used outside the courtroom.
Also, in many jurisdictions around the world, the processing of digital files
in court exceeds current technical capabilities and the pandemic has shown
that digital infrastructure is important to maintaining essential day-to-day processes.36 Also considering the last point, the reluctance to digitize the judiciary is remarkable. In the Netherlands, the KEI project (Project Quality and
Innovation of the Judiciary) sought to digitize the judicial system more pragmatically and quickly.
The project began in 2013 and provides for, first, the digitization of the civil
justice system, and second, related to that, the necessary revisions of (among
others) the Code of Civil Procedure.37 However, the €200 million project turned
out to be flawed in its implementation, so much so that in 2018, the year when
fully electronic communication with the courts should have been possible, the
literature itself spoke of the KEI debacle.38

31

32

33
34
35

36

37
38

Tosca Ten Kroode and others, ‘Afscheid van ee klassieke procedure?’ (2017) Nederlands
Juristenblad 1514.
Final Report Project Procedural Duration of the Dutch Judiciary 2019, 113 <https://www.
rechtspraak.nl/SiteCollectionDocuments/eindrapport-doorlooptijden-in-beweging.pdf>accessed
9 July 2021.
Edo Groenewald, ‘De traagheid van het civiele geding’ (2017) Nederlands Juristenblad 260.
ibid.
Frank Zschieschack, ‘Zivilverfahren in Zeiten des Coronavirus’ in Hubert Schmidt (ed),
COVID-19 - Rechtsfragen zur Corona-Krise (CH Beck 2020) para 1.
Peter Schrader, ‘Wie verändert sich die Arbeit des Anwalts durch die Corona-Krise?’ (2020)
Neue Zeitschrift für Arbeitsrecht 571.
Dutch Parliamentary Papers II 2014/15, 34 059, no 1-4.
Paul Bovend’ Eert, ‘Is de Nederlandse rechterlijke macht een inferieure staatsmacht?’ (2018)
Nederlands Juristenblad 2299.
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Although the KEI has been replaced by a new digitization project, called
project Digital Accessibility,39 this project is also already experiencing delays.40
In summary, therefore, it can be concluded that judges are still working in
principle ‘analogue’. The lack of digitalization of the Dutch courts becomes
especially clear when looking at the current EU Scoreboard of Justice 2020.
Regarding41 the category ‘submitting and following a claim online’, the
Netherlands is in third last place of all EU countries.42

B. Entrepreneurship Conquers the Legal Services Sector: Conflict
Resolution by the Private Sector
This section will look at the phenomenon of legal tech in general and of
ODR procedures in particular, which can be understood as private sector initiatives to create practical dispute resolution tools.43

(a) New Actors and Digital Solutions by the Legal Services Sector (Legal
Tech)
Legal tech is the term that summarizes private sector initiatives in legal
contexts of the digital age. The term refers to the use of digital technology
and software to provide legal services and support legal processes such as, for
example, litigation, document review, legal advice by lawyers et cetera.44 The
goal of legal tech is to make law enforcement and legal practice more effective, affordable and accessible.45 Legal tech tools emerge not only because
advancing digital technologies offer new opportunities, but also because there
is money to be made from them.46
This is done not only by selling the new software and digital infrastructure
to the judiciary, the legal profession and other companies, but also especially
by offering it to a wide audience of individuals.47 Legal tech-entrepreneurs try
to design smart digital tools that offer an alternative to the traditional offerings of the legal services market. Numerous legal tech start-ups have now
39
40

41

42
43

44
45
46
47

See Dutch Parliamentary Papers 29279, no 623.
‘Opvolger KEI loopt nu al vertraging op’ (Mr. Online, 7 June 2019) <https://www.mr-online.
nl/opvolger-kei-loopt-nu-al-vertraging-op/> accessed 9 July 2021.
EU-Scorebord of Justice 2020 <https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/justice_scoreboard_2020_en.pdf> accessed 9 July 2021.
ibid.
Gabriele Buchholtz, ‘Legal Tech - Chancen und Risiken der digitalen Rechtsanwendung’
Juristische Schulung 2017.
Susanne Hähnchen and others, ‘Legal Tech’ (2020) Juristische Schulung 626.
ibid 630.
Susanne Hähnchen and others, ‘Legal Tech’ (2020) Juristische Schulung 626, 630.
ibid.
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established themselves in the market48 and many large law firms with sufficient
financial resources are using or even co-developing the products of these providers.49 In the Netherlands, there has traditionally been a strong market position of legal service providers outside the legal profession. According to some
studies, they hold two-thirds of the market.50 It is therefore not surprising that
legal tech is finding fertile ground.

(b) Online Dispute Resolution: The Substitutability of Statewide Conflict
Resolution
1.

The Features and Ways of Applying ODR

A subcategory of legal tech that focuses on improving dispute resolution and access to justice are ODR procedures. In general, ODR procedures
are a way of resolving disputes in a digital environment or on the Internet.51
Through digital solutions, a kind of digital forum is created in which a resolution of a legal dispute takes place, just like in a classic court procedure or a
physically taking place arbitration procedure. According to a broad definition,
ODR can be described as the use of an online environment to facilitate communication and dispute resolution.52
According to a narrower and more conventional definition, ODR can be
seen as a process that ‘uses the Internet as a more efficient medium for parties to resolve their disputes’.53 According to this approach, ODR serves as an
alternative to state courts.54 Others consider ODR to be a counterpart of offline
dispute resolution and not a counterpart to judicial dispute resolution in the
sense of ADR.55 The advantage of this view of ODR is that it does not pre48

49
50
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See Legal Tech Map the Netherlands <https://www.legaltechmap.nl> accessed 9 July 2021 and
Legal Tech in Germany <https://tobschall.de/legaltech/> accessed 9 July 2021.
Jelle van Veenen and Joost Schmaal, ‘Legal tech en de advocatuur’ (2018) Computerrecht 54.
Matthias Kilian, ‘Rechtsberatungsmonopol, Rechtsschutzversicherung und Kostenerstattung in
den Niederlanden’ (1999) Zeitschrift für die gesamte Versicherungswissenschaft 44.
Pablo Cortés, Online Dispute Resolution for Consumers in the European Union (Routledge
2010) 2.
Nicolas Vermeys and Karim Benyekhlef, ‘ODR and the Courts’ in Mohamed and others (eds),
Online Dispute Resolution: Theory and Practice: A Treatise on Technology and Dispute
Resolution (Eleven International Publishing 2012) 307.
Nicolas Vermeys and Karim Benyekhlef, ‘ODR and the Courts’ in Mohamed and others (eds),
Online Dispute Resolution: Theory and Practice: A Treatise on Technology and Dispute
Resolution (Eleven International Publishing 2012) 307-308.
See Karolina Mania, ‘Online Dispute Resolution and The future of Justice’ (2015)
International Comparative Jurisprudence 78; Nicolas Vermeys and Karim Benyekhlef,
‘ODR and the Courts’ in Mohamed and others (eds), Online Dispute Resolution: Theory and
Practice: A Treatise on Technology and Dispute Resolution (Eleven International Publishing
2012) 307-308.
ibid 307-309.
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clude courts from using ODR interfaces as well.56 And this is probably more in
line with current reality, as more and more courts worldwide are using ODR in
the context of the so-called Online Courts.57
ODR can be a promising option for improving the redress of consumers’
claims, enhancing their confidence in the market, broadening access to justice/conflict resolution and promoting the sustainable growth of e-commerce.58
ODR may offer the possibility of resolving domestic and cross-border disputes
of limited financial significance, which otherwise could not be easily solved in
the light of consumers’ rational apathy.59

2. Application Examples of ODR
The final structure and working methods of ODR procedures are multifaceted and therefore a complete description of all the different procedures is
unfortunately not possible in the context of this contribution. A simple example is the ODR infrastructure of eBay already mentioned. Functionally, most
disputes here are resolved through computer-assisted negotiations in which the
parties can reach a solution themselves, but parties can, for a small additional
fee, engage a human mediator to help resolve the dispute.60
Another example of online dispute resolution is Cyber Settle, which claims
to have facilitated 100,000 transactions representing more than $750 million in
settlements between 1998 and 2005.61 Operating since 1998, the ODR platform
facilitates negotiations to resolve insurance and commercial disputes. Parties
make confidential bids that are made public only when both bids meet certain
standards or a certain amount of money. The settlement amount is the midpoint
of the two bids.62 These private sector examples reflect the general nature and
current use of ODR procedures.
56
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Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler and Thomas Schultz, Online Dispute Resolution: Challenges for
Contemporary Justice (Kluwer Law International 2004) 6.
See for instance Richard Susskind, Online Courts and the Future of Justice (Oxford
University Press 2019); David Larson, ‘Designing and Implementing a State Court ODR
System: From Disappointment to Celebration’ (2019) 2 Journal of Dispute Resolution 77.
Pablo Cortés, ‘Factsheet: What Should the Ideal ODR System for E-Commerce Consumers
Look Like? The Hidden World of Consumer ADR: Redress and Behaviour’ (Centre for SocioLegal Studies Oxford 2011) <https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/sites/files/oxlaw/dr_pablo_cortes.pdf>
accessed 9 July 2021.
Pablo Cortés, Online Dispute Resolution for Consumers in the European Union (Routledge
2010) 2.
Edwin Montoya Zorrilla, ‘Towards a Credible Future: Uses of Technology in International
Commercial Arbitration’ (2018) Zeitschrift für Schiedsverfahren 106, 109.
Bruno Deffains and Yannick Gabuthy, ‘Efficiency of Online Dispute Resolution: A Case of
Study’ (2005) 60 Communications & Strategies 205.
Pablo Cortés, ‘Factsheet: What Should the Ideal ODR System for E-Commerce Consumers
Look Like? The Hidden World of Consumer ADR: Redress and Behaviour’ (Centre for
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The growing market share and the emergence of start-ups and the hundreds
of thousands of daily users as in the case of eBay show that ODR procedures
can indeed offer a digital and private alternative to solve (small and smallest)
disputes and thus address the problem of rational apathy (especially of consumers). ODR procedures are thus no longer a theoretical phenomenon, but a practical reality. ODR procedures may in principle offer a good digital solution for
low-threshold, efficient and relatively inexpensive dispute resolution for certain
disputes.
But could the barriers for the litigant perhaps be lowered even further?
Especially for disputes with small claims and manageable complexity? Could
it conceivably be that the injured party with a small financial claim would not
have to take any significant steps and efforts at all to resolve their legal dispute? One possible answer to this question might be the concept of smart dispute resolution. In the next section, we will elaborate on this and explain the
method and possible areas of application.
III. ONE-IN, TWO-OUT: THE DIGITAL CONNECTION
OF UNDERLYING LEGAL RELATIONSHIP
AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION

A. The Potential of Smart Contracts for Managing Legal Relationships
Smart contracts are on everyone’s lips and have become increasingly important in past few years. Smart contracts technically work regularly based on
blockchains, also called distributed ledgers, which are touted as a technology
that can revolutionize business practices and contract law.63 Smart contracts are
an example of using technology to improve or even replace traditional institutions and to partially replace human and therefore subjective decision-making
with algorithms.64
There are numerous definitions of smart contracts. The U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology describes a smart contract as a ‘collection of code and data (sometimes referred to as functions and state) that
is deployed using cryptographically signed transactions on the blockchain
network.’65 Although no universal definition for blockchain exists either, Mik

63

64
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Socio-Legal Studies Oxford 2011) <https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/sites/files/oxlaw/dr_pablo_cortes.
pdf> accessed 9 July 2021.
Markus Kaulartz and Jörg Heckmann, ‘Smart Contracts - Anwendung der BlockchainTechnologie’ (2016) Computer und Recht 618.
Eliza Mik, ‘Smart Contracts: A Requiem’ (2019) Journal of Contract Law 1.
Dylan Yaga and others, ‘Blockchain Technology Overview’ (NISTIR Internal/Interagency
Report 820254, 2018).
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summarizes the basic functions of the blockchain as a decentralized, peer-validated, cryptographic database that is publicly visible and allows for the
chronological and permanent recording of past transactions.66 The standard
example of a blockchain application is the cryptocurrency Bitcoin (or similar
cryptocurrencies).
All participants (nodes) form a digital network (peer-to-peer network).
During a transaction, the users must check and verify the correctness of the
transfer in order for it to be successful. When a new data file (block) is added,
it always refers to the previously stored data file, creating a chain.67 At the
same time, the use of asynchronous encryption and signature mechanisms
technically ensures that data (or stored program codes), once stored in the
blockchain, cannot be modified by individual participants.68
The combination of peer-to-peer networks and cryptographic technologies ensures that such transfers are immediately recorded and visible to all.69
This makes the blockchain a distributed system which has an advantage over
a centralised system controlled by only one party. It is more transparent and
auditable and less susceptible to fraud and manipulation. A smart contract is
different from the blockchain, but technically it works mostly through the digital structure of the blockchain.70 Thus, the advantages just described also apply
to it, such as less susceptibility to manipulation and more transparency, since it
is based on verifiable electronic protocols.
The basic idea behind smart contracts is to map a contract as programme
code. The programme code runs for the duration of the contract and automatically performs actions, in particular payment transactions, when certain conditions arise.71 In addition to the blockchain technology already described, the
focus is on the use of contract ware, which allows analogue contracts to be
converted into digital programmes.72 The complexity and technical maturity of
blockchain and contractware determine how detailed a contractual relationship
can be represented digitally and which contract parameters are controlled or
covered by the smart contract.73 By its nature, a smart contract can only han66
67

68
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dle digitally mapped outcomes; for all other data, the smart contract is blind.
The interface between the real world and the smart contract is called oracle.74
They provide the smart contract with necessary outside information, such as
the current price of a cryptocurrency.
Without going into too much technical detail, a concrete example of a smart
contract will be given to provide more practical understanding. For example,
a smart contract could be applied to conclude and digitally verify a car insurance contract. In the case of a modern car that is connected to the Internet (eg,
a Tesla), the mileage and annual mileage could be digitally transmitted to the
smart contract. Depending on the mileage, a lower or higher premium would
then apply (following the principle: pay as you drive smart contract). The smart
contract could also be linked to the driver’s bank account or cryptocurrency
wallet so that the money owed for insurance is automatically transferred to the
insurer. This example highlights the key features and advantages of smart contracts over traditional contracts. They can independently control the contractual terms, and automatically proceed to the execution of the contract terms.
Therefore, the widespread use of smart contracts could have clear economic
implications.

B. Smart Dispute Resolution: The Digital Symbiosis of Agreement and
Conflict Resolution
Let us now focus on the next step, namely the potential regarding dispute
prevention and dispute resolution when deploying ODR and smart contracts
(ideas previously defined as smart dispute resolution). In the following, two
conceivable ‘levels’ of dispute resolution in the context of smart dispute resolution will be discussed, with examples of what they might look like in practice.
The first level is dispute resolution through a dispute avoidance mechanism
based on the automatic execution of smart contracts (smart dispute resolution
in a broad sense), the second level to be discussed here is the use of forum
selection clauses in a smart contract for an ODR procedure in the event of a
dispute arising from the deployment of the smart contract (smart dispute resolution in a strict sense).

74
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(a) Automatic Execution of Smart Contracts: Dispute Prevention (Smart
Dispute Resolution in a Broad Sense)
The simplest form of smart dispute resolution can already be seen in the
functionality of automatic execution of a smart contract itself. The following
example will illustrate this. In order to provide air passengers with a minimum level of protection, the European Parliament and the Council adopted
Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 (the so-called Regulation on the Rights of Air
Passengers). In the event of a delay of more than three hours or a cancellation
of a flight, the passenger is entitled to compensation.75 The EU Regulation uses
fixed amounts between €250 and €600 for this purpose.
Despite the existence of this actually comfortable legal situation, hundreds of thousands of airline passengers refrain from enforcing their legitimate claims and airlines refuse to pay compensation en masse.76 Many airlines
take advantage of the rational apathy of air passengers, because the amounts
of compensation are often perceived by them as too low to really start litigating. Even when passengers actually confront the airlines with their claims, they
often speculate that the passengers will ultimately go to court.77
Thus, what should in principle accrue to passengers without question (unless
no special circumstances under art 5(3) of Regulation 261/2004 are present)
remains widely with the wrongfully acting parties, the airlines. Tavakoli concludes that many passengers are deterred by the idea - especially without legal
expenses insurance - of taking legal action against a major airline and initially
paying the legal costs.78 The European Court of Auditors aptly summarizes this
shortcoming in a special report by pointing out that ‘EU passenger rights are
comprehensive but passengers still need to fight for them.’79
To sum up, the situation is almost ‘tailor-made’ for the airlines. They are
aware that passengers often have no choice but to go to court in order to
enforce their rights effectively. The associated costs of court fees and lawyers’
charges, the expected duration of the proceedings and the emotional burden are
75
76

77
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79
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often so disproportionate to the cost of the ticket that passengers often refrain
from going to court after all.
This problem could be solved with smart contracts. The smart contract
could digitally monitor flight delays and cancellations through an oracle,
just as they can be found in real time on the Internet. If the smart contract
is connected to the bank account or wallet of the passenger and the airline,
it could automatically transfer the compensation amounts owed to the passenger from the airline’s account to the passenger’s account if the requirements
of Regulation 261/2004 are met. This mechanism would eliminate the problem
of rational apathy in Europe in the contexts described. This would be a digital
and barrier-free way to enforce consumer claim rights.
In this case, the automatic execution of the smart contract (here the transfer of the compensation) prevents dispute from arising. Disputes are prevented
before they can arise and this is in principle a ‘smart way’ of dispute resolution. However, there is an elephant in the room and that is that economically
the airlines have no reason to use smart contracts, which provide automatic
compensation on a large scale. One solution to this problem is to make the
use of smart contracts mandatory for certain areas of law, such as here, by the
legislature.
In this case, the legislature ultimately provides mandatory smart dispute
resolution through the automatic execution of the smart contracts. In principle, the consumer does not need to know anything about the smart contract,
as it operates in the background. Of course, the consumer should be informed
when booking the flight online and give his consent that possible compensation amounts are transferred to his bank account or wallet. That this is not
just a pie in the sky shows the latest development in Germany, where there
are plans for mandatory automatic compensation in the event of flight delays or
cancellations.80
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(b) Forum Selection Clause in a Smart Contract for ODR Procedure
(Smart Dispute Resolution in a Strict Sense)
It is obvious that not all disputes can already be solved or avoided in the
manner just described by the use of (mandatory) smart contracts. Let us therefore turn to the second level of dispute resolution, namely the use of forum
selection clauses in a smart contract for an ODR procedure in the event of a
dispute arising through the use of a smart contract itself (smart dispute resolution in a strict sense). A conceivable situation, in the case of the previous
example, would be that the program that records flight delays and cancellations
online (the oracle) transmits incorrect times to the smart contract, for example
four hours of delay, although the flight is not delayed at all.
The smart contract will then proceed to automatic execution (ie, with transferring the compensation to the passengers) even though there is no legal basis
for this. The incorrect transfer of the compensation to the passenger could
also happen due to a defect in the software. For example, due to a programming error, flight times are matched that do not belong to the booked flight.
In such cases, due to the lack of revocability of the transactions in the blockchain-based smart contract, the only thing left for the aggrieved party (here the
airline) is a claim for refund.81
Clearly, all the benefits of smart contracts are then lost, as the automated,
digital world is left behind and normally the aggrieved party must analogously
demand in state court that a transaction be executed again in the opposite
direction (reversed transaction).82 This example reflects a fundamental problem,
namely ‘that the power of technology to resolve disputes is outweighed by the
power of technology to generate disputes.’83 For example, studies have shown
that 100 errors can be hidden in 1,000 lines of code and a smart contract is
nothing more than programmed computer code.84
However, there is also a solution to this scenario where the contractual relationship and dispute resolution remain in the digital world. In order to avoid a
dispute over the performance of a smart contract - for example, over the erroneous execution - being brought before a state court, the parties to the smart
81
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contract could themselves agree to a private dispute resolution mechanism.85
The most effective option in this regard would be to include in the smart contract a forum selection clause in favor of an ODR procedure (preferably with a
choice of law).86
An ODR forum selection clause in a smart contract could have the following content: ‘Any dispute controversy, difference or claim arising out of or
relating to the contract, performance, breach or termination thereof will be
settled by name of the ODR system/provider’.87 The question of whether and
when such an ODR forum selection clause is permissible in a smart contract
depends on many circumstances and ultimately on the applicable domestic
law,88 but unfortunately must be left aside here.
So how is it possible to include a forum selection clause in the smart contract and to initiate ODR proceeding Smart contracts can be controlled when
they are connected to an online interface, allowing the parties to control and
monitor the contract itself and its execution? Should the aggrieved party have
a need for dispute resolution through an ODR procedure, this online interface
could include, for example, a control panel on which the parties could click
(eg Start ODR procedure). A concrete example of the smart integration of
these capabilities into the smart contract offers Sagewise, a Los Angeles-based
startup.89
Sagewise’s technology is integrated into a smart contract via a coded clause
in which users pre-select certain parameters, such as when and how long to
delay the execution of the smart contract and who will settle any disputes.90
For example, this clause allows a party to freeze execution of the contract
and activate Sagewise’s ‘Dispute Resolution Mode’ if a dispute arises.91 The
dispute is then forwarded to an external ODR process. The mass use of this
technology would have essential benefits. For example, if the aggrieved party
is a consumer, the problem of rational apathy is clearly reduced because, in
principle, only a click is required to initiate the dispute resolution mechanism. This digital symbiosis of (smart) agreement and dispute resolution could
85
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be a weapon against rational apathy in small claims and would also promote
user-friendliness for litigants.

C. Conceivable Application Areas of Smart Dispute Resolution
Procedures
Although already been pointed out, for the sake of clarity the conceivable
scope of mechanisms for smart dispute resolution procedures will be summarized once more. First of all, it should be recalled that, by definition, these are
contractual relations, where the characteristic contractual terms and performance are digitally verifiable and controllable.92 Otherwise, no automated and
self-executing smart contract can be used to digitally replicate at least the contractual level of the legal relationship. The previously mentioned example of
the car insurance contract is a good one.
A new Tesla that is connected to the Internet and can transmit its position
and mileage via GPS is suitable to be connected to a smart contract. A fully
mechanically functioning classic vintage car cannot be connected to a smart
contract without special technical modifications. Moreover, contracts with
small underlying values seem particularly well suited for the use of smart dispute resolution. There are several reasons for this. On the one hand, the problem of rational apathy is solved more consistently in these situations, since the
aggrieved parties usually avoid going to court for claims up to several hundred
euros.93
This creates the possibility of dispute resolution where it often did not exist
de facto before the use of digital solutions in legal reality. There is also a psychological effect. When financial stakes are high, many people tend to leave
the assessment of disputes to other people rather than technology. In principle,
this does not speak against smart dispute resolution because ODR procedures
also exist where human beings adjudicate the dispute, but the limit of automation (eg, ODR dispute resolution solely and finally by algorithms) has been
reached where empathy, knowledge of human nature and empathy are of great
importance.94
Furthermore, some essential advantages of state court litigation over private forms of dispute resolution such as ODR should be noted. For example,
state proceedings are backed with several constitutionally guaranteed procedural rights that do not apply to private forms of dispute resolution (eg, art
92
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6 of the ECHR). Finally, technical feasibility is an important consideration.
From a legal perspective, it can be said that the more complex a legal relationship is, the greater the technical challenge to reproduce or cover it digitally.
Technically speaking, the complexity and technical maturity of the blockchain
and contractware determine how detailed a contractual relationship can be digitally reproduced and which contract parameters are controlled or covered by
the smart contract.95
In summary, although the proposed mechanisms of smart dispute resolution
create new and interesting forms of dispute resolution for legal practice, they
can currently only be applied to a limited number of cases. These are mainly
small claims of a few hundred euros, whose contractual parameters can be digitally verified. Also, worth considering is the idea of making smart contracts
mandatory for certain legal problems by the legislator and thus ensuring smart
dispute resolution (in a broad sense) through automatic implementation of
smart contracts.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

The use of the latest digital infrastructure and, in particular, smart contracts
and ODR procedures have the potential to play an important role for dispute
resolution in private law. If both technical phenomena work well together in
the context of smart dispute resolution, it seems likely that certain disputes
could be handled in a more effective, user-friendly and cost-efficient manner.
At the outset, the question was raised whether this digital alternative to state
court proceedings is or may yet become the Swiss army knife of dispute resolution of the future? However, as the description of the limited scope and
natural limits of smart dispute resolution has shown, this question must be
answered in the negative at this time.
It should, however, be seen as positive that the conceivable scope of smart
dispute resolution primarily offers a new alternative of dispute resolution for
those cases in which the criticism of the state judiciary is particularly strong.
Namely, especially for small claims, where rational apathy often thwarts litigations. Therefore, smart dispute resolution could contribute to improving access
to justice. However, looking to the future, the scope of these dispute resolution
mechanisms could be expanded, so the current assessment is only a snapshot.
This is due to the mechanisms’ dependence on the technical advances of blockchain and the digitalization of society.
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In the future, it may be possible to digitally monitor more conditions
through a smart contract where this is not possible today. Returning to the
introductory quote by Coco Chanel,96 it can thus be summarized that smart
dispute resolution will accompany the world of dispute resolution for a long
time to come.

96
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Abstract: This work discusses the doctrine of unconscionability in
smart contracts involving consumers, as implied by the Supreme
Court of Canada in its Uber v Heller decision of 2020. Finding
an arbitration clause, whereby Uber required a Toronto driver
to bring his labour complaint to an arbitration tribunal in the
Netherlands, unenforceable, the Supreme Court required the presence of inequality of bargaining power and improvident bargain for
a contract to be unconscionable. This approach to unconscionability also applies to standard form contracts or contracts of adhesion
involving consumers. This work focuses on the implications of such
an approach for protecting consumers in standard form contracts
that take the form of smart contracts.
The doctrine of unconscionability may curb abusive practices by
companies (particularly global platforms), mitigate the problems
associated with the immutability of smart contracts, and incentivize
companies to encode fair terms and conditions in smart contracts.
This paper, however, raises concerns about the effectiveness of the
enforcement of the doctrine of unconscionability in smart contracts
implemented within blockchain technologies. Companies’ apparent
unwillingness to encode fair terms and conditions in smart contracts and consumers’ inability to detect unfair terms and bring
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an action in response along with the limitations of regulators and
courts to enforce fairness standards in the digital economy may
render the doctrine of unconscionability ineffective.
Consideration should be given to supplementing regulators and
courts with mandatory auditing of smart contracts under public
scrutiny, in order to encourage companies to remove unfair terms
and conditions together with bias, discrimination, and technical
failures. This corporate auditing of smart contracts may greatly
mitigate the enforcement problems associated with the doctrine of
unconscionability and ensure that consumers are effectively and
conveniently protected in the digital economy. Although lessons
may be drawn for other nations, attention should also be paid to
local contexts and the institutional strengths and weaknesses of a
particular country.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The protection of consumers against unfair terms in contracts is widely
established in the common law world. Legislatures and courts have frequently
granted protection to consumers who are victims of abusive terms imposed by
companies, in situations of inequality of bargaining power. It is expected that
such protection will be extended to consumers that are parties to smart contracts, which are self-executing agreements that encode immutable terms and
conditions onto blockchain technologies. The doctrine of unconscionability has
been central to the protection of consumers against unfair terms and conditions
in classic standard form contracts, and is likely to be of equal importance to
the protection of consumers against such terms in smart contracts.
A smart contract can be unconscionable and voided if it is formed or executed under conditions of inequality of bargaining power and improvident
bargains. The unconscionability doctrine has bolstered existing consumer
protection legislations that currently provide protection to consumers in most
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jurisdictions. Canada is not an exception to that trend. In 2020, the Supreme
Court of Canada issued its decision in Uber v Heller1 (Uber) that dealt with an
arbitration clause requiring a Toronto driver to bring his labour complaint to an
arbitration tribunal in the Netherlands. The Supreme Court found that clause
unconscionable and, thus, unenforceable. While that case involved a worker,
the Court articulated the doctrine of unconscionability as applied to standard
form contracts or contract of adhesion. As such, the unconscionability doctrine
should apply to standard form contracts generally, including smart contracts
involving consumers.
While the Supreme Court of Canada has set out a protective standard of
unconscionability and has shown its regulatory power over global platforms
and the immutability of smart contracts, the enforcement of such contractual
fairness standards can be ineffective. The Supreme Court has lowered the
standard for finding unconscionability and, thus, more instances of contractual unfairness may be found. However, consumers, regulators, and courts
may still face difficulties enforcing such standards in the digital economy, as
companies, particularly those using cross-jurisdictional platforms, appear to be
reluctant to encode fair terms and conditions in smart contracts. This enforcement problem may deprive decisions such as Uber v Heller of its real impact
on deterring unfair practices, thereby delivering little practical protection to
consumers. This work discusses the doctrine of unconscionability in standard form contracts that take the form of smart contracts, as articulated by the
Supreme Court of Canada in Uber v Heller. It argues that the enforcement of
the doctrine of unconscionability may be ineffective in the case of consumer
smart contracts implemented within blockchain technologies. In practice, most
consumers appear to remain vulnerable to unfair terms and conditions encoded
in smart contracts. Consideration should be given to supplementing regulators
and courts with mandatory corporate auditing of smart contracts. Placing companies under more public and regulatory scrutiny may, in turn, encourage them
to remove unfair terms and conditions along with bias, discrimination, and
technical failures in their smart contracts.
This paper is organized as follows. The first section briefly reviews the
Uber v Heller decision. The second section focuses on analysing the doctrine
of unconscionability as applied to standard form contracts or contracts of
adhesion involving consumers. The next part discusses the application of the
unconscionability doctrine to smart contracts involving consumers. It highlights the exacerbation of the problems of inequality of bargaining power and
improvident bargains in the digital economy and the challenges of protecting
1
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consumers against unconscionable smart contracts. This section briefly elaborates on the concerns about the enforcement of the unconscionability doctrine
and puts forward the idea of supplementing the existing consumer redress
mechanisms with a mandatory corporate auditing of smart contracts in order
to prevent the encoding of unfair terms and conditions more effectively and
efficiently. The last section concludes with a summary of the argument and a
suggestion of a future research agenda.
II. UBER V HELLER

In the 2020 Supreme Court of Canada decision in Uber Technologies Inc
v Heller,2 the court dealt with the issue of the validity of an arbitration clause
included in an agreement between Uber and Mr. Heller (“H”). The latter provided food delivery services in Toronto using Uber’s software applications.
To become a driver for Uber, Mr. Heller had to accept the terms of Uber’s
standard form services agreement. Under this agreement, Mr. Heller was
required to resolve any dispute with Uber through mediation and arbitration
in the Netherlands. This required up-front administrative and filing fees of
U.S.$14,500, plus legal fees and other costs of participation, which altogether
represented most of Mr. Heller’s annual income. This case before the Supreme
Court started in 2017, when Mr. Heller began a class proceeding against Uber
in Ontario for violations of employment standards legislation. Uber brought a
motion to stop the class proceeding in favour of arbitration in the Netherlands
as stipulated in the arbitration clause of the agreement with Mr. Heller. The
latter argued that the arbitration clause was unconscionable and therefore invalid. Siding with the Ontario Court of Appeal, the Supreme Court of Canada
held that the arbitration clause was unconscionable as Uber, a global platform
corporation, had significant power over Mr. Heller and there was a clear inequality of bargaining power between the company and a driver:
“There was inequality of bargaining power between Uber and H
because the arbitration clause was part of an unnegotiated standard
form contract, there was a significant gulf in sophistication between
the parties, and a person in H’s position could not be expected to
appreciate the financial and legal implications of the arbitration
clause. The arbitration clause is improvident because the arbitration process requires US$14,500 in up-front administrative fees.
As a result, the arbitration clause is unconscionable and therefore
invalid.”3
2
3

ibid.
Uber (n 1).
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The Supreme Court’s decision was based on the doctrine of unconscionability that requires the presence of inequality of bargaining power and improvident bargain for a contract to be unconscionable. Such doctrine intends to
protect vulnerable parties in contracts. Applying the doctrine of unconscionability, the Supreme Court concluded that Mr. Heller was unable to protect his
own interest in dealing with a global platform corporation:
“Unconscionability requires both an inequality of bargaining power
and a resulting improvident bargain. An inequality of bargaining
power exists when one party cannot adequately protect its own
interests in the contracting process. A bargain is improvident if it
unduly advantages the stronger party or unduly disadvantages the
more vulnerable. Improvidence is measured at the time the contract is formed and must be assessed contextually. The question is
whether the potential for undue advantage or disadvantage created
by the inequality of bargaining power has been realized. Although
one party knowingly taking advantage of another’s vulnerability
may provide strong evidence of inequality of bargaining power, it
is not essential for a finding of unconscionability. Unconscionability
does not require that the transaction was grossly unfair, that the
imbalance of bargaining power was overwhelming, or that the
stronger party intended to take advantage of a vulnerable party. …
Based on both the financial and logistic disadvantages faced by H
in his ability to protect his bargaining interests and on the unfair
terms that resulted, the arbitration clause is unconscionable and
therefore invalid.”4
The Supreme Court of Canada, thus, lowered the standard for finding a
contract unconscionable. The Court indicated that there must be an inequality of bargaining power that results in an improvident bargain but finding
unconscionability does not require that an improvident transaction be “grossly
unfair” and the imbalance in bargaining power need not be “overwhelming”.
After rejecting a four-part test of unconscionability as it lessens the focus on
equity, the Court stated that “[u]nconscionability has always targeted unfair
bargains resulting from unfair bargaining”.5 The Court recognized that independent advice may be of assistance, but it “is relevant only to the extent that
it ameliorates the inequality of bargaining power experienced by the weaker
party”.6

4
5
6

Uber (n 1).
Uber (n 1) [82].
Uber (n 1) [83].
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Furthermore, for a contract to be unconscionable, it is not required that the
stronger party knowingly took advantage of the vulnerability of the weaker
party. The Court stated that unconscionability can be established without proving the stronger party’s intent to engage in, or knowledge of, the abuse:
“[84] Unconscionability, moreover, can be established without
proof that the stronger party knowingly took advantage of the
weaker. Such a requirement is closely associated with theories of
unconscionability that focus on wrongdoing by the defendant (see
Boustany, at p. 6). But unconscionability can be triggered without
wrongdoing...7
[85] We agree. One party knowingly or deliberately taking advantage of another’s vulnerability may provide strong evidence of inequality of bargaining power, but it is not essential for a finding of
unconscionability. Such a requirement improperly emphasizes the
state of mind of the stronger party, rather than the protection of the
more vulnerable. This Court’s decisions leave no doubt that unconscionability focuses on the latter purpose. Parties cannot expect
courts to enforce improvident bargains formed in situations of inequality of bargaining power; a weaker party, after all, is as disadvantaged by inadvertent exploitation as by deliberate exploitation.
A rigid requirement based on the stronger party’s state of mind
would also erode the modern relevance of the unconscionability
doctrine, effectively shielding from its reach improvident contracts
of adhesion where the parties did not interact or negotiate.”8
The Supreme Court elaborated on the doctrine of unconscionability, placing
emphasis on the protection of the weaker party rather than the stronger party’s
mental state. To that end, an inequality of bargaining power and an improvident bargain should be established. The Court stated that “the requirements
of inequality and improvidence, properly applied, strike the proper balance
between fairness and commercial certainty”.9
The Supreme Court’s decision ultimately remedied a corporate abuse and
invalidated an unconscionable arbitration clause imposed by a global platform
corporation. Uber was held accountable to local courts, tribunals, and governments, and was required to abide by Canadian labour laws to the benefit of
drivers seeking labour justice locally. Ultimately, the Court intervention made
7
8
9

Uber (n 1) [84].
Uber (n 1) [85].
Uber (n 1) [86].
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Uber more socially responsible in the Canadian context and mitigated the negative impact of the use of new technology without eliminating its advantages.
The Court indirectly democratized the governance of the new technology
and data whose creation and implementation have been in the hands of a few
computer programmers, directors, and officers, prior to court and government
interventions. This democratization of data and platform governance may also
incentivize companies and all stakeholders to build participatory mechanisms
within business organizations to allow for multi-stakeholder involvement in
the creation, monitoring and assessment of the new technology so as to prevent future conflicts, abuses, inefficiencies and thus avoid the cost and inconveniences of court litigation.
III. UNCONSCIONABILITY, STANDARD FORM
CONTRACTS, AND CONSUMER PROTECTION

The Supreme Court of Canada stated that the doctrine of unconscionability applies to standard form contracts, contracts of adhesion or ‘boiler-plates’,
including those involving consumers.10 The Court indicated that standard
form contracts do not necessarily establish an inequality of bargaining power
and can be necessary, useful and effective in communicating the meaning of
clauses.11 However, the Court asserted that the doctrine of unconscionability is
helpful in analysing the validity of consent to standard form contracts and the
extent to which a party’s ability can be impaired by such contracts so that it is
unable to protect its interest. A standard form contract can create an inequality
of bargaining power and an improvident bargain:
“[89] Our point is simply that unconscionability has a meaningful
role to play in examining the conditions behind consent to contracts
10

11

The Court noted that the development of the law of unconscionability in connection with
standard form contracts has been widely established in Canada and elsewhere. See Uber (n
1) [90] (“...The link between standard form contracts and unconscionability has been suggested in judicial decisions, textbooks, and academic articles for years (see eg, Douez, at para
114; Davidson v Three Spruces Realty Ltd (1977) 79 DLR (3d) 481 (BCSC); Hunter, at p 513;
Swan, Adamski and Na, at pp 992-93; McCamus, at p 444; Jean Braucher, “Unconscionability
in the Age of Sophisticated Mass-Market Framing Strategies and the Modern Administrative
State” (2007), 45 Can Bus LJ 382, at p 396). It has also been present in the American jurisprudence for more than half a century (see Williams v Walker-Thomas Furniture Co, 350 F 2d
445 (1965), at pp 449-50)”).
See Uber (n 1) [88] (“We do not mean to suggest that a standard form contract, by itself,
establishes an inequality of bargaining power (Waddams (2017), at p 240). Standard form
contracts are in many instances both necessary and useful. Sophisticated commercial parties,
for example, may be familiar with contracts of adhesion commonly used within an industry.
Sufficient explanations or advice may offset uncertainty about the terms of a standard form
agreement. Some standard form contracts may clearly and effectively communicate the meaning of clauses with unusual or onerous effects (Benson, at p 234).”).
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of adhesion, as it does with any contract. The many ways in which
standard form contracts can impair a party’s ability to protect their
interests in the contracting process and make them more vulnerable, are well-documented. For example, they are drafted by one
party without input from the other and they may contain provisions
that are difficult to read or understand ... The potential for such
contracts to create an inequality of bargaining power is clear. So
too is their potential to enhance the advantage of the stronger party
at the expense of the more vulnerable one, particularly through
choice of law, forum selection, and arbitration clauses that violate
the adhering party’s reasonable expectations by depriving them
of remedies. This is precisely the kind of situation in which the
unconscionability doctrine is meant to apply.”12
More specifically, the Supreme Court endorsed the view that the doctrine of
unconscionability and its two-step test, namely, proof of inequality of bargaining power and an improvident bargain, apply to standard form consumer contracts. The Court approvingly cited the concurrent judgment of Justice Abella
in Douez v Facebook, Inc,13 who applied the unconscionability doctrine to
standard form contracts involving consumers,14 and stated that there is no need
to depart from such an approach:
Uber (n 1) [89].
Douez v Facebook Inc 2017 SCC 33, 2017 CSC 33, 2017 CarswellBC 1664.
14
ibid [112-117]. Justice Abella, concurring in the results with the majority regarding the finding
that a forum selection clause imposed by Facebook on a consumer is unenforceable, stated:
“112. The doctrine of unconscionability, a close jurisprudential cousin to both public policy and
gross bargaining disparity, also applies to render the forum selection clause unenforceable
in this case. ...
114. As Prof. McCamus notes, the doctrine of unconscionability is a useful tool for addressing
the enforceability of some clauses in consumer contracts of adhesion:
.. the doctrine of the unconscionable term may provide a common law device, long
awaited by some, that can ameliorate the harsh impact of unfair terms in boilerplate or “adhesion” contracts, offered particularly in the context of consumer transactions on a take-it-orleave-it basis. [Footnote omitted; p 444.]
(See also Jean Braucher, “Unconscionability in the Age of Sophisticated Mass-Market
Framing Strategies and the Modern Administrative State” (2007), 45 Can Bus LJ 382.)
115. Two elements are required for the doctrine of unconscionability to apply: inequality of
bargaining powers and unfairness. Prof McCamus describes them as follows:
... one must establish both inequality of bargaining power in the sense that one party is
incapable of adequately protecting his or her interests and undue advantage or benefit secured
as a result of that inequality by the stronger party. [Emphasis added; pp 426-27.]
116. In my view, both elements are met here. The inequality of bargaining power between
Facebook and Ms Douez in an online contract of adhesion gave Facebook the unilateral
ability to require that any legal grievances Ms Douez had, could not be vindicated in
British Columbia where the contract was made, but only in California where Facebook has
its head office. This gave Facebook an unfair and overwhelming procedural — and potentially substantive — benefit. This, to me, is a classic case of unconscionability.
12
13
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“[64] In Norberg, La Forest J. described proving the elements of
unconscionability as “a two-step process”, involving “(1) proof
of inequality in the positions of the parties, and (2) proof of an
improvident bargain” (p 256). The concurring judgment in Douez
v Facebook Inc, 2017 SCC 33 (CanLII), [2017] 1 SCR 751, followed
a similar approach in a case involving a standard form consumer
contract:
Two elements are required for the doctrine of unconscionability to apply: inequality of bargaining powers and unfairness. Prof.
McCamus describes them as follows:
. . . one must establish both inequality of bargaining power in
the sense that one party is incapable of adequately protecting his
or her interests and undue advantage or benefit secured as a result
of that inequality by the stronger party. [Emphasis deleted; para.
115.] ...
[65] We see no reason to depart from the approach to unconscionability endorsed in Hunter, Norberg and in Douez. That approach
requires both an inequality of bargaining power and a resulting
improvident bargain.”15
IV. UNCONSCIONABILITY IN SMART CONTRACTS
AND CONSUMER PROTECTION

The facts of the Uber case exemplify the extent of the power held by global
platform corporations and their massive deployment of algorithms, artificial
intelligence, smart contracts, and blockchain technology in order to restructure
corporate governance and contracting in particular. This may result in more
efficient business organizations and lower transaction costs that may benefit
companies, employees and consumers. On the other hand, the Uber decision
reveals the extent to which platform corporations are also utilizing new and
emerging technologies to circumvent local employment laws and policies to the
detriment of local workers, local economies, and local governments. Uber has
revolutionized the ride-hailing/taxi industry by outsourcing its labour using a
digital platform that allows them to hire drivers as ‘independent contractors’,
thereby avoiding local labour laws and reducing labour costs. An important
tool for such a business model is the use of standard form contracts with terms

15

117. For all these reasons, the forum selection clause is unenforceable under the first step of the
Pompey test.”
Uber (n 1) [64-65].
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and conditions that are imposed on drivers. As the digitalisation of the economy progresses, standard form contracts increasingly take the form of smart
contracts that are designed and implemented using blockchain technologies.
As shown in the Uber case, smart contracts may encode unfair terms and
conditions, such as unreasonable arbitration clauses, that can prevent drivers
from bringing an action or complaint before local courts and local regulators.
Similarly, consumers can also be exposed to unfair smart contracts.
The doctrine of unconscionability has become even more relevant with the
digitalisation of the economy and the massive utilisation of standard form consumer contracts in the form of smart contracts, as power imbalances between
companies and consumers have exacerbated. On the one hand, companies are
massively deploying new technologies and, as a result, are increasing their
market power. Companies are now in a better position to engage in rapid, massive and global transactions and monitor consumers’ behaviour as companies
gain more access to private data associated with consumers’ preferences, purchase habits, financial status, emotional vulnerabilities, health conditions and
location, among other things. Companies’ use of multiple and complex algorithms has enhanced such commercial surveillance, monitoring, and control.
Furthermore, the rise of big tech global corporations, concentrated corporate
ownership, powerful institutional shareholders, and global common owners has
further empowered fewer companies and shareholders. On the other hand, consumers are forced to deal with overwhelming amounts of digital information,
are constantly exposed to digital and traditional marketing strategies, and are
under increasing pressure to make rapid market decisions under income, time,
and resource constraints. Needless to say, these problems are more severe in
the case of vulnerable consumers that have limited income and education, are
less tech savvy, and have limited access to the technology. In that context, the
ubiquity of standard form contracts in the form of smart contracts, albeit convenient, have added new advantages for companies and contract drafters and
disadvantages for consumers.16 Companies may be in an advantageous position to encode unfair terms and conditions and change them over time, which
can go unnoticed by consumers. Consumers may be under pressure to enter
16

See eg, Marina Pavlović, ‘Consumers First, Digital Citizenry Second: Through the Gateway
of Standard-Form Contracts’ in Elizabeth Dubois and Florian Martin-Bariteau (eds),
Citizenship in a Connected Canada. A Policy and Research Agenda (University of Ottawa
Press 2020) 161 (claiming that “[s]tandard-form contracts became an integral and unavoidable gate through which we pass ... into the realm of digital services and our collective digital lives. In the digital environment, as Ian Kerr put it, these contracts have become “the
rule[,] and [the businesses,] the rulers.” (Kerr, 2005, p 191). Rakoff’s observation from the last
quarter of the Twentieth century captures the significance of the rule-making power of these
contracts: “The use of form documents, if legally enforceable, imparts to firms … a freedom
from legal restraint and an ability to control relationships across a market” (1983, p 1229)”).
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into smart contracts that unilaterally impose unfair terms and conditions that
they may neither understand nor refuse and negotiate. This can be particularly
pressing for consumers as they are in need of receiving services or goods and
such decisions should be made rapidly as required by smart contracts that are
presented as irreversible.17
The exacerbation of power imbalances in the digital economy, and in smart
contracts in particular, was evident in the Uber case. Although it was not a
business-to-consumer transaction, the facts of the Uber case resemble it. Heller
provided “food delivery services in Toronto using Uber’s software applications.
To become a driver for Uber, Mr. Heller had to accept, without negotiation,
the terms of Uber’s standard form services agreement. Under the terms of the
agreement, Mr. Heller was required to resolve any dispute with Uber through
mediation and arbitration in the Netherlands”, which required him to spend
more than his annual income on filing his complaint.18 This practically denied
Mr. Heller access to justice and insulated the smart contract from significant
challenges. Similarly, in Douez v Facebook Inc,19 Justice Abella, concurring in
the results with the majority that found a forum selection clause unenforceable, described the disadvantageous position of a Canadian consumer vis-à-vis
a global and powerful platform corporation, such as Facebook, which were
parties to an electronic standard form contract that imposed unfair terms and
conditions:
“111. Tied to these public policy concerns is the “grossly uneven
bargaining power” of the parties. Facebook is a multi-national corporation which operates in dozens of countries. Ms. Douez, a videographer, is a private citizen. She had no input into the terms of
the contract and, in reality, no meaningful choice as to whether to
accept them given Facebook’s undisputed indispensability to online
conversations. As Prof. Cheryl Preston noted: “... if one’s family,
friends, and business associates are on Facebook ... using a competitor’s service is not a reasonable choice” (Cheryl B. Preston, ‘Please

17

18
19

It is realistic to assume that a large number of consumers may not be able to understand
and assess the risks and costs of terms and conditions in standard form smart contracts in
the same way they were not when entering into non-digital standard form contracts. For a
general analysis of such problems, see eg, Yannis Bakos, Florencia Marotta-Wurgler and
David R. Trossen, ‘Does Anyone Read the Fine Print? Consumer Attention to StandardForm Contracts’ (2014) 43(1) The Journal of Legal Studies 19; Omri Ben-Shahar and Carl E.
Schneider, More Than You Wanted to Know: The Failure of Mandated Disclosures (Princeton
University Press 2014).
Uber (n 1) [2].
Douez (n 13).
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Note: You Have Waived Everything’: Can Notice Redeem Online
Contracts?” (2015), 64 Am. U. L. Rev. 535, at p. 554).”20
Thus, smart contracts, along with blockchain technologies, have added an
additional layer of inequality of bargaining power and new opportunities for
improvident bargains largely due to the corporate control of the new technology and its immutability. The doctrine of unconscionability ought to capture
such new challenges that the digital economy and the new technology pose and
effectively rectify significant unfairness in smart contracts.21
While the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in Uber v Heller was
responsive to that challenge and provided protection to weaker parties against
power abuses in contracts including smart contracts, it is unclear whether such
a ruling will have a real massive impact on protecting consumers. Ideally,
companies and global platforms should commit to encoding fair terms and
conditions into smart contracts as a result of the Uber decision, as the Court
stated generally:
“[91] Applying the unconscionability doctrine to standard form contracts also encourages those drafting such contracts to make them
more accessible to the other party or to ensure that they are not so
lop-sided as to be improvident, or both. The virtues of fair dealing
were explained by Jean Braucher as follows:
Businesses are driven to behave competitively in their framing
of market situations or otherwise they lose to those who do. Only if
there are meaningful checks on what might be considered immoral
behavior will persons in business have the freedom to act on their
moral impulses. An implication of this point is that, absent regulation, business culture will become ever more ruthless, so that the
distinctions between “reputable businesses” and fringe marketers
gradually wither away. . . . [p. 390]”
However, the likelihood of doing so is low. Companies may not be interested in incorporating fair terms and conditions widely in standard form contracts or encoding them in smart contracts in particular. For instance, the
Supreme Court of Canada in 2017 in Douez v Facebook, Inc22 concluded that
20
21

22

Douez (n 13) [111].
Andrew Luesley, ‘Unravelling Smart Contracts: Smart Contracts and the Law of Rescission in
Canada’ (2019) 19 Asper Review of International Business and Trade Law 155; Max Raskin,
‘The Law and Legality of Smart Contracts’ (2017) 1 Georgetown Law Technology Review
304, 305 (claiming that “certain unconscionable examples of strong smart contracts may need
to be policed”).
Douez (n 13).
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a forum selection clause imposed on a Facebook user was unenforceable.
Deborah Douez was a resident of British Columbia, Canada and a member
of the social network Facebook.com since 2007. She claimed that Facebook
infringed her privacy rights and those of more than 1.8 million British
Columbians in 2011, when Facebook’s advertising product called ‘Sponsored
Stories’ used her name and profile picture without her consent.23 Facebook
sought to “have the action stayed on the basis of the forum selection clause
contained in its terms of use, which every user must click to accept in order
to use its social network”.24 Such a clause required that disputes be resolved
in California according to California law. In finding the forum selection
clause unenforceable, the majority reasoned that the “grossly uneven bargaining power between the parties and the importance of adjudicating quasi-constitutional privacy rights in the province are reasons of public policy that
are compelling” and decisive in the case while recognizing that “the interests of justice, and the comparative convenience and expense of litigating in
California” also support the same finding.25 Three years after the Douez decision, the Supreme Court of Canada in the 2020 Uber case again dealt with a
similar unfair clause and had to issue a similar decision setting aside an arbitration clause imposed by Uber that required a Toronto driver to bring his
labor complaint to an arbitration tribunal in the Netherlands. The similarities
in the matter dealt with by the Supreme Court in Douez and Uber and its
considerations of inequality of bargaining power, access to local justice, and
unconscionability in contracts could have prompted Uber to ideally drop its
arbitration clause, encode fair terms and conditions in its smart contracts, and
avoid a costly and lengthy litigation Yet, Uber chose to apply its unfair arbitration clause and fight in court for several years to defend it.
The limited ability of consumers to detect unfair terms and conditions in
smart contracts and seek enforcement of fairness standards set by the courts
aggravates the problems arising from the apparent corporate reluctance to
encode fair terms and conditions. Even if consumers find unfair terms or conditions, they may be unwilling to pursue renegotiation with companies or a
legal action due to the cost of conflict resolution inside and outside regulators
and courts. Needless to say, consumers’ inability to seek the removal of unfair
terms and conditions are more severe in the case of vulnerable and low-income
consumers who face serious access to justice problems. The combination of
companies’ unwillingness to encode fair terms and conditions and consumers’ inability to monitor them may ultimately render decisions such as Uber v
23
24
25

Douez (n 13) [2], [6], and [7].
Douez (n 13) [2].
Douez (n 13) [4].
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Heller ineffective in practice. Additional oversight of unfair terms and conditions in smart contracts is needed.
It is expected that existing consumer protection mechanisms will help
enforce fairness standards in smart contracts such as the one set in the Uber
decision. Regulators and courts have traditionally overseen unfair practices in
consumer contracts and are expected to continue with that role when it comes
to smart contracts and should handle consumer complaints and ensure that
fair terms and conditions are effectively encoded.26 Canada is not an exception to such an approach. Consumers are encouraged to settle their concerns
with companies by writing to them and, if unsuccessful, have the right to
bring complaints before provincial regulatory agencies. For instance, in the
province of Ontario, the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services
enforces the Consumer Protection Act and has been granted the power to disseminate information to educate and advise consumers, receive complaints,
investigate, issue some compliance orders, and apply penalties.27 In the province of Quebec, the Office de la Protection du Consommateur is responsible
26

27

See generally Oscar Borgogno, ‘Smart Contracts as the (New) Power of the Powerless? The
Stakes for Consumers’ (2018) 6 European Review of Private Law 885 (arguing that “policy
makers and regulators shall take the lead by testing, with a sector-specific approach, smart
contracts ability to improve the consumer protection toolbox”).
Canada, Ontario’s Ministry of Government and Consumer Services, ‘Filing a Consumer
Complaint. Find Out How to File a Complaint Against a Business in Ontario’ <https://www.
ontario.ca/page/filing-consumer-complaint> accessed 17 May 2021. In enforcing consumer
protection laws, the Ministry asks consumers to contact companies first and then file a complaint if unsuccessful:
How to file a complaint
Here are the steps you should take to file a complaint with the ministry:
Step 1: inform the business of your complaint
You should advise the business of your complaint by letter, email, or by phone before filing a complaint with us. We recommend writing to the business before you file a complaint
with us. ...
Step 3: after you submit your complaint
We will contact you by email, mail or phone within 15 business days.
Complaints will be examined on a case-by-case basis in order to determine what action, if
any, should be taken. The ministry’s involvement may take the form of:
●● referring you to an organization or government office that is better suited to deal with
the complaint
●● attempting to mediate a resolution between you and the business
●● educating the business about consumer protection laws and the consumer about their
rights
●● administrative action against a business, if the business is licensed, registered, or
appointed by the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services
●● issuing a compliance or other type of order
●● conducting an investigation into the conduct/activities of the business where
appropriate
●● ongoing monitoring of the business through the consumer marketplace
●● placing the business on the Consumer Beware List if certain regulatory conditions
are met.
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for enforcing consumer protection legislation and has similar powers including compelling companies or individuals to provide relevant information. If
unsatisfied or unsuccessful, consumers can bring an action before the courts.
Consumers may bring their complaints before a small claim court or launch a
class action. This consumer redress system that combines the interventions of
regulators and courts is supposed to enforce contractual fairness standards set
out by Canada’s consumer protection legislations and the courts, including fair
terms and conditions in smart contracts.
However, the ability of regulatory agencies to enforce fair terms and conditions and have them encoded in smart contracts can be very limited in the
digital economy. Regulators’ intervention is largely reactive, as it relies on the
willingness and ability of consumers to detect unfair terms and bring complaints. Yet, consumers may be passive or unable both to monitor unfair terms
and conditions in complex technology-based smart contracts and to lodge a
complaint due to rationality failures or litigation cost.28 This problem may be
28

Consumers in Canada struggle with the cost of litigating their claims and regulators and
courts are not necessarily sensitive to such concerns. See eg, Milan and Aviva Canada Inc Re
2018 CarswellOnt 7576 (FSCO Arb). In that case, a Financial Services Commission of Ontario
Arbitrator dealt with a consumer’s complaint against a motor vehicle insurance company
regarding benefits and litigation expenses and was somewhat responsive to the consumer’s
concerns about access to justice and litigation cost:
“13. The Applicant alluded to consumer protection and access to justice issues in submitting
that the Applicant should be found entitled to her expenses. ...
16. In all of the circumstances, and noting the Insurer’s degree of success, I find that the
Insurer is entitled to its expenses but in an amount reduced to also reflect the degree of
success of the Applicant and to reflect principles of reasonableness, consumer protection
and access to justice. ...
19. It is trite law that a line-by-line assessment of expenses is not necessary but rather the
establishment of an amount that is reasonable. In my view of the circumstances of this
case including degree of success, consumer protection and access to justice, I fix expenses
payable by the Applicant to the Insurer at $5.000.00. ...”
The consumer, Ms. Milan, was unsatisfied with the way the Arbitrator responded to her
access to justice concerns, among other things. She appealed the Arbitrator’s decision. The
Financial Services Commission of Ontario Appeal body reversed the Arbitrator’s decision in
that regard and favoured a re-assessment of the expense award in light of Ms. Milan’s success and circumstances. See Milan and Aviva Canada Inc, Re 2019 CarswellOnt 3306 (FSCO
App, 7 February 2019) [58] (“To be clear, I am not ordering a full re-hearing of the arbitration expenses: I am only ordering a re-assessment based on the degree of success, so the only
issue is whether the $5,000 awarded against Ms. Milan should be amended in light of her success regarding the orthotics issue”).
Consumers’ current litigation cost and access justice problems appear to have a long history. See eg, I (N) v Allstate Insurance Co of Canada 2009 CarswellOnt 4221 (FSCO Arb). In
that case, counsel Mr. Voudouris speaking for Mr. I raised concerns about consumer’s access
to justice in the context of a motor vehicle accident issue:
“7. To begin with, Mr. Voudouris urged me to interpret the Expense Regulation in a way
which will promote the objectives of consumer protection and access to justice. He argued
that any interpretation which places too much weight on the first criterion, “Each party’s
degree of success in the outcome of the proceeding”, would discourage applicants from
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compounded by the limited assistance of consumer associations. Furthermore,
regulators may not be as effective when dealing with companies in the new
economy, especially global platform corporations. Local regulators may be
impaired by regulatory inefficiencies, regulatory capture, excessive regulatory
cost, and the political orientation of the governing party. In particular, regulators may not have sufficient power and sophisticated knowledge to inspect and
monitor companies’ blockchain technologies and algorithms so as to effectively
enforce fairness standards in smart contracts.
Given the limited powers and efficacy of regulatory agencies, Canadian
courts will continue to play a critical role in enforcing the doctrine of unconscionability in smart contracts involving consumers. Yet, the social and individual cost of consumer litigation and the limited social impact of court
decisions should not be underestimated. These problems were apparent in the
Douez and Uber cases. At the time the Supreme Court of Canada was issuing its decision in Douez in 2017, voiding a forum selection clause that was
imposed on a consumer, a Toronto driver was initiating a class action against
Uber seeking to invalidate a similar clause, namely, an arbitration clause,29
that culminated in a 2020 favourable decision by the same Supreme Court.
Consumers and workers had to litigate for several years up to the Supreme
Court in order to void a similar clause that was encoded in smart contracts by
global platforms. Consumers, workers, and ultimately taxpayers bore the large
financial and non-financial cost of enforcing contractual fairness standards
through courts. These costs may be prohibitive for consumers and disincentivize future consumer litigation particularly when the cost of litigation exceeds
the value of consumers’ claim as it is usually the case. It is, thus, plausible
to assume that for those reasons many unfair terms and conditions in smart

29

exercising their right to challenge insurers’ denials of benefits. Applicants with legitimate
and arguable claims should not, he maintained, be intimidated or penalized by an overly
rigid “results-based” approach to expenses. ...”
The Arbitrator was not sensitive to Mr Voudouris’ concerns:
“15. It follows, in my view, that if I am to draw a link between consumer protection and access
to justice, on the one hand, and expense awards, on the other, I must find some language
in the provisions governing expenses which can be interpreted as establishing this link.
16. I regretfully conclude that no such language can be found. …
18. .. For this reason, I think Arbitrator Feldman stated the law more accurately a few pages
later in his decision when he wrote:
I do not agree with the proposition that the consumer protection nature of the Insurance
Act permits me to ignore the clear and unambiguous wording of the only criteria that I am
permitted by regulation to consider. For this same reason, I do not accept the submission that
“imbalance of power” is a factor to be considered. The Expense Regulation specifically states
that the listed criteria are the only ones to be considered. It specifically requires consideration
of “[E]ach party’s degree of success”, not just that of the Applicant. ...”
Uber (n 2) [3] (“Mr Heller started a class proceeding against Uber in 2017 for violations of
the ESA. …”).
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contracts may not reach the court. Class actions are supposed to mitigate consumers’ litigation costs and facilitate access to justice. However, the laws governing consumer class actions in Canada appear to be inconsistent and do not
provide a clear roadmap to consumer recovery or criteria for viable claims.30
Companies are aware of consumers’ prohibitive litigation costs and may exploit
their financial power to sustain lengthy and costly litigation seeking a court
victory.
Even if consumers are successful in court, it is unclear whether most consumers will benefit from favourable court decisions, as companies may be
reluctant to encode fair terms and conditions following a ruling or may simply
persist in engaging in unfair practices in the future.31 For instance, as noted
earlier, one would expect that Uber had withdrawn its arbitration clause that
required a Toronto driver to litigate in the Netherlands after hearing the Douez
decision which voided a forum selection clause that required a consumer to
litigate in California. This could have been particularly possible in light of
the fact that Facebook and Uber have had the same common owners, notably
BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street. Furthermore, both cases, albeit involving a consumer and a worker respectively, dealt with similar forum selection
clause issues in standard form contracts with significant inequality of bargaining power32 around the same years. This apparent corporate reluctance to withdraw or encode fair terms and conditions in smart contracts may reveal not
only the limited ability of local regulators to enforce fairness standards, but
also the limited impact of court decisions on deterring companies from constantly engaging in unfair practices in the digital economy.

30

31

32

Ron Podolny, ‘A Shoddy Doctrine: Canadian Consumer Class Actions at a Crossroads’ (2020)
51 The Advocates’ Quarterly September 61. For an analysis of the problem of consumer
access to justice in Canada, see eg, Anthony Duggan and Iain Ramsay, ‘Front-End Strategies
for Improving Consumer Access to Justice’ in Michael Trebilcock, Anthony Duggan and
Lorne Sossin (eds), Middle Income Access to Justice (University of Toronto Press 2012) 95.
See eg, Mariella Montplaisir, ‘The Missing Hyperlink - An Empirical Study: Can Canadian
Laws Effectively Protect Consumers Purchasing Online?’ (2018) 16 Canadian Journal of Law
and Technology 1 (claiming that “[g]iven that there is little to no hard data on whether current consumer protection is actually effective in protecting consumers, an empirical study
was designed to assess the limits of current legislation and offer recommendations to improve
e-businesses and online consumers’ experience. The study’s main finding is that not a single
business complied fully with its legal obligations. This suggests that in order for Canadian
consumer protection law to have a significant impact on e-businesses’ practices, substantive
obligations imposed by the legislation must be combined with a more effective coercive mechanism. State intervention is required to reshape legislation and ensure the protection of consumers’ basic rights”).
Commentators have noted the similarities and mutual relevance of both rulings. See Pavlović
(n 17) 167 (noting that “[w]hile, like TELUS, Uber v Heller is not a consumer case, the underlying issue of the regulatory power of standard-form contracts is equally applicable to consumer relationships”).
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The weak enforcement of the doctrine of unconscionability in smart contracts creates a paradoxical situation. While the Supreme Court has lowered
the standard for finding unconscionability and thus more instances of contractual unfairness may be found, consumers, regulators, and courts may be less
able to enforce such fairness standards in the digital economy. The doctrine of
unconscionability as stated in the Uber decision has strengthened the protection of consumers and has enhanced the existing consumer protection remedies
introduced by Canada’s consumer legislation. Ideally, regulators and courts
would be expected to develop jurisprudence and best practices over time that
would set out a standard of contractual fairness in smart contracts, which can
ultimately be followed by companies and consumers and avoid costly interventions. Yet, in practice most consumers may not be benefiting from such protective contractual fairness standards as the enforcement seems to be inadequate
in the digital economy.33 Ironically, the Uber and Douez cases demonstrate
that companies, particularly global platforms, are aggravating the already poor
enforcement of contractual fairness by imposing arbitration and forum selection clauses that require consumers (and workers) to litigate their claims outside Canada. This also undermines the ability of consumers to use a powerful
recourse locally, namely, a class action whose purpose is precisely to facilitate
their access to justice.34 Ultimately, such clauses practically deny access to justice to most consumers and further erodes the enforcement of contractual fairness standards in smart contracts.35

33

34

35

This contradiction has been noted in the literature of consumer access to justice. See eg,
Kate Tokeley, ‘Access to Justice’ in Geraint Howells, Iain Ramsay and Thomas Wilhelmsson,
Handbook of Research on International Consumer Law (2nd edn, Edward Elgar Publishing
2018) (highlighting the importance of addressing consumers’ access to justice barriers, notes
that “[t]here is little point in having a set of substantive consumer laws if those laws are inaccessible in practice”).
Bisaillon v Concordia University 2006 SCC 19 (stating that the purpose of class actions is “to
facilitate access to justice for citizens who share common problems and would otherwise have
little incentive to apply to the courts on an individual basis to assert their rights”).
See generally Pavlović (n 17) 163 (claiming that “if there is a serious problem with the goods,
services, or the provider’s practices, due to restrictive contractual terms (such as arbitration
clauses, forum selection clauses, or class action waivers) that limit consumer’s access to
domestic courts, it is virtually impossible for an individual to obtain a recourse, which renders any rights that one may have under the contract (or even under a legislative or regulatory mechanism) effectively meaningless”); John Enman-Beech, ‘Unconscionable Inaccess
to Justice’ (2020) 96 Supreme Court Law Review 2d 77 (noting that “clauses that affect the
ability of parties to access adjudicative procedures when disputes arise. Examples include
arbitration clauses, choice of forum clauses and class action exclusions. These clauses deserve
special scrutiny because they risk denying a party the very rights that a contract purports
to grant. When they are effectively one-sided, they risk turning a contractual relationship
between legal equals into an exercise of bare power by one over the other.”); Jonnette Watson
Hamilton, ‘Pre-Dispute Consumer Arbitration Clauses: Denying Access to Justice?’ (2005) 51
McGill Law Journal 693.
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It is, thus, important to consider alternative enforcement mechanisms. In
particular, companies may be required to audit their smart contracts for unfair
or abusive terms and conditions36 and disclose the auditing so that regulators and the general public can monitor the fairness of smart contracts. This
requires the development of contractual fairness standards that can set some
criteria for conducting the auditing of smart contracts. This corporate auditing
of the fairness of smart contracts can be part of a broader control of contracting over bias, discrimination, data privacy breaches and technical failures37 and
36

37

See generally Kevin Werbach, ‘Trust, but Verify: Why the Blockchain Needs the Law’ (2018)
33 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 487, 542 (claiming that “[l]egal code audits could also
be implemented to ensure the contracts match the parties’ intent, analogous to the security
audits widely used by firms engaged in software development”). The need for testing consumer smart contracts, albeit without significant fairness concerns, has also been suggested from the perspective of regulators. See Oscar Borgogno, ‘Usefulness and Dangers
of Smart Contracts in Consumer and Commercial Transactions’ in Larry A. DiMatteo,
Michel Cannarsa and Cristina Poncibò (eds), The Cambridge Handbook of Smart Contracts,
Blockchain Technology and Digital Platforms (Cambridge University Press 2019) (highlighting the benefits of smart contracts for consumers, claims that “while businesses already have
commercial incentives to implement smart contracts on their own, when it comes to consumer protection, regulators shall take the lead by testing, through regulatory sand-boxes,
smart contracts potential”); Oscar Borgogno, ‘Usefulness and Dangers of Smart Contracts in
Consumer Transactions’ in Larry A. DiMatteo, Michel Cannarsa and Cristina Poncibò (eds),
The Cambridge Handbook of Smart Contracts, Blockchain Technology and Digital Platforms
(Cambridge University Press 2019) 288-310 (arguing that smart contracts may be beneficial
in consumer transactions, describes the adoption of regulatory sandboxes in the rail and air
sectors as a first testing ground to assess the potential of smart contracts); Oscar Borgogno,
‘Smart Contracts as the (New) Power of the Powerless? The Stakes for Consumers’ (n 27)
(arguing that “[b]y virtue of their self-executing and tamper-proof character, smart contracts
are suited to substantially reduce transaction costs in B2C relationships. So far, several legal
scholars have raised concerns regarding both smart contracts inability to reflect relational
aspects of contract governance and the augmented complexity generated by the translation of
an agreement into computer code. … the article explains why these problems can be overcome when it comes to consumer rights that are standardized and easily verifiable. ... The
article concludes that policy makers and regulators shall take the lead by testing, with a sector-specific approach, smart contracts ability to improve the consumer protection toolbox”).
Auditing firms are increasingly providing services to audit smart contracts largely for bugs
and security vulnerabilities. See Alyssa Hertig, ‘Blockchain Veterans Unveil Secure Smart
Contracts Framework’ (CoinDesk, 18 September 2016) <https://www.coindesk.com/blockchain-veterans-unveil-secure-smart-contracts-framework/> accessed 11 July 2021; ‘Certificate
of Smart Contract Audit for Edge-Lockdrop’ (Quantstamp, 8 April 2019) <https://arena-attachments.s3.amazonaws.com/4282493/al55dc84aaldf ba4cfd3dc6belelebdc.pdf?1557965252>
accessed 11 July 2021; Grainne McNamara, ‘Blockchain Strategist, PricewaterhouseCoopers’
(Address at the American Banker Blockchains + Digital Currencies Conference 13 June 2017)
(stating that “we’re looking at how to audit the technology using the technology”); Ekotysh,
‘How Much Does a Smart Contract Audit Cost?’ (REDDIT, 2017) <https://www.reddit.com/r/
ethdev/com-ments/6pdgvd/how_much_does_a_smart_contract_audit_cost> accessed 11 July
2021.
Shaanan Cohney and David A Hoffman, ‘Transactional Scripts in Contract Stacks’ (2020) 105
Minnesota Law Review 319, 320-21 (noting that “... as the coder who discovered the vulnerability put it, “smart contracts are software. Even carefully audited, well tested software will
(almost always) contain bugs. Therefore, and despite our best efforts ... Smart contracts will
(almost always) contain bugs!...”).
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should supplement the existing oversight by regulators and courts.38 Corporate
auditing may mitigate the problems with regulatory inefficiencies, regulatory
capture, regulatory cost, consumers’ inability to bring a complaint before a
regulator or a court and litigation cost. Such a proposal deserves a thorough
assessment of its feasibility taking into account the institutional environment
and the broader social, cultural, economic and political context in which smart
contracts are embedded.
Adopting an appropriate enforcement mechanism will more effectively
implement decisions such as Uber v Heller and ensure an effective protection
of consumers in smart contracts. Needless to say, an effective enforcement of
contractual fairness in smart contracts will prevent power abuses, preserve
freedom of contract and healthy market competition, curtail unfair wealth
transfers, ensure a proper provision of goods and services and enhance consumers’ financial and non-financial well-being in the new digital economy.
V. CONCLUSION

This work has discussed the doctrine of unconscionability in smart contracts involving consumers as implied by the Supreme Court of Canada in
its 2020 Uber v Heller decision. Finding an arbitration clause whereby Uber
required a Toronto driver to bring his labour complaint to an arbitration tribunal in the Netherlands unenforceable, the Supreme Court required the presence of inequality of bargaining power and improvident bargain for a contract
to be unconscionable. This approach to unconscionability also applies to
38

This proposed smart contract auditing and broader control of digital contracting to be
required from companies share some similarities with some proposed policy interventions that
aim to require companies to assess their use of the new technology more generally. See eg,
Algorithmic Accountability Act of 2019, a Bill introduced in the House of Representatives,
US Congress on 10 April 2019:
“A BILL
To direct the Federal Trade Commission to require entities that use, store, or share personal information to conduct automated decision system impact assessments and data protection impact assessments.
...
SEC. 2. DEFINITIONS.
In this Act:
(1) AUTOMATED DECISION SYSTEM.— The term “automated decision system” means a
computational process, including one derived from machine learning, statistics, or other
data processing or artificial intelligence techniques, that makes a decision or facilitates
human decision making, that impacts consumers.
(2) AUTOMATED DECISION SYSTEM IMPACT ASSESSMENT.— The term “automated
decision system impact assessment” means a study evaluating an automated decision system and the automated decision system’s development process, including the design and
training data of the automated decision system, for impacts on accuracy, fairness, bias,
discrimination, privacy, and security that includes, at a minimum”.
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standard form contracts or contracts of adhesion involving consumers. This
work focused on the implications of such an approach for protecting consumers in standard form contracts that take the form of smart contracts. While
the doctrine of unconscionability may curb abusive practices by companies
particularly global platforms, mitigate the problems with the immutability of
smart contracts and incentivize companies to encode fair terms and conditions in smart contracts, this paper raises concerns about the effectiveness of
the enforcement of the doctrine of unconscionability in smart contracts implemented within blockchain technologies. Companies’ apparent unwillingness
to encode fair terms and conditions in smart contracts and consumers’ inability to detect unfair terms and bring an action in response in conjunction
with the limitations of regulators and courts to enforce fairness standards in
the digital economy may render the doctrine of unconscionability ineffective.
Consideration should be given to supplementing regulators and courts with
a mandatory auditing of smart contracts under public supervision in order to
encourage companies to remove unfair terms and conditions along with bias,
discrimination and potential technical failures. This corporate auditing of smart
contracts may greatly mitigate the enforcement problems of the doctrine of
unconscionability and ensure that consumers are effectively and conveniently
protected in the digital economy. Although lessons may be drawn for other
countries, attention should also be paid to local contexts and the institutional
strengths and weaknesses of a particular country.
Future research is needed in several respects. The concerns about the effectiveness of the enforcement of the doctrine of unconscionability in smart contracts involving consumers in Canada need stronger empirical evidence and
a thorough empirical study should be conducted to further substantiate those
concerns. While this paper briefly focused on discussing the doctrine of unconscionability in smart contracts as articulated by the Supreme Court of Canada
in Uber v Heller, a comprehensive analysis of other relevant legal authorities
will enrich the examination of such doctrine and its enforcement. The analysis
of the merits and feasibility of the proposed corporate auditing of smart contracts is beyond the scope of this work and requires an in-depth discussion theoretically and empirically.
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limited periods are necessary to fund costly R&D required to produce life-saving therapies. On the other, there is concern that patent rights have gone too far in favour of innovation, limiting access
to lower-income populations who cannot afford exorbitant drug
prices. This tension plays out at a grander scale in the international context, as drug prices can vary drastically between countries, as has happened in the COVID-19 pandemic.
In 2017, the United States Supreme Court held in Lexmark that a
patentee’s rights are exhausted after international sale. This decision has immense implications for the U.S. pharmaceutical industry and the affordability of medicines worldwide. Legislators such
as Senator Bernie Sanders have proposed bills in light of the decision to lower American drug prices by permitting importation from
countries like Canada. Though FDA and other regulatory barriers
may still be present, American innovator companies can no longer
sue reimports on the grounds of patent infringement.
However, while the results may be favourable to U.S. consumers,
international impacts remain to be seen. Some suggest that prices
in countries like India could increase to reduce opportunities for
arbitrage. In this article, we suggest methods for branded pharmaceutical companies to address issues arising from Lexmark while
simultaneously providing affordable access—from voluntary licensing to avoid the risk of compulsory licenses and creative forms of
contracting. Finally, we conclude regarding India’s newfound consumer protection laws to note that American pharmaceutical players may not simply be able to lower product standards to prevent
parallel importation back to the US.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL PATENT
EXHAUSTION IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

The foundation of patent protection was borne from a desire, per Alexander
Hamilton in his Report on Manufactures, to encourage, “new inventions and
discoveries at home, and of the introduction into the United States of such
as may have been made in other countries; particularly, those which relate to
machinery.”1 This desire drove the formation and development of the patent
system.
However, over time, the patent system has gained detractors due to the negative consequences. For instance, Stephen Hawking has euphemistically said:
“We think we have solved the mystery of creation. Maybe we should patent
the universe and charge everyone royalties for their existence.”2 Hawking
is satirically referencing the push toward a gold rush in the patent world.3 In
other words, Hawking’s commentary highlights the shift in motivations from
the Hamiltonian age to the present, where monetization and prevention are the
main motivators.

A. Patents in the Pharmaceutical Industry and Societal Impacts
In the pharmaceutical industry, in particular, patents often hinder access to
medicine to the developing parts of the world. Such a consequence is perhaps
more acute in the pharmaceutical industry than others, due to the humanitarian
nature of the industry. Patenting can limit access to medicine by contributing
to the increased costs of development, that are then passed to the customer,
while the patent holder also controls the distribution.4

1

2

3
4

Robert P. Merges, ‘The Hamiltonian Origins of the U.S. Patent System, and Why They Matter
Today’ (2019) 104 Iowa L Rev 2559 <https://ilr.law.uiowa.edu/print/volume-104-issue-5/thehamiltonian-origins-of-the-u-s-patent-system-and-why-they-matter-today/> accessed April
2021.
‘An Inventor’s Guide to Understanding Patent Eligibility’ (InQuartik, 15 October 2020)
<https://www.inquartik.com/blog/basic-inventors-guide-understanding-patent-eligibility/>
accessed 5 April 2021.
ibid.
Michelle Chen, ‘Patents Against People: How Drug Companies Price Patients out of Survival’
(Dissent Magazine, 9 December 2013) <https://www.dissentmagazine.org/article/patentsagainst-people-how-drug-companies-price-patients-out-of-survival> accessed 6 April 2021.
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Further, commentators have reasoned that not only do pharmaceutical patents promote a business model incentivizing high price points but that patents
also prevent further innovation from occurring.5 This is primarily because
pharmaceutical companies have been incentivized, at least in part by the patent system, to only make drugs that are high market potential.6 Further, critics contend that most innovation comes from academic centers and research
institutions, while much of pharmaceutical spending is on marketing and
advertising.7
While intellectual property protection is important in the pharmaceutical
sector given the high costs of R&D, with widely cited studies showing that the
median cost for bringing a drug to market is $985 million,8 abuses such as the
development of copycat drugs to extend patent life and abnormally high profit
margins remain as top concerns for healthcare consumers.9 The monetary and
predatory consequences, therefore, of the patent system cannot be ignored in
the pharmaceutical industry.
Perhaps the finest example of the confrontation between pushing innovation through patent law and its consequences is the situation in South Africa
in the mid to late 1990s. At the time, South Africa was experiencing one of
the fastest expanding HIV/AIDS epidemics in the world.10 The patients, due
to high prices, had no or very limited access to lifesaving antiretroviral therapy (“ART”).11 However, the ART medications were being sold at lower prices
abroad, and thus, Nelson Mandela’s South African Government passed the
South African Medicines and Related Substances Control Act Amendments.12
Of particular interest to the pharmaceutical industry and the patent industry,
was Section 15(c), which indicated that the South African government believe
5

6
7

8

9
10

11
12

‘Should Patents on Pharmaceuticals Be Extended to Encourage Innovation?’ (The Wall Street
Journal, 23 January 2012) <https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052970204542404577156
993191655000> accessed 6 April 2021.
ibid.
Michele Boldrin and David Levine, ‘The Pharmaceutical Industry’ in Michele Boldrin and
David K. Levine (eds), Against Intellectual Monopoly (Cambridge University Press 2010).
Olivier Wouters, Martin McKee and Jeroen Luyten, ‘Estimated Research and Development
Investment Needed to Bring a New Medicine to Market, 2009-2018’ (2020) 323 JAMA
844-853.
Chen (n 4).
Burcu Kilic and Peter Maybarduk, ‘The Lexmark Litigation: Why Does Big Pharma Care So
Much About Ink Cartridges?’ (Intellectual Property Watch, 17 September 2015) <https://www.
ip-watch.org/2015/09/17/the-lexmark-litigation-why-does-big-pharma-care-so-much-about-inkcartridges/> accessed 8 April 2021.
ibid.
Debora Halbert, ‘Moralized Discourses: South Africa’s Intellectual Property Fight for Access
to AIDS Drugs’ (2002) 1 Seattle Journal for Social Justice 257 <https://digitalcommons.law.
seattleu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1231&context=sjsj> accessed 8 April 2021.
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it was permitted to engage in compulsory licensing and parallel importation of
drugs to provide access at prices affordable to South Africans.13
At the time, the South African government believed it was acting in accordance with the Trade-Related Aspect of Intellectual Property Right (“TRIPS”)
agreement, which allowed each member of the World Trade Organization
(“WTO”) to design its regime concerning exhausting of patents.14 In other
words, this freedom, allowed countries to shop for the lowest price of a drug
and import that drug at the lower price.15 While the South African legislation
took a human rights-based approach, it was not long before multinational –
mainly, American – pharmaceutical companies began admonishing the South
African legislation. Namely, the companies argued that the legislation was a
violation of TRIPS, which resulted in an international dispute that was framed
as a battle between commercial interests and human rights.16
TRIPS, in general terms, established minimum standards for the availability, scope, and use of seven forms of intellectual property: copyrights, trademarks, geographical indications, industrial designs, patents, layout designs
for integrated circuits, and undisclosed information (trade secrets).17 It spells
out permissible limitations and exceptions in order to balance the interests of
intellectual property with interests in other areas, such as public health and
economic development.18 Notably, the 2001 Doha Declaration on the TRIPS
agreement responded to concerns about access to affordable medicines in
developing countries, allowing the use of compulsory licenses on a case-bycase basis.19 The agreement was driven by worries about obstacles to access
care for diseases of public health importance, including HIV, tuberculosis, and
malaria.20

13
14

15
16

17

18
19

20

ibid 269.
Burcu Kilic and Peter Maybarduk, ‘The Lexmark Litigation: Why Does Big Pharma Care So
Much About Ink Cartridges?’ (Intellectual Property Watch, 17 September 2015) <https://www.
ip-watch.org/2015/09/17/the-lexmark-litigation-why-does-big-pharma-care-so-much-about-inkcartridges/> accessed 8 April 2021.
ibid.
Debora Halbert, ‘Moralized Discourses: South Africa’s Intellectual Property Fight for Access
to AIDS Drugs’ (2002) 1 Seattle Journal for Social Justice 257 <https://digitalcommons.law.
seattleu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1231&context=sjsj> accessed 14 April 2021.
‘Trade Related Aspects of IP Rights’ (United States Patent and Trademark Office - An
Agency of the Department of Commerce, 1 November 2019) <https://www.uspto.gov/ip-policy/
trade-related-aspects-ip-rights> accessed 6 April 2021.
ibid.
World Health Organization, ‘The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public
Health’ <https://www.who.int/medicines/areas/policy/doha_declaration/en/> accessed 14 April
2021.
ibid.
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In 2001, the pharmaceutical companies dropped all their litigation, primarily because it became a public relations disaster for them.21 The events from
the 1990s to the early 2000s highlight the conflict between the commercial
interests and moral responsibilities that conflict in the pharmaceutical world, at
least in part due to patent rights.

B. Patent Exhaustion
After the events of the 1990s and early 2000s, it was clear that the patent
exhaustion doctrine needed further clarification as the world became increasingly intermingled. Further clarity was provided when the United States
Supreme Court made a decision related to patent exhaustion in Impression
Products, Inc. v Lexmark International, Inc., No. 15-1189 (U.S. 30th May
2017).
Lexmark answered two issues: (1) whether a patentee can sue, under patent
infringement, a downstream market participant who violates the restrictions on
the right to reuse or resell that were imparted during the original sale; and (2)
whether patent exhaustion applies irrespective of where the product was sold.22
The U.S. Supreme Court held, unanimously, that patent exhaustion applies
regardless of post-sale restrictions and held 7–1 (with Ginsberg J. dissenting)
that patent exhaustion applies regardless of the country where the product is
sold.23
The Lexmark decision provided a clear break where a patentee’s rights
are terminated. The decision aligned with public sentiment in that patent law
should not be invoked to restrain downstream use and sale of that item.24 In
the pharmaceutical industry, the implications continue to be felt. However,
some implications are clear: pharmaceutical companies may want to recoup
investments in their first sale because they are not able to control the sale of
their patented drugs through post-sale restrictions or prevent competition due
to differential pricing models used abroad. As such, the Lexmark ruling, while
mostly in line with the sentiment created in the 1990s, may financially burden
21

22

23
24

Burcu Kilic and Peter Maybarduk, ‘The Lexmark Litigation: Why Does Big Pharma Care So
Much About Ink Cartridges?’ (Intellectual Property Watch, 17 September 2015) <https://www.
ip-watch.org/2015/09/17/the-lexmark-litigation-why-does-big-pharma-care-so-much-about-inkcartridges/> accessed 8 April 2021.
Impression Products Inc v Lexmark International Inc No 15-1189 (US 30 May 2017) <https://
www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/16pdf/15-1189_ebfj.pdf> accessed 8 April 2021.
ibid.
Dan Bagatell, Dana Hayter and Christopher Stanton, ‘First Impressions: New Strategies in
the New Era of Patent Exhaustion After Impression Products v. Lexmark International’ (JD
Supra, 14 June 2017) <https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/first-impressions-new-strategies-inthe-63488/> accessed 6 April 2021.
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pharmaceutical companies. While the Supreme Court has made it near impossible for the pharmaceutical industry to return to the economics of a pre-HIV
era, legislators are also doing their part to close the possibility of return even
further.

C. Food and Drug Administration
In addition to the patent exhaustion doctrine, the Food and Drug
Administration (“FDA”) has sections that prohibit and allow certain international movement of drugs. First, under Section 505 of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”), any new drug that is not subject to an approved
new drug application (“NDA”) or abbreviated NDA (“ANDA”) cannot be introduced into interstate commerce.25 This section is obvious to most consumers; a
drug needs to be approved before being imported. Second, per Section 801(d)
of the FDCA – of Title 21 U.S.C. § 381(d) – it is illegal to import the foreign
version of an FDA-approved drug.26 The reasoning of this section is because
the FDA approves a drug based on specific factors such as the label and where
it was manufactured.27
The FDA’s ordinances, in some ways, seem to contradict the sentiment
behind Lexmark. Namely, Lexmark permits exhaustion after sale abroad and
thereby allows a product that is sold at a cheaper price abroad, to be resold in
America at a cheaper price. The FDA, conversely, does not permit foreign versions of FDA-approved drugs into the U.S. This conflict is part of the reason
that Congress feels the need to rethink this issue.
II. PROPOSED LEGISLATION IN THE US

With the above context in mind, and with no intention to be advocating any
political position, there are currently three bills that Vermont Senator Bernie
Sanders (with others) has proposed to the Senate. Senator Sanders says that the
bills are meant to, “drastically reduce prescription drug prices in the United
States. The time is now to stand up to the pharmaceutical industry and say
enough is enough. The greed of drug companies is out of control and the cost
is human lives.”28
25
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A. The Prescription Drug Price Relief Act
The bill requires the Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) to
review at least annually all brand-name drugs for excessive pricing and assess
prices upon petition.29 If any drugs are found to be excessively (defined below)
priced, HHS must: (1) void any government-granted exclusivity; (2) issue
open, nonexclusive licenses for the drugs; and (3) expedite the review of corresponding applications for generic drugs and biosimilar biological products.30
HHS must also create a public database with its determinations for each drug.31
Under this bill, the price of a drug is considered excessive if it is above the
median prices of the drug in Canada, the United Kingdom (U.K.), Germany,
France, and Japan.32

B. The Medicare Drug Price Negotiation Act
This bill makes a series of changes relating to the prices of prescription
drugs under the Medicare prescription drug benefit and Medicare Advantage
(“MA”) prescription drug plans (“PDPs”).33 Under the status quo, the Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services (“CMS”) may not negotiate the prices of
covered drugs or establish a formulary. This bill repeals these restrictions and
requires the CMS to: (1) negotiate the prices of covered drugs; and (2) either
establish a formulary for covered drugs or require changes to PDP formularies
that take into account CMS negotiations.34 If the CMS is unable to negotiate
a reasonable price for a drug, the price must be the lowest of three specified
options (eg, the average price in other countries).35
Such an approach would be modelled off the UK’s National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (“NICE”). NICE makes economic evaluations of
healthcare technologies by measuring cost-effectiveness of certain drugs relative to alternatives.36 Based on these determinations, the National Health
Service (“NHS”) negotiates with pharmaceutical companies and makes purchasing decisions.37 Since the NHS acts as a centralized gateway for drugs
entering the U.K., it has the bargaining power to lower prices and increase the
29
30
31
32
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accessibility of care to patients. Sanders’s Medicare Drug Price Negotiation bill
would allow CMS to similarly negotiate for lower drug prices as a centralized
body, overcoming the existing fragmentation in the US healthcare industry that
contributes to higher-than-average medicine prices.38
Additionally, Senator Sanders’s plan requires drug manufacturers to issue
rebates to the CMS for drugs dispensed to eligible low-income individuals.39
Subject to civil monetary penalties, a Medicare or MA PDP sponsor must
report, both to drug manufacturers and the CMS, specified information related
to the determination and payment of such rebates.40

C. The Affordable and Safe Prescription Drug Importation Act
This bill addresses the importation of qualifying drugs that are manufactured at FDA-inspected facilities in Canada.41 The bill requires the FDA to
promulgate regulations within 180 days permitting wholesalers, pharmacies,
and individuals to import certain prescription drugs from Canada.42 After two
years, the FDA may permit the importation of prescription drugs from other
countries.43

D. Constitutional Questions
In practice, these bills would allow government entities (eg, HHS), if the
companies do not lower drug prices, to expedite the approval of generics and/
or control pricing, regardless of any patents or government-granted exclusivities that are in place. The question arises, then, whether patents grant complete freedom to do as a patentee would like or whether a patent grants limited
freedom that can be curtailed based on perceived morally questionable actions.
Perhaps, the broader question then would be whether the proposed legislation
constitutes a taking, per the United States Constitution.
The Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
reads: “Nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
38

39
40
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compensation.”44 This Clause was intended to endorse the principle that the
government should not be able to place burdens on property owners, without
just compensation for causing that burden.45 The Clause has been interpreted
over the years to mean that, at the very least, when the government outright
confiscated property, just compensation should be paid to the owner.46 With
regards to what constitutes property under the Fifth Amendment, it is generally agreed that all forms of private property, animals, corporate stock, leases,
mortgages, and others qualify.47 Intangible property, such as intellectual property rights, including patents, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets have
also been accepted as belonging in this category.48 In fact, the Supreme Court
has for more than 100 years recognized that patents are private property (See
United States v Am. Bell Tell Co).49
Further to determine whether patents are property under the Fifth
Amendment, the natural next question is what is just compensation. Again, it
has been widely accepted that just compensation is determined based on the
fair market value of the property.50 In the case of a patent, the fair market
value can be determined, for example, based on royalties that are paid for similar technology (eg, ART unit) patents during their lifetimes.
Patents, therefore, are considered property under the Fifth Amendment
and have viable ways to determine just compensation. Why, then, does
Senator Bernie Sanders believe the proposed legislation is not a violation of
the Constitution? It may be because of the increasing grey area in which governments are allowed to not compensate private property owners, in what is
known as a regulatory taking derived from the state’s police power to secure
the general welfare in areas of health and safety.
For example, the government is not required to compensate private property owners when it requires them to take reasonable steps to avoid pollution
or other releases that harm either public or private property in land, air, and
water.51 Further, the government can also impose fines and court orders, with44
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out a duty to compensate, to force a private property owner to stop harmful
activities.52 By expanding the grey area in which the state can regulate harms
in the name of the public good, the government has been able to burden the
individual property owner without triggering just compensation.
Due to expanding gray areas, it is not far-fetched to believe that legislation
such as the ones discussed above, may not trigger just compensation. Namely,
if taking for prevention of “harmful activities” such as pollution is permitted
without just compensation, it may not be a huge leap to consider high drug
prices in a similar category. High drug prices do cause harmful consequences
such as decreased access to drugs, which in the most literal sense, harm lives.
In a recent Supreme Court case, Oil States Energy Services LLC v Greene’s
Energy Group LLC, the Court adjudicated, among other things, whether inter
partes review (“IPR”) violates the Constitution by terminating private property rights through a non-Article-III forum without a jury.53 One of the pillars
of this issue is whether a patent is private property. To which, the Court said
that three decisions—United States v American Bell Telephone, McCormick
Harvesting Machine Co v Aultman, and Brown v Duchesne—recognize patent
rights as the “private property of the patentee.”54 The Court decided that IPRs
are constitutional because an IPR is a “second look at an earlier … grant,” and
it involves the same interests as the earlier grant.55 The fact that IPRs occur
after the grant does not make a difference.
Further, the Court classified a patent as a “public franchise” because the
grant of a patent falls with the public-rights doctrine.56 In other words, because
granting a patent involves a matter between the government and others and
because granting a patent is a constitutional function carried out by the executive and legislative branches, it is considered a public franchise.57 The Court
used an example of a bridge to further illustrate the analogy.58 A bridge, after
it is built, can be subject to certain authority by the government, such as tolling.59 Such an authority is permitted under the public-rights doctrine.60
52
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Although the decision in Oil States Energy Services seems to further bolster that patent are private property under the Constitution and in particular,
the Takings Clause, further inspection indicates otherwise. Namely, the Court
recognizes that patents are property but endorses the caveat that patents are
considered public franchises. In doing so, the Court has left open the door for
government intrusions. Further, the Court made it clear that an IPR is a second
look at an earlier grant of a patent. By making this clear, the Court allows a
non-Art III court to void a previously granted patent. The basis for doing so is
in patent law; however, the principle of voiding a granted application is getting
more prevalent.
This decision, in parallel with recent trends regarding the Takings Clause
and public sentiment towards pharmaceutical patents, indicates that the grey
area in which government can take without triggering just compensation is
growing. Senator Sanders may have an uphill battle if his legislation is litigated
under a Takings Clause cause of action. However, it seems that the pharmaceutical industry may also have a similar challenge in this situation. History
is against the pharmaceutical companies and another public relations disaster
such as the one in the late 1990s is an ill-advised path.

E. Legitimacy of the Legislation
As it stands, patents are private property under the Takings Clause. Senator
Sanders’ legislation, at least The Prescription Drug Price Relief Act, may be a
violation of the Takings Clause. Given the unambiguous language – the HHS
must void any government-granted exclusivity – a taking is likely to result if
this legislation is passed. And, as it stands, the government would need to pay
just compensation.
However, a public health emergency such as the lack of access to medicine
and price gouging in America may be considered a harmful act that does not
trigger just compensation. Seemingly, the legislation has laid the foundation for
making this argument because of the numerous statistics that are cited as justification. For example, Americans have seen the price of drugs skyrocket as
much as 5,000% overnight and in midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, pharmaceutical companies raised prices on over 860 drugs in 2020.61 Moreover, nearly
1 in 4 adults in the U.S. say it’s difficult to afford their medicines and three in
ten adults did not take their prescribed medicine due to the costs.62
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It remains to be seen whether the proposed legislation will become law.
Irrespective of the legislation, it is clear that the pharmaceutical industry and
how they use their patents are under attack.
III. POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF LEXMARK ON
AFFORDABLE MEDICINES IN INDIA

Prior to Lexmark, pharmaceutical companies were able to block their own
FDA-approved drugs sold in foreign jurisdictions like India (typically at
a lower price) from being resold in the U.S.. Notwithstanding the aforementioned FDA import restrictions on foreign versions of FDA-approved drugs,
pharmaceutical players were able to engage in a double-dipping “sell and sue”
strategy. Now, given international patent exhaustion due to Lexmark, pharmaceutical companies are no longer able to restrict reimports through patent
infringement suits. To avoid blurring the line between highly-priced domestic
drugs and cheaper versions of the same drug abroad, pharmaceutical companies will need to resort to novel pricing and licensing approaches.

A. Impact of Lexmark on Increasing Branded Drug Prices in India
Some experts contend that while Lexmark could have consumer-friendly
effects in the U.S., as demonstrated by the various Bernie Sanders proposals,
an unintended consequence could be higher prices abroad.63 Namely, given that
Lexmark prevents pharmaceutical players from prohibiting the resale of goods
in the U.S. on patent infringement grounds, the cost of drugs will likely be
increased in foreign jurisdictions to limit the opportunities for arbitrage. Thus,
while overall welfare for Americans may increase, relative welfare for those in
India may be reduced.64
However, given the availability of mechanisms like compulsory licensing
as allowed by the Doha Declaration to the TRIPS agreement, pharmaceutical
companies must be cautious to not increase prices so much as to trigger patent circumvention entirely. Thereby, given these constraints, the burdens of
Lexmark will likely fall primarily on the pharmaceutical industry. In a universe wherein the branded pharmaceutical industry is overcharging relative to
R&D spend (given significant advertising expenses and frequent licensing from
academic/governmental institutions at a low cost), this should not greatly affect
innovation, and the companies could just internalize the costs.
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Further, if the prior narratives around me-too drugs and the development
of solely high market-potential drugs – as mentioned above – are true, consumers should have limited concern. But in another universe with slim margins and exorbitant R&D costs, as portrayed by Big Pharma, the changes due
to Lexmark could result in reduced incentives to innovate. Thus, while domestic pricing may be lowered, the “costs” of fewer lifesaving treatments could be
borne worldwide. Nonetheless, it is possible that the U.S. and countries like
India may see price decreases and increases, respectively, so as to limit arbitrage opportunities.
Namely, Lexmark encourages innovator pharmaceuticals to recover as much
profit from the first sale, as downstream control over pricing and royalties has
now disappeared. But given the possibility of the Indian government issuing
a compulsory license – as was done against Bayer in favour of Indian generic
company Natco for the anticancer drug Sorafenib/Nexavar – pharmaceutical
companies are likely wary of this approach.65 In the case, Bayer Corporation
v Union of India, the Indian Intellectual Property Appellate Board (“IPAB”)
upheld the Controller’s decision to grant Natco a non-exclusive license on the
grounds of lacking affordability and resulting limited access.66
Bayer was charging almost 10x the price compared to generic company
CIPLA for the same drug (INR 2,80,000 v INR 28,000).67 The compulsory
license was legally justified with reference to Section 84(1) of the Indian Patent
Act of 1970 (amended in 2005), which is consistent with TRIPS in permitting
a compulsory license when the patented invention “is not available to the public at a reasonably affordable price.”68 While IPAB ultimately mandated that a
7% royalty be paid to Bayer, this minimal allowance and a severely depressed
price point was effectively a complete loss for Bayer in the Indian market.
Though India has been stereotyped as being lenient in granting compulsory licenses, a number of other countries – namely Brazil, Thailand, and various African nations – have invoked this provision more frequently.69 To note,
compulsory licensing is more likely for small molecule treatments with limited manufacturing complexity that local generic companies can easily replicate (and less likely for complicated large molecules). Regardless, the threat of
65
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a possible compulsory license in India will ultimately curb any dramatic price
increase by U.S. pharmacos in India.
Furthermore, in cases of direct sales from U.S. manufacturers to Indian
consumers, there is a greater fear of reimportation to the U.S.. Since the product is of course FDA-approved and was also manufactured within the U.S.,
neither Sections 505 nor 801 of the FDCA would prevent reimportation. Thus,
there is a tension between charging high prices abroad to avoid the risks of
reimportation/arbitrage while not increasing prices so much as to increase the
chance of a compulsory license. But there is one way out of this dilemma: voluntary licensing.

B. Voluntary Licensing between American Innovator Companies and
Indian Generics
One now-proven, effective strategy that innovator pharmaceutical companies
can take to simultaneously avoid the risks of patent exhaustion and compulsory licensing is voluntary licensing. For example, Gilead experimented and
pioneered this approach with its one-pill-a-day regimen HIV therapies in more
than one hundred countries by voluntarily licensing its innovation with reputable pharmaceutical companies in India, including with the Medicines Patent
Pool. In 2014, just months after the U.S. FDA approved Sovaldi as an effective
treatment/cure for Hepatitis C, Gilead built on its earlier successful HIV therapy Voluntary Licensing experience with a focus on increasing access to care
for hepatitis in developing countries, including in India.70
Gilead issued Voluntary Licenses to 11 Indian generic companies, notably
Aurobindo, Mylan, Hetero, Cadila, Cipla, Ranbaxy (Sun), Strides, NATCO,
Ferozsons, Laurus and Biocon to manufacture the product and distribute finished product to ultimately 105 developing countries, in addition to India.
Moreover, this Voluntary License also included therapies that had not yet been
cleared by the FDA such as the pan-genotypic Epclusa which treats multiple
genotypes of HCV, with an effective cure rate of >95%.
Not only does this Voluntary Licensing approach render moot the need for
any country to issue a compulsory license, as the drugs distributed by the
generic companies en masse for the Indian population and for the 105 other
markets included in the Voluntary License, but the cost of the therapy will also
be far less expensive than the equivalent product sold by Gilead and offers the
70
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added bonus of building indigenous technical capability among the cohort of
Voluntary Licensees in that a full technical package is provided by Gilead as
part of the Voluntary License.
This allows the local Voluntary Licensees the ability to deliver at scale
the highest quality therapies to a maximum number of patients at the lowest
possible cost. As part of the Voluntary License, the pharmaceutical innovator
recoups some nominal royalty payments from the Voluntary Licensees, which
in the case of Gilead is reinvested back into its patient access program, with
the end-goal of reaching a maximum number of patients in need of these treatment therapies. The result is that the drug price is significantly reduced, owing
to the specific innovativeness of the Licensee and their manufacturing prowess,
and the ability of the Licensees to scale. Further, the Indian Licensees enjoy
logistical access to many of these far-away markets, enabling them to compete
with one another in these markets, which further drives down pricing.
The result is that the beneficiary is the patient, the end-consumer, while
the Licensees also benefit given the massive population offered in the License
territories, providing the Indian generic companies a revenue stream that is
certainly more favourable than what would be derived by a simple compulsory license (ie, through sheer volume). Further, some studies have shown that
voluntary licensing is preferable to foreign countries relative to a compulsory
license as it enables cooperation in technology transfer, which is especially
important in cases where manufacturing is particularly complex and there is an
emergency, like for the COVID-19 therapies and vaccines.71
Former Gilead Sciences’ CEO, John C. Martin, who helped pioneer the
Voluntary Licensing model for these life-saving therapies, believed that with
such innovation comes a serious responsibility. To a 2019 graduating class of
India Institute of Management Ahmedabad students, Dr. Martin said: “Finding
an effective treatment or a cure for a deadly virus as devastating as Hepatitis
C comes around in science - at best - once every 30 years. When you find a
cure for a deadly disease, you should have only one focus: getting that cure or
treatment to the patients who need it most. Voluntary Licensing is an enabler
of patient access.”
When challenged by a curious student from this same audience, asking
‘Then how does your company recoup costs and make a profit if you give away
licenses and markets for half the world’s countries for your most prized products?’ John Martin replied, “You worry about lives and not money if you are a
71
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serious scientist. You will make your money another day, by inventing another
drug.” For the late John C. Martin, science and patients always came first.
Gilead Sciences’ pioneering Voluntary License model is now a proven concept. Case-in-point: Gilead’s licensing of its HIV therapies presently reaches
and treats as many as 20 million patients each day, allowing these HIVinfected individuals to live a normal life. For its Hepatitis therapies, Gilead’s
Voluntary Licensees have reached and have cured as many as 1 million
patients in India. And with 9 Voluntary Licenses (7 in India, 1 in Pakistan,
and 1 in Egypt), Gilead’s remdesivir is available on the front lines in the fight
against COVID-19, in 127 countries, including India. Namely, the Voluntary
Licensees are Hetero, Mylan, Jubilant, Cipla, Biocon, Dr. Reddy’s Labs,
Cadila, Ferozsons and Eva Pharma.
Regarding exhaustion, it is unclear whether such a voluntary licensing
agreement alone would qualify under the Lexmark regime. More specifically,
exhaustion applies only to the “initial authorized sale of a patented item.”72
The question remains, does such a license really count as a sale? Regardless,
even if we assume that the product in question is FDA-approved, but it is manufactured at a generic facility not approved by the FDA, 21 U.S.C. § 381 would
likely block reimportation.
But for the sake of argument, if we assume that the product is manufactured at an FDA-approved global facility (thereby, Sections 505 and 801 of
the FDCA do not present regulatory barriers), regulation alone will not prevent the newfound arbitrage problem of international patent exhaustion. And
given that a significant number of drugs prescribed in the U.S. are manufactured in India (1/3 of all generics, which make up 90% of the medicines prescribed), it is reasonable to assume that these facilities like at Dr. Reddy’s Labs
are FDA-approved.73 Thus, without regulatory obstacles overcoming the problems resulting from international exhaustion, pharmaceutical players will have
to creatively indicate in contracts to which countries the generic players are
authorized to sell the cheaper version of the product.

C. Creative Contracting to Avoid Arbitrage Effects
As Gilead has done with the various Indian generic companies, branded
pharmaceutical players can explicitly limit the ability of generic players to sell
in certain countries, like the U.S.. For example, a branded innovator company
72
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like Pfizer could choose to license Dr. Reddy’s in India on the condition that
it only sell the product in India, or maybe India and China. Thus, any subsequent sale into the U.S. (or to any country other than India and China) would
be considered unauthorized and thereby not fall under the exhaustion doctrine.
But what if the initial sale from a generic company to a domestic intermediary
in India is authorized, and then a subsequent sale to the U.S. occurs? In these
cases, where the licensee lacks privity with the end user, it is unclear how the
exhaustion doctrine would play out.
Nonetheless, if pharmaceutical companies are explicit enough in their
contracting terms, they could force the generic players to indemnify them
for any product diversion back into the U.S. market. By this standard, both
international manufacturers and downstream distributors would be liable for
any breach of contract. Therefore, given the change in exhaustion law and
the inability of pharmaceutical players to restrict entry on grounds of patent
infringement, the innovator companies may be able to sue on breach of contract grounds, though this may be more complicated given privity issues. And
if contractual territorial export restrictions are unsuccessful, there is one final
possibility – to create products that simply could not be imported back into the
U.S. given FDA approval restrictions.

D. Reducing Product Standards for the Indian Market
As noted above, finding generic players who manufacture drugs in unapproved facilities could be a simple fix to the reimportation issue given Section
801(d) of the FDCA. But due to the plethora of Indian-manufactured generics
in the U.S., this may not be a reasonable approach. An alternative – beyond
raising prices, voluntary licensing, and creative contracting—would be to sell
products in India that simply cannot be resold to the U.S. given FDA approval
restrictions, in particular, that are blocked by Section 505 of the FDCA.
To be specific, while U.S. pharmacos may not be able to control how
licensed products are manufactured or whether they will have a “not made
in an FDA-approved facility” stamp, they could sell lower quality drugs that
would not be approved at home. This would certainly raise ethical issues,
and may even result in reputational damage, but might be the only way out
of the patent dilemma caused by Lexmark’s international exhaustion if unique
contracting approaches fail. This begs the question: would the Indian FDAequivalent even accept such products?
In the case of remdesivir, India’s Drug Controller issued ‘emergency
use authorization’ to Gilead’s Voluntary Licensees only after U.S. FDA
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authorization had been granted to Gilead in the U.S., and after Japan’s drug
controller and Europe’s drug controller followed suit. Further, DCGI only
granted marketing approval to the Indian Voluntary Licensees of remdesivir
after laboratory and science-based testing and confirmation by India’s regulator
that the purity and quality of the remdesivir being manufactured in India by
the Voluntary Licensees is equivalent to the innovator’s original product.
While safety and manufacturing standards may sometimes be less stringent
in India relative to the US for pharmaceutical products, voluntary licensing
can actually up the ante in terms of ensuring equivalent quality and, in doing
so, mitigates the possibility of arbitrage from exhaustion by effectively forcing a “not FDA approved” stamp on the drug which raises consumer protection
issues from the Indian standpoint as well.

E. Indian Consumer Protection Act 2019
The Central Drugs Standard Control Organization (“CDSCO”) within the
Indian government is analogous to the US FDA, as defined by the Drugs and
Cosmetics Act 1940.74 In particular, the Drugs Controller General of Indian
(“DCGI”) within CDSCO approves drugs and sets manufacturing, sales,
import, and distribution standards within the country. Importantly, India’s 2019
Consumer Protection Act (“CPA”), repealing and replacing the 1986 version of
the Act, has the effect of expanding existing regulatory/consumer protection
law that outlines medical product liability.75
The Act allows for consumers to institute class action suits before a consumer-centric forum, with remedies ranging from money damages to compensate the consumer for any injury suffered due to manufacturer negligence
or fraud (including punitive damages) in addition to a full refund, as well as
injunctive relief to remove defects from the goods or withdraw the hazardous goods entirely from the market.76 Importantly, such expansive consumer
protections move India away from the stereotypical image of a country lacking critical regulatory oversight. Assuming the provisions of the Act are adequately enforced, pharmaceutical companies will not be able to play the game
of simply producing lower quality drugs for the Indian market to avoid parallel
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importation. Not only is this ostensibly unethical, but the CDSCO may also
have a newfound mandate through the CPA to limit such approvals.
IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, this puts US pharmaceutical companies in a tough spot. While
Lexmark could have beneficial effects on drug prices in the US, as witnessed
by the various Bernie Sanders’ proposals, the impact in international markets like India is yet to be seen. Though pharmaceutical players could try to
increase foreign prices to reduce arbitrage opportunities resulting from reimportation, there is a risk of compulsory licensing. Voluntary licensing, especially when combined with creative contracting terms, could present a solution.
This is especially the case if there are contractual limitations as to which geographies the Voluntary License applies.
Without such contractual fine-tuning, licensing to well-established Indian
generics with FDA-approved facilities could allow them to circumvent FDA
import law, Section 801. Therefore, Lexmark has the effect of shifting burdens
from patent infringement lawsuits to rest on breach of contract cases. Finally,
PharmaCos could take the approach of lowering drug quality standards altogether in foreign countries like India, such that reimportation to the US would
be decisively restricted by the FDA’s Section 505. But with strengthened regulation in global markets – such as through the Indian Consumer Protection
Act 2019—it remains to be seen whether such a strategy would hold up. Thus,
regardless of the approach taken, it is clear that US drug manufacturers will
need to adjust their distribution strategy in developing countries like India due
to Lexmark’s international patent exhaustion on sale.
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and explained. The Supreme Court and the National Commission
have rendered a series of judgments on consumer law. We are
covering three leading themes of consumer jurisprudence which
have evolved from the law laid down by the Consumer Courts and
upheld by the Supreme Court. One of the leading themes is of class
action and joint action on behalf of aggrieved consumers.
The second theme is the gradual widening of the types of ‘services’ which are amenable to action in consumer courts. The range
of services has been considerable widened under the principle of
interpretation of statutes known as ‘ejusdem generis’ as applied to
its definition under this law.
The third theme is the principle that one-sided agreement between
the seller and the buyer which have been drafted by the seller who
asks the buyer to sign on the dotted line is unenforceable against
the buyer and are unfair trade practices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the subject of current consumer jurisprudence governing the relations between businesses and consumers in the marketplace. This
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analysis is done in three parts: First, the paper analyses the emergence of the
consumer courts system in India. It traces the background in which consumer
courts were set up under the Consumer Protection Act 1986. After analyzing
the differences between consumer courts and civil courts it follows the three
main amendments brought prior to the 2019 law which repealed and replaced
the 1986 law to strengthen the system. It also highlights the salient features of
the 2019 law.
Second, it focuses on three leading themes of consumer jurisprudence which
have evolved from the law laid down by the Consumer Courts and upheld by
the Supreme court. One leading theme is of Class Action and Joint Action on
behalf of aggrieved consumers. The second leading theme is widening the
subject jurisdiction of consumer courts based on the definition of ‘Services’
resting on the principle of ‘ejusdem generis’. The third leading theme is development of the principle that one sided agreement between buyers and sellers
are unfair trade practices and hence are not binding. These themes have been
presented on the basis of case law that has evolved to bring a wide variety of
B to C relations under the ambit of consumer courts. Third, it concludes with
the need to improve the consumer courts by proposing the direction of future
improvements in the Consumer Courts system.
II. EMERGENCE OF CONSUMER COURTS SYSTEM IN INDIA

A. Background of Consumer Protection Law
The Indian Constitution based on universal adult franchise was adopted
in 1950 which gave citizens fundamental rights to be protected by the High
Courts and the Supreme Courts. India came to be governed by the elected governments in an economic environment marked by planned economic development under a mixed economy. Production and markets grew under state
controls and a regime of import substitution, industrial licenses and strict foreign exchange controls emerged. It was only after the assassination of Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi in 1984 that ideas of economic liberalization and competitive markets began to overtake dominant Nehruvian economic philosophy of socialism with public sector as the commanding heights of the Indian
economy.
This happened as the new generation assumed political power under the
leadership of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. Among the low hanging fruits in
these ideas was a law to protect consumers from exploitation amidst competitive markets. The then Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi directed his Civil Supplies
Minister K.P.N. Singh Deo to draft a consumer protection law. The Minister
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convened and sat through a two-day conference of consumer activists and
organizations in 1985 at Vigyan Bhavan to discuss the ideas of such a proposed legislation. He also constituted a committee to draft the first version of
this proposed Bill and expedited it.
The first version of the Bill was circulated as a cabinet note while the
Minister was replaced by Rao Birender Singh MP from Haryana who was
also relentless in following up the Bill and addressing comments from other
Ministries. By the time The Consumers Protection Bill 1986 was introduced
in Lok Sabha, the Haryana MP had been replaced by H.K.L. Bhagat as Union
Civil Supplies Minister. He was also the Parliamentary Affairs Minister and
could manage to have the Bill passed in Lok Sabha on 1 December 19861 and
have it introduced and passed in Rajya Sabha the next day without any substantial political opposition. The day the Bill was passed was later notified by
Shanta Kumar, the latter, a NDA Union Minister of Civil Supplies, as National
Consumer Day.
A question is often raised as to what was the need to bring in this law?
It is relevant to point out that when this law was enacted, the population had
grown in the first few decades of independence. A modest GDP growth of 3
to 5% per annum and slow increase in per capita incomes, rapid urbanization
and with growth of literacy, Indian retail markets had significantly grown.
Industrialization and multifaceted development in India after the independence
had resulted in a flood of consumer goods and services in the Indian Market.
There was widespread exploitation of consumers. The consumer was at the
receiving end while buying products and services. Inflation rates were in high
single or low double digits and middle-class consumers protested shortage of
goods and rising prices amidst stagnant incomes.2
Open market systems are an essential part of a capitalist market system and
impart efficiency to markets in allocating resources. However, such open market systems do not work in perfect competition and are prone to monopolization as well as market failures. Information asymmetries between buyers and
sellers make consumers vulnerable to exploitation and subject to restrictive or
unfair methods of business. Therefore, consumer protection was required to
protect consumers from exploitation.

1

2

Sri Ram Khanna and Hanspal Savita, Consumer Affairs and Customer Care (vol 1, 1st edn,
Voice Society 2019) 171-172.
ibid 85-96.
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It was around this time that ‘The U.N. Guidelines on Consumer Protection’
were adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1985.3 These guidelines were
timely as they called upon member governments to take adequate steps to protect consumers interests. Part III Chapter E of the 1985 guidelines, is devoted
to “measures enabling consumers to obtain redress”. Paras 32 to 34 specifically explained this measure. Further under 2015 revised U.N. Guidelines, their
scope was expanded. Part V Chapter F refers to the “Dispute Resolution and
Redress” which contains Point no. 37 to 41 that explain the need to provide
consumer redressal mechanisms. The 1986 law is also justified on the basis of
conforming to the U.N. Guidelines.4
This law was required in Indian markets because the well-organized sectors of manufacturers, traders, and service providers with the knowledge of
the market and manipulative skills often exploited the consumers, in spite of
the existence of various provisions of different laws for protecting their interests. The Consumer Protection Bill 1986 was designed as a simple, speedy,
inexpensive alternative redressal mechanism to better protect the interests of
consumers. With its enactment in December 1986, it became one of the most
progressive and comprehensive pieces of legislation and is now an umbrella
regulation covering all goods and services today.
It is also relevant to point out that the Indian Constitution has guaranteed
fundamental rights to the Indian Citizen-Consumer, but it fails to protect the
economic interests of the citizens in the marketplace. The framework of fundamental rights enshrined in the Indian Constitution provides protection to
citizens from the excesses of the state and its instrumentalities. Writ petitions
can be filed against the state and its agencies against violation of fundamental
rights.
However, the remedy of such writs is ineffective against wealthy businesses which are non-state entities. In a recent matter of Upendra Choudhury
v Bulandshahar Development Authority5, the Supreme Court has held that its
writ jurisdiction was not open to citizens who complained against private companies. The Supreme Court held that Writ Petition under art 32 was not maintainable in Supreme Court against builders. Citizens need to seek relief from
Consumer Courts, RERA, IBC.

3

4
5

Consumers International, ‘UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection’ <https://www.consumersinternational.org/what-we-do/consumer-protection/global-policy-cooperation/un-guidelines-for-consumer-protection/> accessed 9 March 2021.
ibid.
2021 SCC OnLine SC 92.
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B. Establishment of Consumer Courts: Comparison with the Civil
Courts – The Three-Tier Structure of Consumer Courts
When the law was enacted in 1986, complicated procedures of Civil Courts
were expensive. Litigation on a cause of action which involved only a few
thousand rupees was not productive as the cost of litigation would exceed
the financial relief in the unlikely event of success. Therefore, the Consumer
Courts were conceived as an alternative redressal system of quasi- judicial tribunals where no court fees were payable, therefore inexpensive.
Before the enactment of the Consumers Protection Act 1986, little in this
direction was possible. This law has now worked for over 34 years and has
enabled citizens to sue wealthy companies and businesses of a wide variety to
answer the allegations of wrongdoing before the Consumer Courts. A threestep hierarchy of Consumer Courts was set up with the establishment of a
District Forum in each district of the country.
Since the enactment of the Consumer Protection Act in 1986 which set up
these courts, they have functioned to uphold consumer rights and bolster the
strength of the individual citizen to challenge the wrongdoings of businesses in
markets. While High Courts protect fundamental rights of citizens under writ
jurisdiction, these consumer courts protect rights of citizens as consumers buying goods and services from corporations in the marketplace.
The Consumer Protection Act 1986 provided for a three-tier, quasi-judicial
structure for a speedy resolution of consumer disputes. The provisions of this
Act covered goods as well as services. The goods are those which are manufactured or produced or sold to consumers through wholesalers and retailers.
All services in the nature of transport, telephone, electricity, housing, banking,
insurance, etc. were covered.
If the consumer was not satisfied by the decision of the District Forum, she/
he could appeal to the State Commission and against the order of the State
Commission, a consumer could appeal to the National Commission as well.
Furthermore, when the consumer is not satisfied by the decision of the National
Commission, she/he can approach the Supreme Court of India. This system
has been challenged on constitutional grounds, but the Supreme Court repelled
this challenge in State of Karnataka v Vishwabharati House Building Coop
Society.6

6

(2003) 2 SCC 412.
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C. Features of Consumer Courts and Their Functioning
The 1986 law had also enshrined some features that distinguished these
Consumer Courts from Civil Courts. These features have also been retained in
the 2019 law and include:
a. Staffing of consumer courts with a mix of judicial and non-judicial
expertise.
b. Applicability of Rules of Natural Justice to the exclusion of the Civil
Procedure Code.
c. Time bound adjudication following specified summary procedure.
d. Not bound by rules of Indian Evidence Act and thereby obtain and
decide on Basis of evidence by way of affidavits.
e. No stamp duty payable on claims only specified nominal fees.
f. Not necessary to be represented by a lawyer. Both parties can be represented by an authorized agent. This issue was settled by the SC in C.
Venkatachalam v Ajitkumar C. Shah7

D. Choice of Forum: Consumer Courts vs Civil Courts
The real test of the effectiveness of these courts arrived nearly two and
a half decades after the enactment of the 1986 law. In the early 2010s, need
for lower- and middle-class housing in urban centers saw real estate builders
collecting large sums of money from home buyers and then reneged on their
promises to deliver homes within the promised time frame. Each of these
homebuyers had invested their life savings in such transactions. Many have
taken home loans and paid the builders in advance of the construction of their
homes. They got caught in a double jeopardy - on the one hand regularly paying their monthly EMI including interest on home loans as well as paying
rent on their current dwellings while awaiting delivery of their new home.
Hundreds of such cases in many parts of the country forced homebuyers to
consider legal action.
The natural step would have been filing civil suits claiming their rights to
their promised flats and/or compensation. Such action would have been maintainable under the Contract Act of 1876 as each homebuyer had a Builder
Buyer Agreement signed and sealed in their hands. However, surprisingly each
such buyer was advised to proceed against builders not in civil courts but in
the Consumer Courts. The reasons are not far to see. Firstly, the contract Act
7

(2011) 12 SCC 497.
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has been in force for nearly 144 years. Jurisprudence of contracts has developed in such a manner that once a contract has been signed, albeit an unfair
one containing one-sided condition, civil courts will enforce them.
Most businesses have developed one sided contract with terms unfair to one
party and have been using them to advance their business interests for decades.
This is largely true when the two parties are of unequal bargaining position as
is the case in most business to consumer (“B2C”) contracts. As a result, buyers
of such flats chose to shun civil courts where they did not expect much relief
in the face of established contractual jurisprudence. Secondly, this was done as
the citizen seeking justice and filing a civil suit would have had to pay stamp
duty proportionate to the value of their claim. This would enhance the cost of
litigation.
Thirdly, another reason was that the civil courts are subject to the Civil
Procedure Code (“CPC”) which is well equipped with numerous procedural
devices which can be easily used by ingenious defense lawyers to delay adjudication of substantive issues in a timely manner. The Civil Courts have gathered
a reputation of being hyper technical in the interpretation of the legal provisions before them. Defense lawyers have built their reputations on ensuring
delay by raising triable preliminary issues that may have little to do with substantial justice being sought and seeking their adjudication prior to the determination of issues of substantial justice.
Defense lawyers have then used the appeal process under CPC to challenge orders on preliminary issues before allowing the triable main issuers to
be adjudicated. Once preliminary issues have been settled, trial proceeds and
adjudication of each issue is then subject to rules of evidence and cross examination of witnesses from both sides leading to the entire process becoming
lengthy, time consuming and thereby expensive relatively. In view of the foregoing, the result is that most such cases have landed in Consumer Courts and
not in Civil Courts.

E. Amendments to Consumers Protection Act 2019
The law has been amended thrice. It was first amended in 1991 after a
Central Committee headed by West Bengal Left Front Minister Niren De suggested improvements. It was once again amended in 1993 to bring marginal
improvements. The third amendment was made in 2002 under the Prime
Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee’s NDA Government. The steps to initiate the
fourth amendment were initiated under the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s
UPA Government but the Bill lapsed upon dissolution of Lok Sabha in 2014.
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The present amendment is a leap of faith as compared to the incremental
changes made in the first three amendments.
The Consumer Protection Bill 2015 was introduced in parliament by
the then Union Minister Ram Vilas Paswan on 10th August 2015 after
wide-ranging consultations with civil society including Voluntary Consumer
Organizations (“VCOs”) who welcomed the changes. It was referred to the
Standing Committee of Parliament headed by J.C. Divakar Reddy the same
month. After significant deliberations, the Standing Committee made some
new suggestions in its report submitted to parliament on 26th April 2016. The
government had taken 20 months to process the changes and introduced the
revised 2018 Bill in Parliament in January 2018.
However, the 2018 bill died an unnatural death as it lapsed after the term
of the Lok Sabha ended in early 2019 before it could be passed in the Rajya
Sabha. On 8th July 2019, The Consumer Protection Bill 2019 was again introduced in Lok Sabha by the then Minister of Consumer Affairs, Food and
Public Distribution, Ram Vilas Paswan and it was passed on 30th July 2019
in Lok Sabha and on 6th August 2019 in Rajya Sabha. The old consumer Act
of 1986 was finally repealed and replaced completely with the new law passed
by Parliament in 2019.8 The new law has come into legal effect from 20th July
2020 ushering in many improvements and changes in the old law while retaining the structure and jurisprudence of the Consumer Courts system. The law is
expected to increase the level of consumer protection in the country.

(a) The Consumers Protection Act 2019: Basic Concepts and Features
Apart from creating a three-tiered structure of Consumer Courts, the 1986
law had also created legal concepts to protect consumers from wrongs committed by businesses in the process of sales of goods and services in the marketplace. These concepts have been retained in 2019 law and include Defective
Product, Deficiency in Service, Definition of Goods and Services and Unfair
Trade Practices.
New Consumer Protection Act of 2019 has carried over basic rights of consumers from the 1986 law. The six basic rights of a consumers stated are:
Right to Safety, Right to Choose, Right to be Informed, Right to Consumer
Education, Right to be Heard and Right to Seek Redressal. These rights are
applicable to all sectors including the newly emerging e-commerce sector.
All the protective features of the 1986 law have been retained lock, stock and
barrel in the 2019 law along with added features to strengthen this law. The
8

Khanna (n 1) 192.
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three-tier structure of Consumer Courts has not been touched, rather it has
been strengthened.

(b) Inclusion of E-commerce
Another welcome feature is the inclusion of e-commerce and expanding
the definition of Consumer. In the old Consumer Protection Act of 1986, the
definition of consumer was only limited to buying goods or services largely
from brick-and-mortar stores. The new Act has expanded the definition of consumer. It includes description about online transactions and offline transactions, teleshopping and multi-level marketing and direct selling. E-commerce
rules have been notified under the new law and distinguish between sellers
and platform providers (intermediaries). Given the business model of Inventory
Entities, the e-commerce rules require them to comply with all the obligations
imposed on market place entities as well as sellers. Particularly, all display
requirements applicable to marketplace entities will also apply to inventory
entities, including all information prescribed under the Legal Metrology Rules.
However, certain requirements that are specific to Marketplace Entities, such as
the due diligence requirements under the IT Act and seller-related compliance,
will not apply to Inventory Entities.9

(c) Highlights and Salience of the 2019 Law Over the 1986 Law?
We have identified seven positive features in the 2019 Act which has
repealed and replaced the 1986 Act completely. These include:
▪▪ Setting up of a new Executive Regulatory Authority called Central
Consumers Protection Authority (“CCPA”) specialized in protecting
consumers.
▪▪ Settings up of a Mediation Cell in each Consumer Court to mediate on
consumer disputes.
▪▪ Widens the geographical jurisdiction of a Consumer Court to include the
home or workplace of the Complainant.
▪▪ It substantially enhances pecuniary jurisdiction of Consumer Courts at
all three levels.
▪▪ It introduces the concept of Unfair Terms of Contract which can be nullified by a Consumer Court.

9

Consumers International, ‘UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection’ <https://www.consumersinternational.org/what-we-do/consumer-protection/global-policy-cooperation/un-guidelines-for-consumer-protection/> accessed 9 March 2021.
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▪▪ It introduces punishment to jail and fine for misleading ads and injury
from adulteration and spurious goods.
▪▪ It introduces the concept of product liability action widening the jurisdiction of the Consumer Courts.

(d) New Definitions
In addition, there are clauses added in the definition section which makes
the Act stronger. Few important clauses being: All contracts in India have been
judged on the basis of jurisprudence based on the Indian Contract Act 1876.
For nearly 144 years Indian courts have upheld the validity of all terms of contracts if the contract was validly entered and have refused to judge the reasonableness of terms of contracts once parties have bound themselves to such
contracts. The major exception being contracts in which minors were parties or
the object of the contract was against public purpose or policy.
The 2019 Act classifies six contract terms as ‘unfair’. These cover terms
such as: (i) payment of excessive security deposits; (ii) disproportionate penalty for a breach; (iii) refusal to accept early repayment of debts; (iv) unilateral termination without reasonable cause; (v) causing consumer detriment by
assigning a contract to another party; (vi) one which puts the consumer at a
disadvantage. In the new Act, the District Commission is not empowered to
declare the terms as void, only the State and National Commission are being
empowered to declare such terms of contracts as null and void. This will certainly reverse the current trend of contractual jurisprudence in B to C transactions and is to be welcomed by the consumers.
Few more important definitions clauses being e-commerce, endorsements,
mediation, mediator, misleading advertisement, product liability, product liability action, product manufacturer, product seller, product service provider.
After analyzing the entire Consumer Protection Act 2019, it can be said that
this Act is matured, robust and it strengthens the old law of 1986. Though the
above additions made to the Act will certainly prove to be advantageous to the
consumers.
III. EMERGING THEMES OF CONSUMER JURISPRUDENCE

This part of the paper focuses on three leading themes of consumer jurisprudence that have emerged after three decades of litigation in consumer
courts. Final adjudication of all consumer disputes is done by the Supreme
Court which is the court of last appeal in such matters. Judgments of the
Supreme Court have defined the consumer jurisprudence that prevails at
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present. Art 141 of the Constitution of India stipulates that the law declared by
the Supreme Court shall be binding on all Courts within the territory of India.
Thus, the principles or interpretation laid down by the Supreme Court are
binding on each individual including those who are not a party to an order.
The Supreme Court and the National Commission have rendered a series of
judgments on consumer law in recent times and many of them have reinforced
consumer jurisprudence to serve consumer justice. We are covering three
leading themes in Indian consumer jurisprudence that have emerged over the
period of the COVID-19 lockdown:
▪▪ The first theme is of class action under which one party as a complainant can sue on behalf of class of aggrieved consumers who are similarly placed. A part of this theme is the concept of ‘joint action’ by a
Voluntary Consumer Association (VCA) who can sue on behalf of one or
more named aggrieved consumers.
The second theme is the gradual widening of the types of ‘services’ which
are amenable to action in consumer courts.
▪▪ The range of services has been considerably widened under the principle
of interpretation of statutes known as ‘ejusdem generis’ as applied to its
definition under this law.
▪▪ The third theme is the principle that one sided agreement between the
seller and the buyer which have been drafted by the seller who asks the
buyer to sign on the dotted line are unenforceable against the buyer and
are unfair trade practices.

A. The Beginnings of Successful Class Action in Consumer Courts
In December 1984 when the tragedy of Bhopal gas leak killed hundreds
living around the Union Carbide pesticide plant, Indian law did not have the
legal tool of class action wherein one or few victims of this tragedy could seek
civil damages for the loss of life in Indian Courts. These victims had to file a
class action suit in Courts in New York against the parent company of Union
Carbide. But by 1986, all of these litigations in the U.S. District were transferred to India on the grounds of forum non convenience.
The settlement which resulted from this class action got hundreds of crores
of rupees to the Government of India to be spent on compensation, rehabilitation, and relief to the victims. The Supreme Court put its seal of approval
in this case and brought the curtain down on litigation in India10 in the case
10

(1989) 2 SCC 540.
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of Union Carbide Corpn. v Union of India. This was not a court ruling but
a settlement between parties which the court approved. There was no class
action then but the Consumer Protection Act 2019 provides for class action in
the Indian civil legal system today.
However, it took nearly three decades for Consumer Courts to interpret this
provision in the spirit in which it was enacted. The first case which broke the
tradition was Ambrish Kumar Shukla v Ferrous infrastructure (P) Ltd case.11
Thereafter in Anjum Hussain v Intellicity Business Park (P) Ltd12, Supreme
Court upheld Ambrish Shukla case to hold that each complainant need not have
same cause of action - a common interest or grievance is adequate for action
u/s 12(1)(c). This case was followed up by Rameshwar Prasad Shrivastava
v Dwarkadhis Projects (P) Ltd13; the Supreme Court set aside National
Commission orders that held complaints to be non-maintainable against a
builder. It made the distinction between ss 12(1)(c) and 12(1)(b) r.w. s 13(6) of
the Act of 1986. This judgment clarified meaning of a joint action and should
be read with Anjum Hussain case that upholds Ambrish Shukla.
The icing on these layers of this cake called “class action” has come
in 2020. In Bhrigu Kaushik v Ansal Hi Tech Township Ltd14, the National
Commission held that class action in case of buyers of a township was held
to be maintainable under s 12(1)(c). The concept of class action has advanced
and consumers are getting relief in class action cases like this one decided
in October 2020 relying upon previous Supreme Court cases. National
Commission held that once the jurisdiction of this Commission by way of class
action is invoked, the Commission is required to take the matter to its logical
conclusion unless the matter is settled with every member of the class.

B. Role of Voluntary Consumers Association Established
Joint Action by a VCA on behalf of aggrieved consumers was another concept embedded in the 1986 law under s 12(1)(b) of the Act. This provides that
a VCA can sue on behalf of other consumers in a joint action. It enables a
number of aggrieved consumers to file an action through a VCA who sues
on behalf of others. Such representative action by a consumer association
is not very popular but has commenced. In a recent case of Sobha Hibiscus
Condominium v Sobha Developers Ltd,15 it was held that a voluntary consumer
11
12
13
14
15

2016 SCC OnLine NCDRC 1117, (2017) 1 CPJ 1 (NC).
(2019) 6 SCC 519.
(2019) 2 SCC 417.
CC No. 1951 of 2016, decided on 16-10-2020 (NCDRC).
(2020) 11 SCC 328, 2020 SCC OnLine SC 191.
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association will be a body formed by a group of persons coming together, of
their own will and without any pressure or influence from anyone and without
being mandated by any other provisions of law. An earlier judgement of the
National Commission in the case of Moulivakkam Trust Heights Flats Affected
Buyers Assn v Prime Sristi Housing (P) Ltd16 has laid down the criteria qualifying a recognized voluntary consumers association filing a complaint under
this section. The bench has laid down the six tests to judge which VCA can file
cases under s 12(1)(b) collectively for consumers and have got the authority of
a Supreme Court of India judgment. These tests are:
a. Registration: The VCA must be registered under the Companies Act or
under any other law for the time being in force.
b. Objectives of Association: The VCA should be formed to protect,
safeguard and watch the case of consumers as its main or one of the
objectives.
c. Association not for Financial Gains: VCA members must come together
voluntarily and not due to any pressure or influence and without being
involved by financial consideration of earning profit or remuneration
using such an association. It held that if the objective of the association is to get financial gain for its members it would not qualify as
Voluntary Consumer Association.
d. VCA can be Setup Anytime: On the timing of forming of Voluntary
Consumer Association, it relied upon Engineers India Ltd v Ghaziabad
Development Authority17 and held that whether the VCA was formed
before or after the cause of action arose is not material. It followed the
decision of a five-member bench in this case and held even if the association was formed after the grievance arose it would qualify as VCA.
e. Same Relief Claimed Against Same Person: It also relied upon the
NCDRC judgment in Lotus Panache Welfare Assn v Granite Gate
Properties (P) Ltd.18 It was contended that a VCA can only seek reliefs
which are general in nature and a society which has no privity of contract with them cannot claim reliefs such as delivery of possession of
the apartment and payment of compensation to the individual allottees.
The National Commission held that that if the reliefs claimed are of the
same nature and against the same person, such an association is competent to file a complaint for and on behalf of the persons.

16
17
18
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f. Protecting the Interest of the Consumers: It also relied upon the
NCDRC judgment in Amrapali Sapphire Flat Buyers Welfare Assn v
Amrapali Sapphire Developers (P) Ltd,19 where it was held that if the
objective of the Association included advocating the cause of its members to protect their interest it would qualify as a Voluntary Consumer
Association.
g. Trust is not VCA: Another decision given was that a Charitable Trust
would not qualify as a VCA under S 12(1)(b) of the Act.

C. Scope of ‘Services’ Widended: Focus on Medical Services and
Government Services
The second leading theme is the widening of coverage of ‘Services’ defined
u/s 2(1)(o) of the 1986 law as - ‘service means services of any description
made available to the potential users and includes the provision of facilities
like, banking, financing, insurance, transport, processing and supply of electrical or other energy, boarding, lodging, entertainment, construction (housing),
amusement or providing news or other information’
The pioneer judgment by Supreme Court in Lucknow Development
Authority v M.K. Gupta.20 Wherein it was held that the statutory housing
authority was liable for deficiency of service in provision of service of construction of a flat whose possession had been delayed. The complainant was
awarded compensation for deficiency of service and delay in delivery of possession of flat.
A spate of judgments has followed the Lucknow Development Authority
case upholding the interests of consumers as buyers of flats. Recently builders challenged action by home buyers in Consumer Courts on grounds that
their building projects were registered under the Real Estate Regulation Act
2006 (“RERA”) and hence homebuyers would have to seek Redressal of their
grievances under the RERA mechanism. This challenge was repelled by the
Supreme Court in 2020.
The Supreme Court in the matter of Imperia Structures Ltd v Anil Patni21,
has held that registration of project under Real Estate Regulatory Authority
(“RERA”) is no bar to initiate proceedings under the Consumer Protection
Act. The Supreme Court held that despite the enactment of the Real Estate
(Regulation and Development) Act, to deal with real estate firms, homebuyers
19
20
21

2016 SCC OnLine NCDRC 2727.
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(2020) 10 SCC 783.
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can still approach the consumer forum to seek remedies including refund and
compensation from such companies for delay in handing over possession of
their dream homes.
The provisions of Consumers Protection Act 1986 often came into conflict with provisions of other laws. Under s 3 of the 1986 law (or u/s 100 of
2019 Law) This s provides that this law ‘is in addition to but not in derogation of any other law’. Several challenges to judgments of Consumer Courts
are brought on grounds that the provisions of this law conflict with other laws.
This provision has enabled the jurisdiction of consumer courts to be justified
on grounds of harmonious construction of conflicting laws.
In another judgment the Supreme Court upheld the interest of a consumer
buying commercial property. Under this law anyone buying for a commercial purpose cannot sue as a consumer. Commercial purpose involved in buying products or services excludes the dispute from jurisdiction of Consumer
Courts. In a number of judgments, it has been held so. In Ankur Goyal v Rise
Project (P) Ltd,22 it was held that the onus for proving commercial purpose of
buyer of flat is on the opposite party who must show that the buyer is buying
and selling flats.

(a) Focus on Medical Services
The CPA 2019 in its current form does not explicitly specify health care in
the list of services defined in the 1986 definition of ‘service’ which has been
retained in the New Act of 2019. This definition has been held to be interpreted
on an ejusdem generis basis and has proven to be the most dynamic legal concept that has widened the scope of this law. The Supreme Court has held that
medical services are covered as a “service” in Indian Medical Assn. v V.P.
Shantha.23 The Hon’ble Court held that patients are consumers as long as they
are making some form of payment for the medical service rendered and had
also read healthcare into the definition of services.
This judgment has been followed up by spate of judgments upholding the
rights of a patient to sue medical practitioners and hospitals for deficiency
of service or negligence in service. In 1998 the Supreme Court in Spring
Meadows Hospital v Harjol Ahluwalia24 held that the hospital was responsible
for negligence when a nurse gave a wrong injection to a patient. In Charan
Singh v Healing Touch Hospital,25 the Supreme Court held that the
22
23
24
25
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compensation for medical negligence should be based on each and every
ground pleaded by the complainant. The 2008 Supreme Court judgment in
Samira Kohli v Prabha Manchanda26 laid down an especially important principle of ‘informed consent’ of the patient prior to surgery or any other invasive
procedure.
In 2008, the Supreme Court set aside the NCDRC order and held that the
medical expert should have been sent all the medical records to obtain his
expert opinion on medical negligence. In Ramesh Chandra Agrawal v Regency
Hospital Ltd,27 it was also held that the complainant must be given adequate
opportunity to obtain expert evidence by sending the necessary medical
records. In another judgment of 2009, in the matter of Martin F. D’Souza v
Mohd. Ishfaq,28 it was held that a medical practitioner could not be held liable
because he went wrong or there was an error of judgment. The court while
elaborating the ‘standard of care’ upon a medical practitioner, it also emphasized the need for expert evidence before a finding of medical negligence could
be given.
In Advanced Medicare and Research Institute v Kunal Saha29 judgment
dated 24.10.13, the bench awarded the highest ever compensation of INR 6.08
crores to the complainant. This compensation was awarded on grounds of loss
of income of deceased wife, her medical treatment costs, hotel expenses, loss
of consortium of wife, pain and suffering and cost of litigation. It also awarded
6% interest from date of claim to date of payment.

(b) Focus on Government Services
The earliest case is Regl Provident Fund Commr v Shiv Kumar Joshi30
judgment dated 14.12.99 where a division bench of the Supreme Court of S.
Sagir Ahmed and R.P. Sethi JJ. held that an employee was a consumer when
he participated in a Statutory Provident Fund. The employee filed a complaint
at District Fora against delay in release of his provident fund. The District
Forum awarded 18% interest in delayed payment and INR 1000 as costs. An
appeal filed in the State Commission was dismissed. After dismissal of the 2nd
appeal in National Commission a final appeal was filed in Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court held that the employee was a consumer and there had been a
deficiency in service of delay in release of provident fund of the employee.
26
27
28
29
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The latest expansion in definition of services has come from the inclusion
of statutory services under jurisdiction of consumer courts. In Punjab Urban
Planning and Development Authority (now GLADA) v Vidya Chetal31 the bench
of N.V. Ramanna, Mohan M. Shantanagouder and Ajay Rastogi JJ. reversed an
earlier SC division bench judgment in HUDA v Sunita32 this 2005 judgment
had held that the NCDRC had no jurisdiction to adjudicate the legality behind
the demand of composition and extension fees made by HUDA. It was a statutory obligation and did not qualify as deficiency of service.
The SC bench upon a reference to review HUDA v Sunita33 dwelt on the
interpretation of s 2(1)(g) and (o) of the 1986 Act held that validity of statutory
dues arising out of deficiency of service can be undertaken by the Consumer
Fora. It overruled the HUDA v Sunita case. This judgment has opened the
doors for challenge to deficiency in services provided by a wide range of government authorities under different central and state statutes. State agencies,
authorities, municipalities, statutory boards, provide a wide range of public
services against payment of fees. Such services can now be questioned before
consumer courts.
Another recent case is Joint Labour Commissioner and Registering Officer
v Kesar Lal34 it was held that the beneficiary of a statutory welfare scheme
was entitled to remedies under the Consumer Protection Act. The issue in this
case was whether a worker who is registered under the Building and Other
Construction Workers (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of Service)
Act 1996 and was a beneficiary in a scheme under this law was a consumer u/s
2(d) of Consumers Protection Act 1986.

D. One-sided Contract Clause No Longer Enforceable
The third leading theme of consumer jurisprudence is that an agreement
between a buyer and seller/service provider drafted by the seller where the
buyer must sign on the dotted line, is one sided has been held to be an unfair
trade practice and is inoperative. In Pioneer Urban Land and Infrastructure
Ltd v Govindan Raghavan35 a division bench of the Supreme Court held that
that incorporation of one-sided clauses in an agreement between builders and
flat purchasers constitutes an unfair trade practice falling under s 2 (r) of the

31
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Consumer Protection Act 1986. This principle has been applied in several cases
since then.
The National Commission held that, keeping in view the delay of 3 years in
procuring the Occupancy Certificate, the Purchaser could not be compelled to
take possession at such a belated stage. The Apex Court upheld the decision of
the National Commission that the Purchaser made a clear case of deficiency of
service on the part of the Builder and the Purchaser was justified in terminating the Apartment Buyer’s Agreement by filing a consumer complaint. Further
rightly so, the Purchaser cannot be compelled to accept the possession whenever it is offered by the Builder. The purchaser was legally entitled to seek
refund of the money deposited along with compensation.
In Arifur Rahman Khan v DLF Southern Homes (P) Ltd36 the bench of Dr.
Chandrachud and K.M. Joseph JJ. in its judgment of 24th August 2020 reinforced this principle to give relief to flat buyers.
In this case 339 flat buyers had complained against delayed handing over of
possession, the bench held that the flat buyers are entitled to compensation for
delayed handing over of possession. A failure of the developer to comply with
the contractual obligation to provide the flat to the buyer within a contractually stipulated period amounts to a deficiency. The Court focused on one sided
clause in case of delay on the part of the developer in handing over possession
post the date on which purchasers will obtain a home.
Besides servicing their loans, purchasers have to finance the expenses of
living elsewhere. The court ordered the builders to pay compensation at the
rate of 6% simple interest per annum to each of the appellants for period if
delay. This would be in addition to the amounts which have been paid over or
credited by the developer at the rate of INR 5 per square foot per month at the
time of the drawing of final accounts.
In a recent case of Ireo Grace Realtech (P) Ltd v Abhishek Khanna,37 a
SC bench of Nageswara Rao, Indu Malhotra, and Ajay Rastogi JJ. decided on
11th January 2021. The above-mentioned principle enunciated in the two cases
were upheld. Developer challenged the decision of NCDRC wherein refund of
the amounts deposited by the Apartment Buyers was directed on account of
inordinate delay in completing the construction and obtaining the Occupation
Certificate. Court observed on perusal of the clauses mentioned in the
Agreement that the said clauses were wholly one-sided terms of the Agreement
36
37
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Buyer’s Agreement, which were entirely loaded in favour of the Developer and
against the allottee at every step.
In Capital Greens Flat Buyers Assn v DLF Home Developers Ltd38 the
appellant had assailed the judgment passed by the NCDRC ‘granting relief of
compensation and refund of money to the homebuyers.’ In the said appeal,
DLF sought that they should not be asked to pay any additional compensation
apart from the contractual rate of compensation (INR 10 per square foot per
month) as agreed in the Apartment Buyers Agreement (“ABA”).
The principle laid down in, Arifur Rahman Khan v DLF Southern Homes
(P) Ltd and in Pioneer Urban Land and Infrastructure Ltd v Govindan
Raghavan where similar issues had arisen, where the Court observed that ‘a
term of a contract will not be final and binding if it is shown that the flat purchasers had no option but to sign on the dotted line, on a contract framed by
the builder. The incorporation of such one-sided clauses in an agreement constitutes an unfair trade practice.’
The Court held that the mere fact that the developers had given exit offers
to the flat buyers along with the interest rate of 9% would have no bearing
on deciding whether such flat buyers, who did not opt for such exit options,
would be entitled to claim compensation. In the present case, the Court held
that where a genuine flat buyer has purchased a flat intending to shift into the
flat, and not just as a financier or an investor, then a mere refund or an exit
offer would not exempt the developer from paying additional compensation for
the delay. A refund of the entire amount along with a 9% interest rate is not a
just compensation for a genuine buyer who continues to remain in the contract
to fulfil his or her dream to get possession of the flat. Hence, an additional
compensation at the rate of 6% should be provided annually.
IV. CONCLUSION: MODERNIZING THE
INDIAN CONSUMER COURTS SYSTEM

The quasi-judicial tribunals commonly known as Consumer Courts have
been deeply embedded in the Indian justice delivery system. Since the pecuniary jurisdiction of the District Commissions has now been increased to INR
1 crore under the 2019 law, a much larger number of complaints is likely to be
filed in Districts. Urgent steps are needed to improve the physical and IT infrastructure of these commissions to make them effective and efficient in speedy
delivery of consumer justice to protect consumer interests.
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Three steps are recommended:
Firstly, provision of proper court rooms, waiting room and mediation facilities and filing systems with adequate court staff and IT facilities: Some of the
District Commissions are working from make-shift-premises without proper
facilities and filing systems with case files stored in corridors. They do not
have suitably trained/experienced support staff. Many State Governments do
not pay adequate attention to the timely appointment of members of these tribunals and provide facilities for their functioning. The Central Government
should frame guidelines in this regard to ensure that adequate attention is paid
to provide facilities and infrastructure of a minimum standard at the district
level.
Secondly, it has been over a year since the CCPA was notified but it has
been unable to pass final orders to restrain a single misleading advertisement
or unfair trade practice or initiate any class action in spite of notices being
issued so far. Steps need to be taken to appoint full time Commissioners and
support staff so that it can act as the independent regulatory body the law has
envisaged for it. These tribunals along with the CCPA should play the role of
an enabler of consumer justice rather than complaints redressal mech-anism.
They should be able to provide substantial justice and not dismissing complaints on minor technical grounds, ensuring timely disposal, online filing
and hearings, providing substantial financial relief and paying special attention to class action cases which have now obtained the seal of approval of the
Supreme Court.
Thirdly, the E-Dakhil software for online filing and virtual hearing by
Video Conference has been released by the National Informatics Centre (NIC).
It should be rolled out in a time bound manner. Judges of these tribunals and
their support staff should be adequately trained to manage online. Filing and
hearing of cases for speedy disposal. Future appointment of judges in these tribunals should require a minimum level of IT skills as an additional requirement for selection and appointment.
With the intent of safeguarding the interest of the consumers across all
models of modern age retail trade, the 2019 Act aims to transform the jurisprudence pervading consumer protection from caveat emptor (‘let the buyer
beware’) to caveat venditor (‘let the seller beware’). Among all this, the most
important is that everyone involved in a transaction, other than the consumer,
will have to be more careful and cautious than ever before. There appears to be
a political consensus among political parties at the national level.
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The law was passed in 1986 with the political impetus during the tenure
of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. It was amended when Atal Behari Vajpayee
was Prime Minister and the latest enactment strengthening this law had been
brought under rule of Prime Minister Modi. Unlike farm laws, this law enjoys
the support of political parties across the aisle in the Parliament. The current
state of consumer jurisprudence is well positioned to serve and protect the
interests of more than a billion Indian consumers in the decades ahead.
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Abstract: The persons of influence in India have always enjoyed
extravagant love and demonstration thereof from the Indian Fan
Community. It is not wrong to call this community as one of worshippers or devotees for they have elevated such persons to the
position of Gods. This position has enabled persons of influence,
whether film-stars or religious gurus, to exercise their influence on
their devotees in an almost-absolute manner. While the Indian legal
scenario has recognised and enforced the rights of these persons of
influence in their personalities, it was not until recently that a legal
duty was imposed on them for judicious exploitation of their personality to exercise influence on the public.
It was only in August 2019 that the Indian Consumer Protection
Act made the endorsers liable for endorsing misleading advertisements. Prior to this welcome change in the law, the endorsers had
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I. INTRODUCTION

‘With great power comes great responsibility’
India is a country of diverse cultures and colours. People from all walks
of life live together in this humongous sub-continent. Despite their differences,
what they all have in common, apart from their nationality, is that they are all
“influenced” - some by politicians, some by sportsmen, some by religious leaders and some others by celebrities. In this context it is not wrong to say that
the persons of influence hold a position of power. They hold the power to influence and persuade the masses. Unfortunately, they exercise this power without any burden of responsibility. They are, only sometimes, held to be morally
responsible for the exercise of the said power. There was no legal sanction,
until 2019. The Consumer Protection Act 2019 (Act 35 of 2019) is a brand-new
law and perhaps the only legal provision that seeks to impose certain liability
on these persons who hold the power to influence.
The Indian population is blinded by the love for these persons of influence. It buys what they endorse, without any enquiry, without any doubt. In
such a scenario, the power of influence so exercised becomes almost absolute.
The exercise of this absolute power most often than not holds the potential of
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being dangerous to the public at large. Given this danger, it becomes imperative to impose certain liabilities on these persons of influence so that the exercise of this power is done in a more judicious and responsible manner by these
power-holders.
The first step in this regard is to understand the scope of the phrase “persons of influence”. Then, there is a need to understand which laws will come
into the picture when the question of imposing liabilities on these persons
arises. The final consideration to be made is to understand if there is a requirement for new laws or will a few amendments in the existing ones suffice for
the purpose.

A. Persons of Influence
It is rather difficult to propose a straightjacketed formula to put all persons
of influence under one definition. What needs to be understood is that these
persons of influence do not have one common profession. Apart from the
power of influence that they possess, no other thing is common to them. While
some might belong to the Film and Television Industry, some might be political
leaders and others, TikTok users. Therefore, encompassing all persons of influence within one closed definition will be unfair, not only to the public of the
dynamic Indian society, but also to the persons who will be subjects of such
a definition. However, to impose sanctions and liabilities on a broad group of
persons, persons of influence in the present case, there needs to be a certain
open definition. Such a definition should have elements that are dependent on
the facts and circumstances of each case. It is important that the interpretation
of such elements should remain the work of the Judiciary. Legislature should
not venture into drafting and approving a closed definition.

B. Relevant Legal Provisions
Mostly, the power to influence is a power that is exercised in public platforms such as social media pages and accounts, television and radio channels,
etc. It is through these channels that the leaders, celebrities, sportsmen and
social media influencers make their endorsements, be it for an advertisement
or just to throw their opinions and thoughts to the public. Therefore, the advertising regulations prevalent in the country find their relevance in the current
discussion. Furthermore, since the consumers are most affected by the exercise
of this power, the consumer protection laws need to be scrutinized. Along with
these laws and regulations it is suggested that, the organisations these persons
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of influence are members of or subscribe to, adopt by-laws that can regulate
their conduct.1

C. Requirement of New Provisions and Amendments in Existing Ones
The advertising regulations prevalent in the country include Cable
Television Networks (Regulations) Act 1995 and Cable Television Networks
(Amendment) Rules 2006; Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940; Drugs and Magic
Remedies (Objectionable Advertisement) Act 1994; Food Safety and Standards
Act 2006; Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act 1986; Codes
for Commercial Advertising adopted by Doordarshan and All India Radio, and
most importantly, the Consumer Protection Act 2019. As one can see, there are
plenty of Codes, Statutes and Regulations to regulate advertising content in
India. In these codes and regulations, one can easily find provisions that are
laid out for punishing violators thereof. But what was lacking in these statutory codes was a more intense punishment for such violations made by persons
of influence. This void has been attempted to be filled by the new Consumer
Protection Act of 2019. Therefore, what needs to be examined now is whether
or not this new provision is sufficient for the situation at hand.
II. HOW THE INDIAN DEVOTEES SEE THEIR GODS

Majority of Indians are living in an epoch where every aspect of their existence is dictated by the actions of persons of influence, be it a Bollywood celebrity, a cricketer or a religious guru. From their appearances to their marriage
ceremonies, everything is a reflection of what these influential persons preach.
They blindly pursue the endorsements made by these persons of influence. It is
not wrong to call these Indians, devotees. Their faith and believe is so strong
that they have gone to the extent of building temples and worshipping the idols
of these persons of influence as their Gods.2 This state of affairs just goes on
1

2

See Indo-Asian News Service, ‘Mika Singh Apologises for his Performance in Pakistan,
FWICE Withdraws Ban’ India Today (India, 22 August 2019) <https://www.indiatoday.in/
movies/celebrities/story/mika-singh-apologises-for-his-performance-in-pakistan-fwice-withdraws-ban-1590163-2019-08-22> accessed 4 January 2021. [See: Singer Mika Singh was
banned by the Federation of Western India Cine Employees (FWICE) for performing at a private function of a relative of Former President of Pakistan General Parvez Musharraf. He was
banned for performing in the ‘enemy country’ despite non-cooperative directives being issued
by FWICE in line with the sentiments of the nation after terrorist attacks in the country.]
Deccan Chronicle, ‘A temple for Sonia Gandhi, MGR, Rajnikanth, Amitabh Bachchan,
Khushboo and others’ Deccan Chronicle (India, 31 October 2013) <https://www.deccanchronicle.com/131030/news-current-affairs/gallery/temple-sonia-gandhi-mgr-amitabhbachchan-khushboo-and-others> accessed 4 January 2021; Mimansa Shekhar, ‘Telangana
Locals Dedicate a Temple to Sonu Sood’ The Indian Express (India, 22 December 2020)
<https://indianexpress.com/article/entertainment/bollywood/telangana-locals-dedicate-temple-to-sonu-sood-7113226/> accessed 4 January 2021.
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to prove that the impact these persons of influence have on the Indian mass is,
beyond a doubt, strong, serious and profound.
The fan community in India is almost mad as a hatter. The following fan
stories shine a light on the extent of love and faith the fan community bestows
upon the persons of influence:

A. King Khan – The Bollywood Superstar
A businessman from Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh, India), Vishal Singh, who
calls himself Visharukh Khan, has covered every wall of his house and his
car with posters of the legendary actor Shah Rukh Khan. He took his wife to
“Mannat”, Shah Rukh’s residence in Mumbai (Maharashtra, India) for their
honeymoon and has even named his children after the characters in Shah
Rukh’s movies.3 This renowned actor has also been receiving a piece of land
on Moon as his birthday gift by an Australian Fan.4 The far reached influence
of this actor can also be seen when one looks at the story of the two German
ladies who have been following the actor to his international shooting locations
for the past many years.5

B. Jayaram Jayalalitha – A Beloved Politician
Another great person of influence is the late politician and former Chief
Minister of Tamil Nadu, Jayaram Jayalalitha. Often referred to as “Adi
Prashakti” - the ultimate powerful Goddess (in Tamil), she inspired a cult following.6 The immense respect and devotion that her party members have for
her has enabled them to carry a photo of her in their pockets in every public
appearance, even after her demise. Before presenting the budget in the State
Assembly in 2012, the Finance Minister of Tamil Nadu even prostrated before
her7 (like thousands of her other followers did when they saw her or before her
3

4
5

6

7

‘Shah Rukh Khan Birthday Special: Crazy Things that Fans Have Done for the Superstar’ The
Times of India (Delhi, 2 November 2018) <https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/entertainment/
hindi/bollywood/photo-features/shah-rukh-khan-birthday-special-crazy-things-that-fans-havedone-for-the-superstar/photostory/61403594.cms> accessed 4 January 2021.
ibid.
‘These German Women have been Following Shah Rukh Khan for Last 8 Years’ Deccan
Chronicle (India, 21 April 2016) <https://www.deccanchronicle.com/entertainment/bollywood/210416/these-german-women-have-been-following-shah-rukh-khan-for-last-8-years.html>
accessed 4 January 2021.
Sudha G. Tilak, ‘Jayalalitha: The “Goddess” of Tamil Nadu Politics’ (BBC News, 5 December
2016) <https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-india-37503616> accessed 4 January 2021.
Mail Today Reporter, ‘Jaya he! Tamil Finance Minister Prostrates Before the Chief Minister
Prior to Presenting the Budget in Assembly’ Mail Online India (India, 26 March 2012)
<https://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2120782/Tamil-finance-ministerprostrates-chief-minister-prior-presenting-Budget-Assembly.html> accessed 4 January 2021.
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photo). Irrespective of their age, cast, gender and creed, people lovingly called
her “Amma” (mother). Her fans cried, even fainted when she had a cardiac
arrest, a day before her death.8

C. Mahendra Singh Dhoni – The Captain Who Made India Win the
Cricket World Cup
There have been several instances where fans of Dhoni, breaching the security of the Cricket grounds during important matches rushed to touch his feet.9
In fact, Dhoni is one of those living personalities whose biopic – ‘M.S. Dhoni:
The Untold Story’ was produced and released in 2016. It sold as a blockbuster
and made a collection of almost INR 2.16 billion.

D. Baba Ram Rahim – Founder of Dera Sacha Sauda Group
Gurmeet Ram Rahim, a religious leader and the head of Dera Sacha Sauda
group was found guilty and was convicted for raping two of his female followers. This decision of the court of law was not taken very well by his followers who took to street, rioting. Thousands of his followers rampaged by setting
fire to government buildings and attacking petrol stations. This violence had
caused twenty-eight innocent men to lose their lives. Six hundred Indian Army
men were deployed in the area to help police and paramilitary handle the violent mob. Right before the verdict, when this spiritual guru left his house, he
was accompanied by a hundred vehicles’ convoy. To control the violence, internet services and train services had to be shut down in the States of Punjab
and Haryana. However, the violence could only be controlled with the release
of a video message by the Guru himself who urged his followers to maintain
peace.10
After reading the above accounts, one can clearly decipher that in India, the
fan community is deprived of sense when it comes to showing love for their
Gods. It will not be wrong to say that these persons of influence are in the
possession of a power. By virtue of this power, they can direct the masses to
do or abstain from doing certain acts. This power of influence, if not exercised responsibly, can pose a danger, not only to the well-being of the public
8

9

10

TV5 News, ‘CM Jayalalitha Fans Cry, Faint | Jayalalithaa Cardiac Arrest | Amma Health’ (4
December 2016) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKa8RW-zCdY> accessed 4 January
2021; ‘Jayalalithaa Supporters in Tears Outside Hospital’ (The Economic Times, 4 December
2016) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SH7gO61ZZqw> accessed 4 January 2021.
‘M.S. Dhoni’s Fan Rushes on the Field, Touches his Feet’ (One India News, 10 January 2017)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xp6Lb9MCx8Q> accessed 4 January 2021.
‘Ram Rahim Singh’s Supporters Riot After Rape Conviction’ Al Jazeera (India, 25 August
2017) <https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/08/ram-rahim-singh-supporters-riot-rape-conviction-170825114911486.html> accessed 4 January 2021.
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but also to the maintenance of peace, tranquillity, law and order in the society.
Given this situation, it is imperative to understand that the persons of influence should not merely have a moral responsibility to exercise their power
sagaciously. These persons should be bound by legal responsibilities which
can only be imposed upon them by way of imposing liabilities. Any act of
non-compliance with such a responsibility should call for strict punitive measures to be undertaken, for the sake of public policy.
III. RIGHTS OF PERSONS OF INFLUENCE IN INDIA

The persons of influence use their personality to lure the public. Through
their image and reputation, they exercise their influence on the people. Even
though there are no explicit statutory protection for their images and personality, the Indian Judiciary has, rather aggressively, recognised and protected
their personality rights. Most of the reported judgments deal with the rights
of celebrities from the Film Industry. But these judgments have set straight the
principles and precedents with respect to the image rights.
At this juncture, it is relevant to cast light on a few important judgments
that are now law of the land. In Rajat Sharma v Ashok Venkatramani11 an
injunction order was passed by the Delhi High Court on 11th January 2019
against Zee Media, directing them to immediately stop of the use of the name
of the news anchor Rajat Sharma in their advertisement wherein they used
the phrase ‘India me ab Rajat ki Adalat band’ (Court of Rajat now closed in
India), without the Plaintiff’s permission. Here the plaintiff’s name was used in
a manner in which a direct and obvious reference was made to the plaintiff’s
famous interview show called ‘Aap ki Adalat’ (Your Court).12
In another case,13 the Bombay High Court ordered Singer Mika Singh to
pay damages worth INR 10 Lakhs for infringing the personality rights of other
singers. The respondent had printed promotional banners without due permission where his picture was larger in size than that of other singers including
the plaintiff, Sonu Nigam. The plea taken by the plaintiff was that other artists
were shown to have much less prominence with smaller pictures of them than

11
12

13

Rajat Sharma v Ashok Venkatramani, CS (COMM) 15 of 2019, order dated 11-1-2019 (Del).
Prarthana Patnaik, ‘Rajat Sharma v/s Zee Media-Delhi HC’s Latest Order on Personality
Rights’ (SpicyIP, 16 January 2019) <https://spicyip.com/2019/01/rajat-sharma-v-s-zee-mediadelhi-hcs-latest-order-on-personality-rights.html> accessed 4 January 2021.
Sonu Nigam v Amrik Singh Suit No 372 of 2013, decided on 26-4-2014 (Bom).
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that of the respondent.14 Mr. Shivaji Rao Gaikwad v M/s. Varsha Productions15
is another personality right decision where the respondent was restrained from
using the mane and style of the plaintiff, popularly known as Rajnikanth, in
its movie ‘Mai Hoon Rajnikanth’ (I am Rajnikath). The court held that the
available materials of the film will damage the reputation of the plaintiff.16 The
Indian Courts have also examined intricate matters such as inheritability of
right of publicity in recent years.17
Keeping the above discussed decisions in view, it is right to conclude that
the Indian Jurisprudence recognises personality rights and rights of publicity.
It protects the rights of persons of influence over their images. It protects their
reputation. Furthermore, the Indian Legal Academia has been writing about the
said rights very prominently.18 Authors have even drafted and suggested legislations which could be enacted and implemented. However, only a very few

14

15

16
17

18

Alvin Antony, ‘Celebrity Rights – Is it important in India’ (Mondaq, 31 January 2019)
<https://www.mondaq.com/india/trademark/777368/celebrity-rights-is-it-important-in-india>
accessed 4 January 2021.
Shivaji Rao Gaikwad v Varsha Productions, 2015 SCC OnLine Mad 158, (2015) 2 Mad LJ
548.
Alvin Antony (n 15).
Chitra Jagjit Singh v Panache Media, 2016 SCC OnLine Bom 2364; Shan Kohli, ‘Chitra
Jagjit Singh v IPRS’ (SpicyIP, 22 April 2016) <https://spicyip.com/2016/04/chitrajagjitsinghiprs.html> accessed 4 January 2021.
Akansha Jumde and Manoja Yeluri, ‘Emerging Trends in Publicity Rights in India: An
Analysis Under the Intellectual Property Laws in India’ Ram Manohar Lohiya National
Law University Communication, Media, Entertainment, Technology Journal [2015] 2, 74;
Akanksha Jumde and Nishant Kumar, ‘Image Rights of Famous Persons vis-à-vis Right to
Privacy: An Analysis under the Intellectual Property Laws in India and Other Countries’ Ram
Manohar Lohiya National Law University Communication, Media, Entertainment, Technology
Journal [2018] 5, 1; Madhavi Goradia Divan, ‘The Commodification of Celebrities: Rights of
Publicity’ Practical Lawyer [2009] 16; Niharika Behl, ‘Social Media and IPR Issues’ Gujarat
National Law University Journal of Law, Development and Politics [2019] 9, 119; Raman
Mittal, ‘Licensing One’s Persona: Analysing the Practice of Personality Merchandising’
Journal of the Indian Law Institute [2010] 52, 16; Shreyasi Bhattacharya and Aparna Madhu,
‘An Overview of Celebrity Rights in India’ Rajeev Gandhi National University of Law
Financial and Mercantile Law Review [2018] 5, 30; Shrishti Sharma, ‘Sports and IPR’ Sports
and Legislature [2018] 2, 30; Tabrez Ahmed and Satya Ranjan Swain, ‘Celebrity Rights:
Protection under IP Laws’ Journal of Intellectual Property Rights [2011] 16, 7 <http://docs.
manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/78DD5FE8-5C07-4075-934D-6917CD6BE868.pdf >
accessed 4 January 2021; Teeshta Bissa and Shishira Prakash, ‘Right not to be Mimicked’
Ram Manohar Lohiya National Law University Communication, Media, Entertainment,
Technology Journal [2018] 5, 60; Trupti Panigrahi, ‘The Inheritance of Personality Rights:
Writing the Indian Story’ (LLM Dissertation, Queen Mary University of London 2020); Zoya
Nafis, ‘Personality Rights – Need for a Clear Legislation’ (Mondaq, 8 October 2014) <http://
www.mondaq.com/india/x/345080/Personality+Rights+Need+For+A+Clear+Legislaton>
accessed 4 January 2021.
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talk about the corresponding duties that could be imposed on the beneficiaries
of such legislations.19
IV. RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
OF PERSONS OF INFLUENCE

When there is a discussion on rights, there has to be at least a mention of
its jural correlative, i.e. duties. It is relevant to reiterate the words of eminent
Jurist Salmond, which are as follows: ‘A right is an interest recognized and
protected by rules of right, that is by legal rules. It is an interest respect for
which is a duty, and disregard of which is a wrong.’20
When the rights of celebrated personalities over their images are recognised,
there has to be a talk about the duty of responsibly exercising the recognised
rights. One cannot simply be allowed to use its own image to deceive the public. One cannot be allowed to do things that go against the public policy. When
a personality is allowed to commodify his or her image and derive monetary
benefits out of it, he or she should not be allowed to mislead the public with
such a use of his image. If the use of one’s own image goes against the public
policy, it is nothing but unjustifiable for the person to derive benefits out of his
or her image.21
Ideally, a duty towards the public must be abided by the persons of influence even when they only have a moral obligation. But, the fact of the matter
is that there have been several instances where this duty towards the public has
not been paid heed to. For the sake of commercial gains, influential persons
have, time and again, used their image to convince people to buy what they
are selling. A renowned actor of the Indian Film Industry, Amitabh Bachchan,
lovingly known as Big B, along with other actors namely Madhuri Dixit and
Preity Zinta, has endorsed Maggi, a product that has Monosodium Glutamate
(“MSG”) and lead, both lethal for human consumption.22
Big B also endorsed Pepsi. Upon being asked by a schoolgirl as to why
he promoted something that her parents and teachers labelled as poison, he
19

20

21

22

Trupti Panigrahi, ‘Celebrity Rights: Towards a New Regime’ (BA LLB (H) Dissertation,
Delhi Metropolitan Education, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University 2019).
Rajeev Ranjan, ‘Rights & Duties: A Critical Legal Analysis’ (Academia.edu, 6 June 2018)
<http://www.academia.edu/8794413/Rights_and_Duties> accessed 4 January 2021.
Alexandra Sims, ‘The Denial of Copyright Protection on Public Policy Grounds’ (2008) 30(5)
EIPR 189-198 [3].
‘Maggi Endorsement: Amitabh Bachchan, Madhuri Dixit, Preity Zinta Slapped with Notices’
The Economic Times (India, 4 June 2015) <https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/food/maggi-endorsement-amitabh-bachchan-madhuri-dixit-preity-zinta-slapped-with-notices/articleshow/47545894.cms> accessed 4 January 2021.
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instantly withdrew himself from the campaign.23 But, the damage had already
been done. Nevertheless, the actor deserves applauds for his realisation. He
was also reported saying, ‘I tell this to my son Abhishek and to daughterin-law Aishwarya also ... if you have to endorse a product then you have to
conduct your life in such a manner that it does not affect others’ lives.’ [sic]24
However, many leading actors and actresses have continued to endorse aerated
drinks that have high levels of sugar and can affect the health of people if consumed regularly.
The beloved former Indian Cricket Captain, Mahendra Singh Dhoni acted
as the brand ambassador of a real estate firm – Amrapali, which eventually
went bankrupt and couldn’t complete its housing projects where a lot of public
money was invested. Dhoni eventually had to step down after being trolled on
twitter for promoting Amrapali.25 Salman Khan, Shah Rukh Khan and actress
Yami Gautam have been promoting the fairness creams. They have been
doing so in the aeon where people are dealing with inferiority complex issues
because they are unable to keep up with the beauty standards set by these
advertisements.26
In light of the above-discussed instances, it can be clearly gathered that a
mere moral responsibility cannot stop the persons of influence to endorse products that are detrimental to not only the health, but also the general good of the
public. Therefore, it becomes imperative to impose a statutory duty on these
persons so as make them extra cautious in choosing their endorsements wisely
and in a manner that is not harmful to the public. Though the new Consumer
Protection Act of 2019 has taken the first step in imposing a statutory duty, the
question that still needs to be addressed is, will it suffice for all the situations
that have been discussed?
23
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Aditi Shome-Ray, ‘Amitabh Bachchan says Stopped Endorsing Pepsi After Schoolgirl Called
it “Poison”, Sparks Row’ (DNA, 3 February 2014) <https://www.dnaindia.com/entertainment/
report-amitabh-bachchan-says-stopped-endorsing-pepsi-after-schoolgirl-called-it-poisonsparks-row-1959115> accessed 4 January 2021.
ibid.
Press Trust of India, ‘M S Dhoni ends his contract with Amrapali group after complaints
against reality firm’ (India.com, 15 April 2016) <https://www.india.com/sports/m-s-dhoni-ends-his-contract-with-amrapali-group-after-complaints-against-reality-firm-1111248/>
accessed 4 January 2021.
Surbhi Gloria Singh, ‘Celebs caught in Controversies owing to their Endorsement Deals’
(Business Standard, 11 November 2016) <https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/celebs-caught-in-controversies-owing-to-their-endorsement-deals-116111101647_1.
html> accessed 4 January 2021; Emami Limited Website <http://www.emamiltd.in/
brands/74/169/fair-and-handsome-fairness-cream-for-men.php> accessed 4 January 2021;
Nivedita Hazra, ‘Yami Gautam: The Fair Face of a Dark Narrative’ (Feminism India, 25
November 2019) <https://feminisminindia.com/2019/11/25/yami-gautam-the-fair-face-of-a-darknarrative/> accessed 4 January 2021.
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V. LAWS AND REGULATIONS AROUND THE WORLD

Before venturing into the discussion of what will be the appropriate solution
for the Indian scenario, it is wise to have a look at some relevant laws of a few
developed jurisdictions which tackle similar situations.

A. Germany
The German law tackles the issue with the interplay of its Media Law,
Unfair Competition Law and Broadcasting Treaty. While the Media Law, ie,
The German Telemedia Act of 2007 (“Telemediengesetz” or “TMG”) provides
that communications of commercial nature must be clearly identified as commercial communications,27 the Law of Unfair Competition, ie, The German
Act against Unfair Competition 2010 (Gesetzgegen den unlauterenWettbewerb, UWG) says that if the commercial intention of a commercial practice is
not identified and such an act leads to the consumers being misled, it will be
an unfair practice.28 Additionally, the German Interstate Broadcasting Treaty
(Rundfunkstaatsvertrag - RStV) provides that an advertisement must be clearly
recognizable as such and must be separated from other content of the offers.29
This also applies to Facebook, Youtube, Instagram and the like.30 The Courts
in Germany have opined that terms like “Werbung” (promotion) or “Anzeige”
(advertisement) have to be used at the beginning of a post by an influencer
who does such marketing of products.31

27
28
29
30

31

The German Telemedia Act 2007, s 6(1)1.
The German Act against Unfair Competition 2004, s 5a(6).
The German Interstate Broadcasting Treaty 1991, art 58.
Margret Knitter and Corinna Sobottka ‘Influencer Marketing and Labeling Requirements in
Germany’ (Mondaq, 29 January 2019) <https://www.inta.org/INTABulletin/Pages/Influencers_
and_Labelling_in_Germany_7401.aspx> accessed 4 January 2021.
ibid; See Constantine Eikel, ‘Influencer marketing in Germany: Courts in Berlin try to
Find a Balance between Practicality and Marketing Laws’ (Media Writes, 25 January 2019)
<https://mediawrites.law/influencer-marketing-in-germany-courts-in-berlin-try-to-find-a-balance-between-practicability-and-marketing-laws/> accessed 4 January 2021; Diana
Livadic and Madita Brandhorst, ‘Influencer Marketing in Germany’ (IPSOS, November
2019)
<https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/ct/publication/documents/2019-11/influencer-marketing-germany-ipsos-2019.pdf> accessed 4 January 2021; Dr Ilja Czernik and
Corinna Sobottka, ‘#InfluencerMarketing: Pay Attention Since Influencers are also Liable
for Advertising Content’ (Lexology, 25 October 2017) <https://www.lexology.com/library/
detail.aspx?g=bf274682-7829-4c92-9799-95d09dd6b84e> accessed 4 January 2021; Sven
Preiss, ‘Germany: Ads in Disguise: Brand Owners and Influencers Beware of German
Consumer Protection Laws’ (Mondaq, 8 May 2018) <http://www.mondaq.com/germany/x/699262/Social+Media/Ads+In+Disguise+Brand+Owners+And+Inf luencers+Beware
+Of+German+Consumer+Protection+Laws> accessed 4 January 2021; KG Berlin, dated
08.01.2019, 5 U 83/18; BGH dated 06.02.2014, I ZR 2/11; OLG Celle dated 08.06.2017, 13 U
53/17.
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B. United Kingdom
The Human Medicine Regulations of 2012 does not allow persons to publish advertisements for medicines that are recommended by celebrities. In
simple words, celebrities are banned from making drug endorsements.32 The
CAP Code, i.e., the UK Code of Non-broadcast Advertising and Direct &
Promotional Marketing also bans marketers from using celebrities to endorse
medicines.33 As far as the broadcast advertising is concerned, the BCAP
Code, i.e., the UK Code of Broadcast Advertising comes into play. Under the
BCAP Code, celebrities popular with children may only make factually correct statements with respect to nutrition, safety, education, etc.34 Upon reading
these provisions, the first thing that comes to the mind of a sagacious being is
that who is a celebrity within the United Kingdom? The term celebrity is not
defined in any law. Further, unlike the United States of America, the United
Kingdom does not have any statutes with respect to publicity rights or image
rights.
It is relevant at this point to shine a light on the July 2019 ruling35 by the
UK Advertising Standards Authority (“ASA”). ASA recently held that any person having 30,000 followers on social media will be deemed to be a celebrity
for the purposes of the above provisions. Whether politicians, sportsmen etc.
having no social media accounts are celebrities or whether a person having
29,999 followers on his social media account is a celebrity, is a discussion for
another time. What is relevant for the purposes of this essay is that under the
UK law, celebrities are not allowed to endorse medicines. It is also relevant
to note that ASA has a separate set of guidelines for influencers to regulate
endorsements made by them.36 But, celebrities do not have strict liabilities or
penalties for the endorsements that they make. The provisions under the UK
law are merely regulatory and lack, to a great extent, the legal force required
behind making a person of influence individually and strictly liable.
32
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The Human Medicines Regulation 2012, reg 289.
The UK Code of Non-broadcast Advertising and Direct & Promotional Marketing 2010, s
12.18.
The UK Code of Broadcast Advertising 2010, ss 13.10 and 13.14.
The Sanofi Ruling (Advertising Standards Authority, 3 July 2019) <https://www.asa.
org.uk/rulings/sanofi-uk-A19-557609.html> accessed 4 January 2021; Hayleigh Bosher,
‘ASA Ruling on Social Media Influencers’ Celebrity Status - What Really Happened...’
(The IPKat, 15 July 2019) <http://ipkitten.blogspot.com/2019/07/asa-ruling-on-social-media-influencers.html> accessed 4 January 2020; Jon Porter, ‘Having 30,000 Followers
makes you a Celebrity, UK Advertising Watchdog Rules’ (The Verge, 4 July 2019)
<ht t ps://w w w.theverge.com /2019/7/4/20682087/i nst ag ram-t wit ter- celebr it y-30 0 0 0 followers-advertising-standards-authority-uk> accessed 4 January 2021.
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C. United States of America
The Federal Trade Commission of the United States of America,
issued guides concerning the use of Endorsements and Testimonials in
Advertisements.37 Under these guides, the following is required:
a. An advertiser can only use the endorsement of a celebrity only if it has
good reason to believe that the endorser continues to subscribe to the
views presented.
b. Till the advertisement continues to be in the public domain, the
endorser must be a bona fide user of the product.
c. Endorsers are liable for the statements made during the course of
endorsements.
VI. SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS IN THE
INDIAN LEGAL SCENARIO

A. Section 21 of the Consumer Protection Act 2019 – Insufficient
Provision
(a) Understanding the Provision
The Consumer Protection Act 2019 which received President’s assent and
came into force on the 9th of August 2019 attempts to impose a legal duty on
the persons of influence. Under s 2138 of the said Act, the Central Consumer
Protection Authority is empowered to direct an endorser to discontinue or
modify an advertisement which is false or misleading39 and is prejudicial to the
interest of any consumer or is in contravention to consumer rights. It may also
impose a penalty of up to INR 10 Lakhs on the endorser and up to INR 50
Lakhs for subsequent contravention. The Central Authority may also impose a
ban on the endorser from endorsing any product or service for a period which
37

38
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Federal Trade Commission Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in
Advertising (16 CFR Pt 255), s 255.1.
The Consumer Protection Act 2019, s 21, ‘Power of Central Authority to issue directions and
penalties against false or misleading advertisements.’
The Consumer Protection Act 2019, s 2(28): ‘“misleading advertisement” in relation to any
product or service, means an advertisement, which—
(i) falsely describes such product or service; or
(ii) gives a false guarantee to, or is likely to mislead the consumers as to the nature, substance, quantity or quality of such product or service; or
(iii) conveys an express or implied representation which, if made by the manufacturer or seller
or service provider thereof, would constitute an unfair trade practice; or
(iv) deliberately conceals important information.’
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may extend to one year, if it deems necessary. A further ban of up to three
years can also be imposed for a subsequent contravention.
Under sub-s (5) of this provision, an endorser can only be free from any
liability if he has exercised due-diligence to verify the veracity of the claims
made in the advertisement regarding the product or service he has endorsed.
What actually makes it a little harrowing for persons of influence is the
determinants of penalty under sub-s (7) of the said section. While deciding the
penalty, the following considerations will be taken into account:
a. the population and the area impacted or affected by such offence;
b. the frequency and duration of such offence;
c. the vulnerability of the class of persons likely to be adversely affected
by such offence; and
d. the gross revenue from the sales effected by virtue of such offence
In the case of a person of influence, these parameters will render a higher
result and consequently, there will be a higher penalty. Furthermore, under
s 8840 of the same Act, an endorser can be punished for a term which may
extend up to six months and/or with a fine of INR 20 Lakhs for non-compliance of order by Central Consumer Protection Authority (“CCPA”) under s
21.41
A mere reading of definitions of the terms “advertisement”42 and “endorsement”43 will make it clear that this provision encompasses all mediums of
advertisements and does not make any distinction, like in the UK, with broadcast and non-broadcast type advertisements. Further, by including name, signature, likeness and other identifiable personal characteristics, the legislators have
40

41
42
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The Consumer Protection Act 2019, s 88, ‘Penalty for non-compliance of direction of Central
Authority’.
The Consumer Protection Act 2019 (n 38).
The Consumer Protection Act 2019, s 2(1) ‘“advertisement” means any audio or visual publicity, representation, endorsement or pronouncement made by means of light, sound, smoke,
gas, print, electronic media, internet or website and includes any notice, circular, label, wrapper, invoice or such other documents.’
The Consumer Protection Act 2019, s 2(18) ‘“endorsement”, in relation to an advertisement,
means—
(i) any message, verbal statement, demonstration; or
(ii) depiction of the name, signature, likeness or other identifiable personal characteristics of
an individual; or
(iii) depiction of the name or seal of any institution or organisation,
which makes the consumer to believe that it reflects the opinion, finding or experience of
the person making such endorsement.’
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made their intent clear with respect to the fact that the use of personality traits
of a person will also make the person liable for the endorsement.

(b) Understanding its Fallacies
Undoubtedly, this provision is a welcome step towards imposing responsibility on persons of influence for the endorsements they make. But there are still
certain lacunae that need to be addressed, keeping in mind the interest of the
Indian Fan Community.

1.

Mere Exercise of Due-Diligence Does Not Solve the Purpose

As established in the previous sections, the fan community is so deeply
inspired by the persons of influence that they act like devotees. Given this circumstance, a person of influence should not only be responsible for making
statements that are true. Rather, it should be an obligation on the persons of
influence to endorse what they truly believe in. According to this section, a
person can endorse a product or service if the person comes to the conclusion
that the claims made are true after exercising due diligence. But, despite the
claims being true, some products can be injurious to public health. For example, in the advertisements made for the two-minute wonder snack – Maggi, the
endorser-actors claimed that the snack just takes two- minutes to get cooked.
This is a true statement.44 The other true statements which actually show the
side effects of the product usage may be marked with a little asterisk symbol
with the phrase “T & C apply” having smaller font size. This certainly will
make no impact on someone who is deeply influenced. Even if the font size
of the caution is increased, it has lesser chances of making any difference to a
‘devotee’. For a devotee, the ultimate word is that of the God!

2. Will the Term ‘Endorsement’ also Include ‘Association’?
There is no solution in the provision for cases where famous persons with
identifiable baritone/voice skin/speaking style, for example singers from the
music industry, lend their voices for jingles in advertisements. It is a debatable
fact that singing a jingle for an advertisement can be equated with an endorsement, especially under the definition so provided in s 2(18)45 of the Consumer
Protection Act 2019. While singing a jingle, a person might not make any
claim or make any statement. Sometimes, there might be situations where a
person of influence is recognised with the way an advertisement is directed/
44

45

Storytellers In, ‘Storytellers Maggi Montage with Amitabh Bachchan’ (India, 13 April 2013)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yalsrWNlPuU> accessed 5 January 2021.
The Consumer Protection Act 2019 (n 43).
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choreographed. The way a music composition is made for a jingle might tell
the audience that it has been made by a certain person. Such contributions are
more in the nature of an association than an endorsement. In such scenarios, s
2146 of the said Act does not prove to be a full-proof safeguard.

3. Paid Promotion on Personal Social Media Handles are Different from
Advertisements
Many times, persons of influence are paid to talk about a product or service
or just present a product or service to their fans. Even though such presentations can mislead the public in the same way as an advertisement can, keeping
such presentations in the same pedestal as an advertisement will only impose
an unnecessary restriction on commerce and business. Nevertheless, in lines
of the German practice, there needs to be some regulation on presentations on
personal social media handles to safeguard the public from getting misled.
Therefore, the need of the hour is to adopt suitable practices from foreign
jurisdictions and weave them into The Consumer Protection Act 2019 so as to
render a better and stronger protection regime for the larger good of the public.

(c) Suggested Amendments
The Consumer Protection Act 2019 certainly includes within its ambit all
kinds of advertising. Therefore, there lies no need to address the issue separately in different advertising regulations. s 2147 read with s 8848 of the same
Act also provides for punitive measures, hence does away with the need
to provide for general punishments under the Indian Penal Code of 1860.
Additionally, statutes like Cigarettes and other Tobacco Products (Prohibition
of Advertisement and Regulation of Trade and Commerce, Production, Supply
and Distribution) Act 2003, Food Safety and Standards Act 2006, etc. include
provisions for a safe and secure regime. Therefore, only by addressing the
drawbacks of the Act in discussion i.e. The Consumer Protection Act 2019, the
country can proceed towards an infallible system of protection.
Keeping in view the fallacies highlighted, it is imperative to incorporate the
following suggestions in the Consumer Protection Act of 2019:
a. The term ‘association’ should be included within the definition of the
term ‘endorsement’.

46
47
48

The Consumer Protection Act 2019 (n 38).
ibid.
The Consumer Protection Act 2019 (n 40).
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b. An endorser should only be allowed to endorse products and services he has used and truly believes in. Therefore, following the U.S.
model, an obligation should be imposed on the advertiser to ensure that
the endorser is, and remains till the advertisement runs in the public
domain, a bona fide user of the product or service.
c. In case the endorser is promoting a product on their personal social
media handles, then, similar to the German model, there should be a
clear mention of the fact that it is a paid promotion made just for the
sake of commercial interest.
These suggestions are nothing but an extra layer of caution that needs to
be exercised for the sake of public good. However, there appears to be no justification for an endorser who is not a person of influence, to abide by these
suggestions. It is only fair and just if these obligations are solitarily imposed
on persons for influence. Therefore, there is a need to distinguish between
an endorser and a person of influence. In most cases it will be clear to the
advertiser as to who is a person of influence and who is not. An advertiser
is expected to conduct due diligence to determine the fame or influence of a
person.
In most cases, people are hired as endorsers because of their fan base and
power of influence. In other cases, an endorser will only remain an endorser.
However, if he is then discovered to have greater influence, s 21 (7)49 will automatically act as a hired gun. For example, the “Trivago guy”50 and the “Airtel
girl”51 were people with meagre social media presence. Their power of influence was therefore nil with respect to the public at large, but with repeated
advertisements of the same type and for the same product/service, they became
famous and started to get recognised. Their faces became synonymous with
the products/services they were endorsing.

49

50

51

The Consumer Protection Act 2019, s 21 ‘Power of Central Authority to issue directions and
penalties against false or misleading advertisements. (7) While determining the penalty under
this section, regard shall be had to the following, namely—
(a) the population and the area impacted or affected by such offence;
(b) the frequency and duration of such offence;
(c) the vulnerability of the class of persons likely to be adversely affected by such offence;
and
(d) the gross revenue from the sales effected by virtue of such offence.’
See Sidharth Jena, ‘Who is the Trivago Ad Guy and Trivago’s Marketing Strategy?’ (Vidooly.
com, April 2019) <https://vidooly.com/blog/trivago-ad-guy-and-marketing-strategy/> accessed
5 January 2021.
See Malini Bhupta, ‘Airtel Strikes Gold with 4G Girl Sasha Chetri’ (Business Standard, 24
April 2016) <https://www.business-standard.com/article/management/airtel-strikes-gold-with4g-girl-sasha-chetri-116042400353_1.html> accessed 5 January 2021.
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In such a scenario, the above suggestions will start to apply once they are
proved to be persons of influence by the Central Authority. On account of this
proposition, the following suggestion becomes consequential:
The phrase “person of influence” should be defined in the Consumer
Protection Act of 2019.
Keeping in view the above suggestions, it is concluded that The Consumer
Protection Act 2019 requires undergoing an amendment which incorporates
these recommendations. A template of such an amendment bill is drafted and
proposed in the next section.
VII. SUGGESTED DRAFT OF THE CONSUMER
PROTECTION (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2021
AS INTRODUCED IN LOK SABHA
BILL NO._____OF 2021
THE CONSUMER PROTECTION (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2021
A
BILL
Further to amend the Consumer Protection Act, 2019.

BE it enacted by Parliament in the Seventy-second Year of the Republic of
India as follows: —
1. (1) This Act may be called the Consumer Protection Act
2021.
(2) It shall come into force on such date as the Central
Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette,
appoint.
Insertion of
new sub-section
2(31A).

2. In the Consumer Protection Act 2019 (hereinafter
referred to as the principal Act), after Section 2(31), the
following sub-section shall be inserted, namely: —

Defining “Person
of Influence”.

‘(31A) “Person of Influence” means any person who has an
influential presence in the society and is recognised and
followed by a significant portion of the population of a
region.

Short title and
commencement.
5

10
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Amendment of
Section 2(18).
Insertion of
the terms ‘or
association’.
Amendment of
Section 2(28).
Disclosure
by person of
influence.

3. In Section 2(18) of the principal Act, in clause (ii) and
(iii), the following terms shall be inserted after the term
depiction, namely: —
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‘Or association’
4. In Section 2(28) of the principal Act,
(i) after clause (iv), the following clause shall be inserted,
namely: —

Definition of “misleading
advertisement”.

‘(v) abstains from making a disclosure which if not made
by a person of influence would constitute an unfair trade
practice; or’

20

(ii) after clause (v), the following clause shall be inserted,
namely: —
‘Or
Bona fide use of
product or service
by person of
influence.

(v) is endorsed by a person of influence who is not a bona
fide user of such product or service; or
Explanation. - For the purpose of this Act,
(a) a bona fide use means usage of the product or service
for a continuous period of time.
(b) it shall be the duty of an advertiser to run the
advertisement so long as it has good reason to believe,
after exercising due diligence at regular intervals, that the
person of influence has remained a bona fide user of such
product or service.’

Insertion of new
clause 2(47)(x).

5. In Section 2(47) of the principal Act, after clause (ix), the
following clause shall be inserted, namely: —

Disclosure
by person of
influence.

‘(x) not disclosing expressly that the promotion of a
product or service is a paid promotion which is made for
commercial purposes only and such promotion is in no
way representative of any personal opinion or view, by a
person of influence when such a promotion is made on the
person’s personal social media handles.

Amendment of
Section 21.

6. In Section 21 of the principal Act, in sub-sections (1),
(2), proviso of (2), (3), proviso of (3) and (5), after the
term “endorser”, the following phrase shall be inserted,
namely: —
‘Or person of influence making an endorsement’

25

30

35
Definition of “unfair trade
practice”.

40

Power of Central Authority to
issue directions and penalties
against false or misleading
advertisements.
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS

The Consumer Protection Act of 2019 was enacted for protection of the
interests of consumers.
1. The new amendment seeks to impose increased duties on persons of
influence and advertisers with the aim of protecting the larger interest
of the consumers.
The Bill seeks to achieve the above objective.
New Delhi; Name of Member of Parliament
Date: _______________
VIII. CONCLUSION

The community of “devotees” in India have time and again demonstrated
their love for their Gods in the most unimaginable, rather aberrant ways. When
something is about their Gods, i.e., the persons of influence, the fans have
shown their ardour in outlandish manners. With such blind love, the Indian
consumers often become vulnerable to the word of the persons of influence.
They fall in trap of the dangers of those products and services their Gods
endorse. In this circumstance, the new Consumer Protection Act 2019 was a
welcome step in imposing certain responsibilities on endorsers who usually
went scot-free for being brand ambassadors of products or services that are
harmful for the health and well-being of the public at large, sometimes even
fatal. However, a simple scrutiny of the provisions of the said Act reveals that
there are still some loopholes that need to be addressed for proper assignment
of responsibility on persons of influence.
Taking inspiration from the relevant laws in Germany, United Kingdom and
United States of America, it is suggested that the Consumer Protection Act
2019 needs to undergo an amendment. The term “person of influence” needs
to be defined and looked at in a separate light from that of an endorser. An
endorsement by such a person should also include any type of association with
the product or service in question. Persons of influence should not only be and
remain bona fide users of the product or service they endorse, but they should
also be responsible for identifying an advertisement or promotion as one if
they are endorsing a product or service in their own social media account.
Recently, Norway implemented a law that obliges the social media influencers to make disclosures in case they have uploaded altered or modified body

pictures.52 This extraordinary step taken by Norway to reduce body pressure
among young people demonstrates that countries around the world are recognising the power of influencers. Steps are taken around the world to limit the
adverse consequences of callous exercise of such power. It is time for India to
consider the changes suggested in this article and march towards a safer and
happier consumer environment.

52

Kieran Press-Reynolds, ‘Influencers in Norway will Soon have to Disclose when Paid Posts
Include Edited or Manipulated Body Photos’ (Insider, 2 July 2021) <https://www.insider.com/
norway-law-social-media-influencers-advertisers-disclose-edited-images-2021-7> accessed 11
July 2021.
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